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Abstract
Environmental concerns have been motivating research in the field of biodegradable
materials, especially those from biological sources. Plant fibres are hydrophilic in nature due
to interaction with the hydroxyl group of their components and water molecules which
results in poor adhesion of these biopolymers to the reinforcing materials due to low
compatibility with the hydrophobic polymer matrices that result in inefficient transfer of
stress from the matrix to the reinforcing material. Environment friendly methods such as
plasma treatment, treatments using fungi, enzymes and bacteria, can be used for the surface
modification of plant fibers. In this context, a series of bio-composites e.g. polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) with lignocellulosic substrate (native and delignified) based biocomposites and PVA
along with bacterial cellulose modified substrate based biocomposites were successfully
synthesized by introducing maleic anhydride as compatibilizer and glycerol as a plasticizer.
The lignocellulosic materials (sugarcane bagasse, wheat straw and rice straw) were treated
enzymatically and the best delignified substrate was further modified by depositing
Acetbacter xylinum. Blends were compression molded and the resulting bio-composites were
removed from their respective casting surfaces under ambient environment and characterized
using different analytical and imaging techniques. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was
performed to study the mechanical properties of the composites. The structural changes in the
composites were analyzed using Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FT-IR), the
morphological properties of the bocomposites were studied using Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and the water absorption behavior of the biocomposites were also
determined. The tensile strength, elongation at break point, and Young’s modulus values of
the bio-composites reached very high levels in comparison to the composites prepared with
pure PVA and pure native straw that were too fragile to be measured for any of the above
mentioned characteristics. Morphological analysis of the newly developed biocomposites
surfaces through SEM showed a uniform distribution of the PVA and reinforcing substrate.
Also there was a marked improvement in the water absorption content of the biocomposite
synthesized from 1:3 ratio of wheat straw and PVA. The development of biocomposites by
using lignocellulosic biofibres as reinforcement materials will form the basis for the potential
use of these biocomposites in various industries.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing environmental concerns, legislates by the government authorities
and demand of the industrialists, the use of the synthetic polymers and structural composites
is considered very critical (Iqbal et al., 2013). The increased concerns on the use of
unsustainable non-renewable petroleum based products had led to the synthesis of
biocomposites for target applications in various industries (Srubar et al., 2012). These biobased polymers developed from renewable natural sources are biocompatible, biodegradable
and are non-toxic in nature. The preparations of green composites using one or more
individual bio-polymers are among the routes to improve some of the properties of
biodegradable polymers (Miao and Hamad, 2013; Hooshmand et al., 2014).
Composites are basically defined as the materials consisting of two or more different
polymers/materials to impart and enhance such ideal properties (bio-compatibility, surface
properties, biodegradability, thermal properties) which the individual components fail to
demonstrate on their own (Gallegos et al., 2016; Iqbal et al., 2016). A similar definition of
composite states the materials formed by the combination of two or more than two
materials, imparting the unique features, one functioning as a binder and the other is made
up of stiff, long fibers (Verma et al., 2012; Nazeer, 2014). The two components control
different aspects of the composite; reinforcing fibres influence the strength and stiffness
properties while the matrix acts to transfer loads between fibres and protects against
environmental conditions such as chemicals, heat and moisture (Gon et al., 2012). The
matrix binds the fibres together and is usually composed of metals, polymers or ceramics
(Thomas et al., 2009; Li et al., 2014).
In contrast, those composites materials which comprises of one or more than one
phase originating from a biological sources, they are often termed as biocomposites (Fowler
et al., 2006; Auras et al., 2011). These biocomposites, which are made from the plant derived
fiber (biofibre) or from the plant derived plastics (bioplastics/biopolymers) are considered
more eco-friendly and therefore termed as green composites (Chauhan et al., 2012; Mitra,
2014). These biocomposites poses numerus benefits over the conventional composites by
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providing better environmental impact, improving the mechanical properties and providing
better applicational outcomes (Rosa and Lenz, 2013).
The matrix phase in biocomposites are biodegrdable and are usually obtained from
the biomass or from some petroleum based sources, they are generally reinforced with the
plant fibres and therefore providing diverse applications (Schaschke and Audic, 2014; Rydz
et al., 2015). The demand and use of sustainable and ecologically strong naturally derived
materials is increased because of the increasing environmental concerns, leading to the
awareness for the dominant use of

natural polymer derived materials instead of the

traditional non-biodegradable type (Sahari and Sapuan 2011; Bhatia et al., 2016).
The lignocellulosic biommss (biofibres) which are used as the reinforcement in the
composite materials have been reviewed recently (Faruk et al., 2012). These fibres were
categorized into six different types containing leaf fibers (sisal, pineapple and abaca), bast
fibers (flax, hemp, jute and kenaf), grass and reed fibres (corn, rice and wheat), the
agricultural residues (bamboo, roots) and the wood fibres (newspaper, magazines and office
paper fibers). These natural fibres generally contain a hollow structure, mostly providing the
insulation against the noise and heat. Each fibril providing a complex and a layered structure
(Faruk et al., 2014; Wei and Mcdonald, 2016).
The natural fibers structure consists of (cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignin, pectin, and
waxy substances) and permits moisture absorption from the surroundings which causes weak
bindings between the fiber and polymer (Zhang et al., 2015). Furthermore, the couplings
between natural fiber and polymer are considered a challenge because the chemical structures
of both fibers and matrix are various (Arshad et al., 2016). These reasons for ineffectual
stress transfer during the interface of the produced composites (Mohammed et al., 2015).
Natural fibres are tough, elastic and demonstrate good mechanical strength. The
composite from natural fibres is introduced for commercial purpose and becomes a good
alternative of glass reinforced composites in many uses (Sen and Reddy, 2011; Asim et al.,
2015).
The cellulosic fibres obtained from different renewable resources had attracted the
tremendous attention of the scientific community globally, due to their unique and attractive
intrinsic properties including biodegradability (Sulaiman et al., 2005), environmental
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friendliness, easy processing, flexibility, impressive physio mechanical properties (Johansson
et al., 2012).

Figure 1.1 Structural representation of plant fibres: primary wall, middle lamella, S1outer secondary wall, S2 middle secondary wall and S3 is the inner
secondary wall (Silva et al., 2009)
Natural cellulose fibers based materials are finding their applications in a number of
fields ranging from automotive to biomedical. Natural cellulose fibers have been frequently
used as the reinforcement component in polymers to add the specific properties in the final
product (Thakur and Thakur, 2014). The wide benefits of biofibres reinforced composites
such as high stiffness to weight ratio, lightweight, and biodegradability give them suitability
in different application in building industries (Kakroodi et al., 2013; Bongarde and Shinda,
2014).
These fibres show good properties of thin walled elements such as tensile strength,
made of sisal fiber reinforced composite (Sen and Paul, 2015), give it a wide area of
application, for instance, structural building members, permanent formwork, tanks, facades,
pipes strengthening and roofing elements with long life spans (Weyenberg et al., 2003;
Mohammad et al., 2015).
Natural fiber based concretes products in construction applications like boards and
the sheets (both plain and corrugated) are light in weight and are ideal for their use in
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roofing, walling and ceiling for the construction of low cost houses (Mohammad et al., 2015;
Awalellu, 2016). However the natural fibres when used in contact to the hydrophobic
polymers, they are often regarded as incompatible and results in the form of aggregates (Ali
et al., 2015). Because of the hydrophilic nature, these fibres exhibit poor moisture resistance.
Therefore to overcome the moisture related problems, the fibres are generally treated with the
hydrophobic aliphatic and cyclic structures (Mitra, 2014).
In order to obtain a good dispersion and distribution of fibres within a composite
matrix, it is important to isolate the fibres from each other, with the absolute fibre length
minimizing the fibre entanglement and to modify the fibres or the matrix for improved
compatibility (Albuquerque et al. 2000; Preisner et al., 2014). The significant role of lignin
and pectin is to bind the individual fibres together, and therefore for the complete isolation of
fibres there is a need to dissolve the lignin and pectin components (Tahir et al., 2011). The
interfacial adhesion between the fibre and the matrix can be improved by the modifications
of the fibres. Different type of chemical treatments involved in the modification includes
alkali treatment, cyanoethylation, dewaxing, bleaching and the grafting of the vinyl polymers
(Sanjay et al., 2016). All these modifications lead to the improvement in the mechanical
properties of the composites such as the tensile strength, impact strength and the flexural
strength (Goud and Rao, 2012).
The reason behind the poor compatibility with the hydrophobic polymer is the
hydrophilic nature of the cellulose polymer (Mekonnen et al., 2013). Therefore, it is a basic
necessity to modify the surface properties of the natural biofibres for increased adhesional
binding between the fibre and the matrix (Ul-Islam et al., 2012). In addition to the chemicals,
a large amount of solvents are also involved in the surface modifications of the cellulosic
fibres (Kalia et al., 2011).
The cellulosic fibres poses high abilities for the surface modifications over the
synthetic polymers as it can provide an environmental friendly approach, with a non-toxic
and easy handling access, therefore presenting no health hazards such as respiratory diseases
and the skin irritations (Yang et al., 2004). The cellulosic based composites have wide
applications in different industries such as the automotive (Ashori, 2008; Alves et al., 2010),
pharmaceutical and the construction industries (Wan et al., 2007; Miao et al., 2011; Wang
and Chen, 2011; Mathew et al., 2012).
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There are different types of fungi involve in the degradation of the lignin, however
the most effective in between them includes white rot fungi (Placido and Capereda, 2015).
The WRF possess and efficient enzymatic system to degrade the lignin content effectively.
This system contains three principal enzymes lignin peroxidase (LiP), manganese peroxidase
(MnP) and laccases (Salvachua et al., 2011). Different types of substrates (animal feed,
paper, agro waste) can be delignified using these microrganisms (Lu et al., 2010; Wan and
Li, 2010). The delignification can be broadly defined as the application of the ligninolytic
enzymes to these feed stocks, to minimize the lignin contents (Li et al., 2008; Wan and Li,
2010).
One of the best methods for the surface modifications of the natural biofibres is via
using bacterial cellulose presenting a refined eco-friendly treatment (Lee et al., 2009).
Bacterial cellulose has attracted great attention in the scientific research because of its
remarkable properties of porosity, moldability, water absorbancy, biodegradability and the
excellent biological affinity (Pommet et al., 2008).
A few genus among the bacteria can synthesize cellulose, but the gram negative
bacterium Acetobacter xylinum secrete large quantity of cellulose froming a microfibrillar
structure and merge together to form the large cellulosic ribbons, which after entanglement
leads to the formation of the pellicle (Keshk, 2014).
Acetobacter xylinum is one of the best cellulose producing bacterial strain, and the
cellulose produced by it possesses great mechanical properties due to its crystalline nature.
The bacterial cellulose possesses a triclinic (Iα) form of crystalline structure, making it
different from the monoclinic (Iβ) polymorphic form of plant cellulose (Wei and Mcdonald,
2016). Moreover, the bacterial cellulose also contain a higher degree of crystallinity (60%–
90%), over the plant cellulose forming a characteristic micro fibrils ribbon like structure, and
contributing towards the increase mechanical strength . The bacterial cellulose exhibits the
young’s modulus of 15 to 35 GPa across the surface of the plane (Siro and Plackett, 2010;
Liu et al., 2014).
The bacterial cellulose is widely used in multiple fields including paper restoration
(Santos et al., 2014), wound healing (Mualla et al., 2016) and the blood vessels regeneration
(Han et al., 2011). The use of bacterial cellulose in the composites containing the matrix and
the reinforcement phase has also been employed. Owing to the porous nature of the
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arrangement of the fibres, it acts as a matrix for housing a variety of articles from different
reinforcing materials (Esa et al., 2014). However the bacterial cellulose can also be served as
the reinforcing phase. There are different types of BC composites synthesized via in situ or
ex situ methods. In case of the in situ methods, there is the addition of the reinforcement
phase into the matrix during its synthesis (Saibuatong and Philsalaphong, 2010), whereas in
the ex situ methods, bacterial cellulose is impregnated with the reinforcing material (UlIslam et al., 2012).
Although most of the materials exhibit excellent strength properties in their fibrous
forms, but there properties can be enhanced via bonding them to a suitable matrix (Nitin and
Singh, 2013). The function of the matrix is to isolate the fibres from each other to prevent the
abrasion, minimizing the formation of surface flaws and acting as a bridge to hold the fibers
in place (Prajapati and Qureshi, 2015). A good matrix should exhibit some remarkable
properties such as to undergo deformation when the load is applied, transferring the load onto
the fibers and to evenly distribute the stress contribution (Verma et al., 2012).
There are two different types of polymers used as matrix in the synthesis of
composites, thermoplastic and the thermoset resins. The thermoplastic resins are preferred
over the thermoset resins in the composite applications as it exhibits some distinguishing
properties of better impact strength, fast processing conditions (no time for curing is
required), easier recycling (Vieira et al., 2011), low cost, higher fracture toughness, absence
of toxic solvents and higher elongation on fracture (Pickering et al., 2011).
Among the polymers, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is widely used as a matrix in the
processing of composites. The polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), contain vinyl polymers having
oxidizable functional groups and therefore the catalyst is added to them to promote their
oxidation, leading them to biodegradation (Tokiwa et al., 2009). The PVA has been widely
used because of its solubility in water; also it can be easily biodegraded by the enzymes as
well as microorganisms (Vroman and Tighzert, 2009).
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), has excellent water soluble, adhesional, emulsificational
and film forming properties and therefore it has been used in the films, fibers and as the
adhesive agents (Wang et al., 2011). There are many hydroxyl groups present in the structure
of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), forming hydrogen bonds, and providing excellent mechanical
properties (Zhao et al., 2010). However, besides the advantages PVA also contain some
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defects of poor decomposition temperature, low elongation at break and high glass transition
temperature (Ma and Shi, 2009; You et al., 2014).
The matrix-filler interface plays a critical role in ensuring that the properties of each
component contribute optimally to the bulk properties of the final product (Plesa et al.,
2016). The short fibre reinforced strength is dependent highly on the degree of the interfacial
adhesions and the orientation of the fibres control the modulus (Ho et al., 2011).
The modulus of the cellulosic based composites increases prominently along with the
tensile strength (Ansari et al., 2014) whereas there is a reduction in the impact strength and
the elongation as compared to the unfilled polymers (Georgopoulos et al., 2005).
The processing of thermoplastic based composites can be carried out via a variety of
techniques (Rao et al, 2015). Among the various techniques extrusion, film blowing, sheet
thermoforming, rotational molding and compression molding, extrusion covering are
involved in the continuous manufacturing of the composite products with a uniform cross
sectional area (Strong, 2006).
Among various techniques, compression molding is considered as the most effective
process for the manufacturing of thin, strong, stiff and light weight composites (Park et al.,
2001). The extrusion ad the injection molding processes sometimes leads to the damaging of
the fibres due to the rotational screw (Carneiro and Maia, 2000). In contrast to that the
compression molding technique does not poses any damage to the fibres, preserving the
isotropic properties of the composites. However the temperature and pressure of the molding
process plays an important part in the physical and mechanical properties of the composites
(Ho et al., 2011). The use of higher temperatures educes the viscosity of the thermoplastics,
providing improved wetting of the fibres, but can also lead to the damaging of the natural
fibres. On the other hand, molding pressure is also important as it lead to the removal of the
trapped air inside and therefore minimizing the chances of voids formation (Woehl et al.,
2010).
The compression molding method is used widely for the making of complex, high
strength parts, (Howell and Fukumoto, 2014) and for the manufacturing of the high volume
objects. It possess short cycle time and resulting in a higher production rate (Woehl et al.,
2010)
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Biocomposites are used in a variety of applications from the production of advanced
spacecraft to sporting good to the joints implants. Also, they are widely been used in the


Construction industry



Automotive industry



Electronic industry



Food packaging industry



Biomedical applications.

Figure 1.2. Pictorial representation of the applications of biocomposite
The use of biocomposites in the packaging materials for food has been improved
widely and is expected to grow in the next decade, reducing the environmental impacts
(Soulestin et al., 2011). Other than the food packaging industry, the construction industry
especially the civil engineering accounts for 23% of the world’s total plastics (Pilla, 2011).
The use of biomaterials owing to their superior mechanical properties provides a sustainable
alternatives for the building and construction industry (Song et al., 2009).
In the construction industries, biocomposites are potentially used in the scaffolding,
decking, railing and framework (Roy et al., 2014) farming walls, flooring, fencing, ceiling
panels and the decorative panels (Pilla, 2009). Also these composites are used in the
cementic matrices for the making of low cost building materials including the roofing sheets,
panels, tiles and the slabs (Singh and Gupta, 2005). These cellulosic based natural fibres
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composites possess high strength to weight ratios and stiffness, making them superior to the
traditional composites (Cheung et al., 2009).
The use of the biocomposites in the biomedical applications is in the regeneration of
the damaged tissues and the implants (Darder et al., 2007). These composites in addition to
the biodegradability and biocompatibility, also provide the mechanical stability to avoid the
collapse of the implants (Thomas et al., 2006; Bhat and Kumar, 2013; Henkel et al., 2013).
In case of the automobiles, the hollow tubular structure or the biofibres provides them with
the better insulation against noise and the heat in the automotive applications such as
door/ceiling panels, panels separating the engine and the passengers (Carvalho et al., 2005;
Bavan and Kumar, 2014). All the major vehicle manufacturers use the long natural fibres
such as kenaf, hemp, jute and flax (Fowler et al., 2006).
Objectives
The present research investigations were focused on the following objectives:
 To develop sustainable, efficient and ecofriendly biocomposites with improved
mechanical properties using wheat straw as a reinforcement phase and polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) as a matrix
 Enzymatic treatment of the reinforcement phase (biofibre) to modify the surface
properties
 Deposition of bacterial cellulose to increase the cellulose crystallinity of the substrate
 Characterization of the biocomposites developed from native, delignified and
bacterially modified substrate to study the impact of enzymatic and bacterial on the
mechanical properties of the biocomposites
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

For the development of improved materials use of natural fibers has been a prominent
area of research presently. Scientist have gained much interest in these materials because of
their ecofriendly nature as they could replace totally the current synthetic materials
(Hernandez et al., 2014)
A composite material consists of the reinforcing phase which is discontinuous and is
embedded in the matrix phase which is continuous. These composite materials are attracting
a worldwide attention, as these materials show the combined properties of two individual
materials. They possess light weight structures with improved mechanical properties with
improved (Verma et al., 2012)

2.1. Biocomposites
Presently, certain concepts of sustainable developments, green chemistry and
industrial ecology led to the development of the generation of the composites materials
(Awal et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2015; Vaisanen et al., 2016). These biocomposites are
contributing more efficiently and less expensively towards the environmental constraints
such as recycling of the products (Karsli et al., 2013; Khanam and Almamdeed, 2014).
Biocomposites can be easily disposed of or composted at the end of their life without
harming the environment, which is not possible with synthetic fibre based polymer
composites (Gurunathan et al., 2015)
In regard to the composites, such materials which are developed from one or more phases
from the biological origin are called as biocomposites (Fowler et al., 2006; Hughes et al.,
2006). ASTM (American Society of Testing and Materials) defined these composites as the
biobased materials which contain materials or components raised from the biological
(carbon) sources.
In literature, Biocomposites has been defined in different ways as Jacquemin et al.,
2009 defined Biocomposites as the materials which are made from petroleum derived,
biodegradable polymers such as PLA (poly lactic acid) or PHA (poly hydroxy alkanoates)
and the natural fibers.
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In contrast to traditional materials, these biocomposites exhibit good strength, has high
flexural and tensile strength, possess high compactness, high creep resistance and several
other light weight applications (Asim et al., 2015)
Shortage of fossil fuels and their high cost, has led to an advance research on biofibre
based polymeric materials, shifting the trend towards the green composites (Mngomezulu et
al., 2014) and therefore have ecofriendly nature comparable to the synthetic counterparts.

2.2. Components of Biocomposites
Biocomposites contains two major components, among them one of the component is
based on agricultural waste, serving as a reinforcement phase (Horrocks, 2011). The use of
these agricultural wastes provides viable solution to the waste disposal leading to the
reduction in environmental pollution as they can be used in an economical way for the
development of useful materials (Fink et al., 2010; Anandjiwala et al., 2013).
The biocomposites synthesized from renewable materials are described as sustainable
products as they have been accepted widely because of their recyclability, triggered
biodegradability, commercial and environmental viability (Mohanty et al., 2002). These
materials have stability for an intended period of time and they degrade in suitable
environment once they are disposed off (Kuang et al., 2010; Yadav et al., 2014).

2.3. Biofibres as reinforcement phase
Billions of tons of agricultural waste residues such as pineapple leaf, wheat straw,
sugarcane bagasse are produced around the world and they can be available in abundance at
relatively low cost, also serving as renewable sources (Khalil et al., 2008) Only a small
fraction of these fibres was used as fuel and fertilizer and the excess was usually burnt in the
fields posing a negative effect on the environment (Sahari et al., 2013) Therefore to
overcome these problems, the developing countries which grow plants and fruits are not only
using them for agricultural purposes but also utilizing them to generate new materials for
industries. And to improve the economic conditions of the farmers, most of the country’s
trade these lignocellulosic residues as well. About 30 million tons of natural fibres are
produced every year and are used as an important component in a variety of manufacturing
industries such as packaging, clothing, automobiles, construction and paper making
industries (Jawaid and Khalil, 2011).
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Apart from plant fibres, various types of animal fibres such as chicken feathers,
wool, silk and animal hairs are also used in different types of products (Ramamoorthy et al.,
2015) The use of agricultural fibres such as straw has become the focus of researchers in the
preparation of composite materials (Liu et al., 2012). As these materials have better water
resistance, higher internal bond strength, flexibility, improved acoustic insulations and a
bigger fracture coefficient (Andrzej et al., 2010).
The extensive research for the use of natural fibres as reinforcement in the composite
materials is mainly due to its environment friendly natural, biodegradablilty, physical and
mechanical strength, low cost, high specific stiffness, low density (Mantia and Morreale,
2011) because of which it has replaced several synthetic fibre composites and has occupied a
prominent position in marine, automotive, aeroscope and construction industries (Koronis et
al., 2013)
Gutierrez et al., 2009 used cellulose obtained from cotton as reinforcement in the PCL
matrix and synthesized fully biodegradable biocomposites and studied the morphology,
crystallization behavior, thermal and mechanical properties of the composites. It was
concluded that the use of these hydrophobic filler resulted in increased mechanical
properties. The review conducted by Wahit et al., 2012 also highlighted the development of
PCL and PLA based ecofriendly composites with the incorporation of natural fibres such as
hemp, ramie, wood, rice straw that led to enhanced mechanical properties and
biodegradability.
Teixeira et al., 2009 used the cassava bagasse as the reinforcing material and the
cassava starch as a biomatrix which resulted in the nanofibrils with relatively low
crystallinity and with a thickness of 2-11nm and a length of 360-1700 nm long. The
nanofibrils were then used as reinforcing nanoparticles using glycerol and sorbitol as a
plasticizer.
Kaith et al., 2010 developed corn starch based green composites grafted with
Sccharum spontaneum L, he observed theses composites to have better mechanical properties
and compressive strength then the basic matrix. In addition, Prachayawarakon et al., 2010
prepared biodegradable composites from cotton fire and thermoplastic rice starch, in which
low density polyethylene was added to improve the water absorption potential and tensile
properties of the composites.
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Farsi, 2012 prepared composite from wheat straw and polypropylene along with
maleic anhydride as a coupling agent and developed the composites using injection molding
which predicted that the composites prepared from 30% wheat straw showed the highest
modulus and lowest δ then the untreated ones. Also the thermal stability of the wheat straw
was lowered in comparison to Polypropylene (PP).
According to Yasina et al. (2010) a limited study is conducted on the use of wheat
straw for composites production which can lead to improved mechanical properties. Wheat
straw is an abundant source of plant fiber which is produced in large quantities every year in
the world.
2.3.1. Composition of Biofibres
All plant materials composed of three major units i.e., lignin, cellulose and
hemicellulose. These lignocellulosic materials including agricultural wastes, grasses, forestry
residues and woody materials have great potential for biofuel production (Kumar et al.,
2009) Typically, most of the agricultural lignocellulosic biomass is comprised of about 1025% lignin, 20-30% hemicellulose, and 40-50% cellulose (Iqbal et al., 2011).
Among the three components cellulose is the major structural component and is
responsible for improved mechanical strength, and the lignin contain three aromatic alcohols
(Coniferyl, pcoumaryl and sinapyl alcohol) and forms a protective seal around the other two
components (Jiang et al., 2010; Menon and Rao, 2012)

Fig. 2.1. Representation of the lignocellulosic framework
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2.3.1.1. Lignin
Lignin occupies the smallest fraction but is the most complex component of plant cell
wall. It is a heterogeneous polymer, containing phenyl-propane units linked together by ether
bonds (Anwar et al., 2014) the individual phenyl-propanoid units are secreted, during plant
growth and then get polymerized by a free radical process leading to the formation of a
randomized structure. This results in the formation of a rigid protective covering allowing the
formation of specialized tissues supporting vertical growth and preventing pathogen
invasions (Sorek et al., 2014)
2.3.1.2. Cellulose
Cellulose, the load bearing part of plant cell wall is the most abundant biopolymer on
Earth (Guerriero et al., 2010). The cellulose microfibrils are insoluble long chain structures
composed of approximately 24 hydrogen hydrogen bonds within chains in a β (1,4)- linked
glucose linkages, and forms a repeating disaccharide unit known as cellobiose (Wang et al.,
2012)
2.3.1.3. Hemicellulose
Hemicellulose is the second most abundant polymer in nature after cellulose. It is a
polymer which is made up of some sugar monomers like glucans, xylans and mannans
(Kumar et al., 2009). The hemicellulose and cellulose are bind tightly with some noncovalent interations (Iqbal et al., 2013).
2.4. Modifications of Biofibres
Although biofibres have some remarkable and promising properties as reinforcing
agents for the development of biocomposites but due to weak interface, there are certain
problems of compatibility between the fibres and the matrix (Kalia et al., 2011). The weak
interface leads to poor stress transfer between the reinforcement and the matrix, which is
mainly dependent on the strong degree of bonding between the two phases (Kalia et al.,
2009).
Also the poor interfacial interactions between the matrix and the filler leads to
porosity, internal strains, moisture absorption, environmental degradation and de-bonding
over time (Alsaeed et al., 2013) Therefore the surface modifications of the natural fibres by
the treatment is one of the leading research area to improve the compatibility and interfacial
bond strength (Obasi et al., 2014).
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Therefore to improve the interface between the matrix and the fibre it is necessary to
increase the hydrophobicity of the cellulose fibres. Also the major problems associated with
the use of natural fibres are low melting point and poor resistance towards the moisture
(Kalia et al., 2009) therefore the pretreatments of these cellulosics fibres increases the
surface roughness, cleans the fibre surface, chemically modify it and stops the moisture
absorption process (Wongsriraksa et al., 2013).
Different researchers worked on the different treatment methodologies to improve the
surface properties of these advanced composites. Different treatment methods include alkali
(Hossain et al., 2013) benzoylation, acrylation, maleated coupling agents (Venkateshwaran et
al., 2013; Lou et al., 2014) sodium chloride and fungal treatments (Kabir et al., 2012) and the
acetylation and acrylonitrile grafting (He et al., 2012). The main reason of the surface
treatments is to enhance the fibre/matrix interfacial bonding and to transfer the stress in
between (Hidayat and Tachibana, 2012).

2.5. Enzymatic Treatment of Biofibres
The basic purpose of the pretreatment is to separate the lignin and carbohydrates and
to disrupt the crystalline structure of these materials (Alvira et al., 2010). Numerous
pretreatment has been suggested in the pst decades and are categorized as physicochemical
(autohydrolysis, steam etc), mechanical, chemical (alkali, organic acids, oxidizing agents)
and biological (e.g fungi) processes or the combination of these (Galbe and Zacchi, 2007;
Hendriks and Zeeman, 2009).
In respect to the production of biocomposites, microbial pretreatment can improve the
features of cellulosic fibres, as (Wu et al., 2011) pretreated corn stalk with Trametes hirsuta,
and the fibre boards made showed an increase of 3.40 fold in the modulus and 8.87 increase
in the elasticity respectively. The result inferred from the research showed that the pretreated
biomass contains twice the number of OH groups with 18 % increased crystallinity. In
biological pretreatment, microorganism are being used and their enzymatic mechanism is
employed to breakdown the lignin and alter the lignocellulosic structures (Isori et al., 2011).
2.5.1. White Rot Fungi
Three major groups of fungi that can degrade the lignocellulosic materials include the
white rot fungi (basidiomycetes), brown rot fungi and the soft rot fungi (Ascomycetes).
Among all these three, the white rot fungus has the ability to degrade the lignocellulosic
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biomass more efficiently by secreting the extracellular ligninolytic enzymes (Zhou et al.,
2012). These white rot fungi are saprophytic filamentous fungi that generally colonize wood.
They have the potential to release lignin degrading enzymes and invade, leading to the
decomposition of lignocellulosic substrates (Wal et al., 2012).

Figure 2.2. Pictorial representation of the lignin degradation by white rot fungi
(Hofritcher, 2000)
Among the basidiomycetes, Trametes versicolor is probably one of the most efficient
strain for the ligninolytic enzyme production (Sharddha et al., 2012) Trametes secrete
extracellular enzymes including lignn peroxidase (LiP), manganese peroxidase (MnP) and
laccase that all together cause lignin degradation. Hossain and Anantharaman (2006) reported
that Trametes versicolor secrete all three ligninolytic enzyme (LiP, MnP and laccase) with
maximum activities of 495, 440, and 410 U/mL for LiP, MnP, and laccase respectively.
Ganodrema lucidum, is another white rot fungi capable of producing the lignin-modifying
enzymes (LME) and include LiP, MnP and Lac (Silva et al., 2005).
Asgher et al. (2010) used rice straw and bagasse as the basic substrates for the solid
state fermentation of Ganoderma. There was a significant production of ligninolytic
enzymes, in different type and compositions of the culture media. In their experiments, the
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maximum enzyme activities with rice straw as a substrate were recorded: LiP: 2185 IU/ml;
MnP: 1972 IU/ml; and laccase: 338 IU/ml (Asgher et al., 2010).
Kabir and his coworkers proposed that the pretreatment of lignocellulosic waste
residues will lead to the loosening of their hydroxyl groups due to different chemical
treatments, and this will redue the hydrophilicity of the the fibres causing an increase in the
dimensional stability and mechanical strength of the natural fibre reinforced polymer
composites (George et al., 2014)
Du et al. (2006) reported the lignin degradation abilities of nine basidiomycetous
fungi by using paddy straw as a substrate. They found P. ostreatus , C. versicolor , T. albidus
and T. gallica had higher lignin degradation activities.
2.5.2. Ligninases Enzymes
There are three major ligninolytic enzymes including LiP, MnP and laccase produced
by white rot fungi (WRF) which are being evaluated for their applications in environmental
and industrial biotechnology (Wong, 2009). The ligninases contain different forms of
oxidative enzymes that catalyze the lignin degradation. However the term lignin modifying
enzymes (LMEs) is also been used as these contain several hydrolytic as well as oxidative
enzymes in it. The main enzymes included in LMEs are Lignin peroxidase (LiP), manganese
peroxidase (MnP), versatile peroxidase (VP) and laccases (Jhadav et al., 2009; Madhavi and
Lele, 2009)
2.5.2.1. Lignin peroxidase
LiPs are monomeric glycosylated enzymes of 40 kDa with 343 amino acids residues,
a heme group having four carbohydrates, two calcium ions and 370 water molecules
(Hammel and Cullen, 2008). It has secondary structure which is helicoidal containing eight
major helixes, eight minor helixes and two anti-parallel beta sheets (Martinez et al., 2009)
Lignin peroxidases are glycosylated, heme containing enzyme functionally require
H2O2 for oxidation of lignin related aromatic structure (Asgher et al., 2008; Papinutti and
Forchiassin, 2007). LiPs have high oxidation potential with the ability of catalyzing the
oxidation of phenols and aromatic amines, aromatic ethers, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(Shrivastava et al., 2005).
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2.5.2.2. Manganese peroxidase (MnP)
Manganese peroxidase are glycoproteins, possessing molecular weight in between 38
to 62.5 kDa, with approximately 350 amino acids residues. It has two domains with ten major
helixes and one minor helix containing five disulphide bridges (Martin, 2002). Each of these
bridges is involved in manganese (Mn) bonding sites that distinguish it from other
peroxidases (Hosseinzadeh et al., 2016).
Manganese dependent peroxidases (MnPs) oxidizes phenolic

compounds in the

presence of H2O2 and manganese (Wang et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2013) This enzyme
oxidizes Mn(II) to Mn(III), and in turn oxidizes monomeric phenols, phenolic lignin dimers
and synthetic lignins (Wariishi et al., 1991) via the formation of phenoxy radicals (Asgher et
al., 2013). In addition to it, MnP’s can oxidize a variety of other substrates as well, including
high molecular weight chlorolignins and nylons rendering it as an interesting candidate for
potential applications in various industries of pulp and paper, and also for the degradation of
pollutants (Asgher et al., 2008).
2.5.2.3. Laccase
Laccase is a glycoprotein containing four copper atoms distributed in redox sites and
has advantage that they do not need H2O2 for substrate oxidation, broader spectrum than
peroxidases (Mishra and Kumar, 2007). Laccase (benzenediol oxygen oxidoreductase, EC
1.10.3.2) is a copper-containing phenol oxidase, which can oxidize electron-rich substrates of
phenolic and non-phenolic origin with a concomitant reduction of oxygen to water through a
radical-catalyzed reaction mechanism (Hamid et al., 2013; Christropher et al., 2014).
Laccase catalysis take place in three steps given below: in first step the substrate
reduce the first Cu called as type I Cu, then in second step electron shifted from type I Cu
to the type II Cu and type III Cu trinuclear cluster (Bernando et al., 2012). At the end
in third step reduction of oxygen to water at the trinuclear cluster occur (Brijwani et al.,
2010). Laccases are involved in both synthesis and the biodegradation of lignin (Hood et al.,
2003, Wong, 2009), plant pathogenesis, kernel browning processes in plants and the pigment
formation in the fungal spores (Roosado et al., 2012).
The white rot fungi are strongly capable of degrading the lignin content due to high
ligninase activities, as they contain a highly developed hyphal organization effectively
penetrating into the plant cell walls (Dwivedi et al., 2011).
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2.6. Purification of enzymes
For industrial applications, the enzymes are often concentrated and purified from the
medium. But the purification strategies used should be inexpensive, having a high yield and
suitable selectivity and continuous product recovery as well (Singh and Mukhopadhay, 2012)
However, the methodologies adapted for purification need to maintain the integrity of
the enzymes, because its catalytic activity is dependent upto conformational structure
(Menezes et al., 2010).
Multiple steps like ultrafiltration, precipitation using ammonium sulphate or organic
solvents, and ion exchange and size exclusion chromatography have been used for the
purification of ligninases from the culture filtrate (Viswanath et al., 2014).
Ammonium sulphate fractionation is being commonly employed from years to
partially purify ligninases from the crude filtrate of their sources. However, researches have
been reported with much efficient methodologies such as membrane filtration techniques,
various chromatographic techniques and have resulted in many commercially available
purified forms of enzymes (Desai and Nityanand, 2010).
Various purification techniques have been used for purification of laccases from
different sources. Trametes versicolor produced under optimized conditions was purified to
homogeneity by using three-step procedure. After purification the enzyme had 58%
purification yield with 11.4 fold purification and 1320.7 U/mg specific activities. Trametes
versicolor 951022 produced a monomeric laccase having high specific activity of 91,443
U/mg on ABTS used as substrate. Molecular weight of laccase estimated by SDS-PAGE was
approximately 97kDa that was higher previously reported laccases (50-90 kDa). The enzyme
showed maximum activity at pH 3.0 and 50°C temperature. Laccase from T. versicolor
951022 was purified to 209-fold purification with 6.2% yield by using precipitation, DEAESepharose, Phenyl-Sepharose, and gel filtration chromatography (More et al., 2011).
Liu et al. (2009) used the strain of Pleurotus ostreatus 10969 growing on Juncao and
optimized the growth conditions for the high production of laccase. Optimized quantity of
Glucose (0.0988 g/mL) and Mg2+ (7.3 mmol/L) were helped for enhancing the enzyme
production and activity. By using optimized condition enhance the enzyme production 2.5
times more as compared to the initial medium. The purified laccase have molecular mass
about 40 kDa estimated by SDS-PAGE. Size exclusion chromatography on Sephadex G-100,
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anion exchange chromatography on DEAE, and ammonium sulphate precipitation were used
to purify laccase enzyme produced by white rot fungus strain Pleurotus sajor-caju (Sahay et
al., 2012).
The purification of extracellular laccase from Lenzites tricolor was performed by two
sets of methods. The first set method was (NH4)2SO4 salting-out, dialyzing, polyethylene
glycol (PEG 2000) concentration, SephadexG-150 column chromatography (2.6cm×40.0cm).
The second set method was (NH4)2SO4 salting-out, dialyzing, and ultra-filtration
concentrating, DEAE-Sepharose FF ion exchange chromatography (1.6cm×60.0cm) and
Sephadex G-75 gel filtration (1.6cm×60.0cm) (Lu et al., 2007).
Chromatographic techniques were used for the purification of laccase enzyme from

basidiomycete Funalia trogii (Berk.) that gave the best purity as confirmed running the
sample on sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and
isoelectric focusing (IEF) ( Patrick et al., 2009).
2.7. Bacterial modifications of Natural Biofibres
Different types of modifications have been performed to facilitate the transfer of
stress at the interphase (Wei et al., 2013). These modifications results in the increase in
mechanical properties, weatherabaility and biodurability of the fibres (Lu et al., 2000). Wei
and Mcdonald reviewed the chemical treatment of the natural fibres in fibre based polymer
composites (Wei and Mcdonald, 2016).
The surface modifications of the cellulosic fibres, using the bacterial cellulose is
considered as one of the best method for the surface treatments of fibres (Pommet et al.,
2008). The coating of the bacterial cellulose onto the cellulosic fibres presents a new
approach towards the control of interaction between the polymers and the fibres (Lee et al.,
2014). It leads to the good distribution of the bacterial cellulose into the matrix, and also
contributes towards the increase interfacial adhesion between the polymer matrix and the
fibres through mechanical interlocking (Eicchorn et al., 2010).
The growing trend towards the use of bacterial cellulose is due to some of its unique
salient features such as water absorbency, biodegradability, moldability, excellent biological
affinity and its significant mechanical properties in both the dry and wet states (Kalia et al.,
2011).
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2.7.1. Deposition of bacterial cellulose using Acetobacter xylinum
Other than plants, cellulose can be also produced by certain bacterial species
including Acetobacter, Alcaligenes, Rhizobium and Agrobacterium species (Augimeri et al.,
2015). The cellulose produced from these bacterial strains has the same chemical structure as
that of cellulose from plants. But, the bacterial cellulose has a benefit over the plant cellulose
as it is being devoid of the lignin, hemicellulose, pectin and other biogenic products which
are normally associated with plant cell wall (Iqbal et al., 2014)
Acetobacter xylinum is the most efficient producer of bacterial cellulose, and
produces two forms of cellulose in general. Cellulose I, is the ribbon like polymer and
cellulose II is thermodynamically the most stable amorphous polymer (Premjet et al., 2007).
However presently, it is more recommended to obtain the cellulose nanofirils from bacteria
than through the chemomechanical or mechanical processes (Brown and Laborie, 2007).
Bacterial cellulose secreted by Acetobacter xylinum is ribbon shaped fibrils, less than 100nm
wide and composed of fine nanofibrils of 2-4 nm (Brown and Laborie, 2007). The
microfibrillar structure of bacterial cellulose is basically responsible for the high degree of
polymerization, high tensile strength and high crystallinity index (Chawla et al., 2009)
These nanocelluloses produced by Acetobacter species also serves as an interesting
and potential candidate for the designing of the green materials as it can lead to high stiffness
and increased strength of the cellulosic crystals (Eichhorn et al., 2010). Heish et al., 2008
analysed the stiffness of the cellulose crystals using X-Ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy
and estimated it to be approximately 100-160 GPa in contrast to the glass fibres which was
70 GPa. Lee et al., 2014 coated natural fibers with a layer of bacterial cellulose and found a
prominent improvement in the interfacial adhesion between the BC coated natural fibers and
Poly L- lactic Acid (PLLA).
Bacterial cellulose is used for a variety of purposes including medical pads, artificial
skin and in the materials synthesis for high performance speaker diaphragms (Castro et al.,
2012) also because of its high purity and other physico-chemical characteristics it has
remarkable importance in the wide range of areas including food and tissue engineering
(Silva et al., 2014).
The incorporation of cellulose producing bacteria in the natural fibres, results in the
coating of these natural fibres surfaces by bacterial nanocellulose (Pommet et al., 2008).
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These highly crystalline and strong nanocellulosic fibrils attaches themselves to the surface
of natural fibres, giving it a hairy appearance, leading to improved cellulosic content of the
fibres (Kalia et al., 2011).
2.8. 2nd phase of Biocomposites: Matrix phase
There are two main categories of constituent materials: matrix (polymer) and
reinforcement (fibre) and the interaction of these two constituents ensure that the composite
synthesized from them possess superior material properties for the required applications
(Girones et al., 2011).
The second component of the composites is the matrix. The resins or polymer
produced from petroleum products were not ecofriendly and fully biodegradable (Sinha and
Panigrahi, 2009). There are different type of matrix materials including the thermosets and
the thermoplastic polymers (Drzal et al., 2004; Summerscales et al., 2010). However the
thermoset polymers formulations are often more complex than the thermoplastics. Various
parameters such as resin, curing agents, catalyst, flowing agents and the hardeners also effect
the features of the composites (Asim et al., 2015).
The selection of the matrix is dependent towards the degradation temperature of the
natural fibres. The variety of natural fibres used as reinforcement is generally thermally
stable below 200ºC (Summerscale et al., 2010). Because of this limitation, thermoplastics
that get soften below this temperature including polyvinyl chloride, polypropylene, polyvinyl
alcohol, polyethylene and polystyrene are mostly used as matrix (Pickering et al., 2016). The
matrix is an important major component of fibre -reinforced composites. As this matrix has
wide functions, it acts as a barrier against the adverse conditions of the environment, transfer
the loads in between and protects the surface of the fibres from mechanical abrasion (Heidi et
al., 2012).
2.8.1. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a well-known polymer possessing some excellent features
of water solubility, film forming property, ease of use and biodegradability (Lin et al., 2014).
In regard to its synthesis, PVA is a polymer that cannot undergo polymerization from its
monomers, instead of which it forms through poly (vinyl acetate) due to the instability of its
vinyl monomers. Therefore it is basically obtained via process of saponification from
polyvinyl acetate (Nj et al., 2014). However upon hydrolysis, PVA can be hydrolysed into
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two forms, either it can fully hydrolysed or partially hydrolysed depending upon the number
of residual acetate groups which are formed in the saponification process (Tan et al., 2015)
The global production of PVA is around 650,000 tons per year (Lin et al., 2014). The
wide applications of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) includes its use in the preparation of blends,
renewable polymers like chitosan, lignocellulosic fillers or starches preparations (Pang et al.,
2013). It is important that the development in composite manufacturing technology to
achieves ecological sustainability while striving to meet consumers’ needs (Seng et al.,
2014).
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has some basic properties dependent on the degree of
polymerization, degree of hydrolysis and the tactility of the macromolecular chains. The
composites prepared through PVA and cellulose exhibit some remarkable properties of high
surface area, high porosity, excellent mechanical properties (Wu et al., 2012). The main
functional uses of polyvinyl alcohol include filtration, catalysis, membranes, optics, drug
release, enzyme mobilization, and tissue engineering, among others (Javadi et al., 2013).
It has also potential in the formation of mulches which are biodegradable in nature. In
comparison to the carbon fibre composites or any of the non- biodegadable recyclable fillers,
these polymers exhibit good potential of biodegradability in the eco-friendly composites
(Laboulfie et al., 2013). The composites materials should be able to recycled, reused,
reprocessed or biodegradable, to minimize its impact to ecosystem.
The potential of PVA based nano-cellulosic materials as wound dressing is also
described. Such as nano-cellulosic composites may react to match the natural environment
moisture of a wound surface and eventually lead to accelerated wound healing (Gonzalez et
al., 2014; Rahman et al., 2014).
Li et al. (2014) prepared PVA/pinewood saw dust composites by hot press molding
for particle board application. The tensile modulus, tensile strength and shore hardness were
found to be affected by the processing conditions. The optimum properties were obtained
when the composite particleboard was pressed at 140ºC for 10–12 min. These PVA based
wood composites in the application of particleboard may lead to the long term benefits in the
infra-structure, from the economic and environmental point of view.
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2.9. Coupling Agents
Coupling agents are those materials which bring the compatibility in between the two
materials which are often incompatible. With some of the intermediary properties, there are
two functions of coupling agents, firstly it reacts with the functional (OH) groups of cellulose
and secondly, it reacts with the functional groups of the matrix, aiming to facilitate the stress
transfer in between the fibres and the matrix (Xie et al., 2010).

Figure 2. 3. Schematic representation of the role of coupling agents as compatibilizer
(Ashori, 2008)
Maleic anhydride is often incorporated as the coupling agent in the composites as it
leads to increase compatibility in between the matrix and the coupling agents (Pickering et
al., 2016). Coupling agents are also defined as the bifunctional materials, with one end
reacting with the polar inorganic material and the other end reacts with the organic non-polar
fibre (Layek and Nandi, 2015). The improved mechanical property of the composites is due
to the esterification between the anhydride groups of the coupling agent and the hydroxyl
groups of cellulose (Zhang, 2005).
Rachini et al. (2012) found that the incorporation of MAPP as the coupling agent in
the composites, lead to and improved interfacial bonding as compared to that obtained from
silane treatment. The enhanced contribution of MAPP towards the interfacial adhesion is
attributed to the wetting ability enhancing the dispersion (Behrami et al., 2016). MA grafted
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PLA has been shown similarly to increase properties of PLA matrix NFCs as well as thermal
stability (Kang et al., 2013).
Gauthier et al. (1998) reported that coupling agents leads to an improvement in the
adhesion by incorporating the hydroxyl groups on the matrix through hydrophilization and
consequently enhancing the wetting effect of the resin on the fibers. These hydroxyl groups
react with the OH groups of the fibres via hydrogen bonding leading to stronger bond
formations.

2.10. Use of Plasticizer
In polymer industries, some low molecular weight non-volatile compounds are used
as additives known as plasticizers (Sejidov et al., 2011). According to IUPAC, the plasticizer
is defined as the substance which is incorporated into the materials, to increase the
dispensability, flexibility and workability of the composites (Viera et al., 2011). The primary
role of these plasticizer is to increase the processability and flexibility of the polymers by
lowering the glass transition temperature (Tg) (Razavi et al., 2015). However this flexibility
is increased by reducing the intermolecular interactions between the polymers (Aguirre et al.,
2013). This results in the correspondence increase in the mobility of the polymeric chains
with the concurrent increase in the ductility and extensibility of the plasticized films, but the
continuous addition of the plasticizer beyond the saturation point leads to the decrease in the
mechanical resistance (Dias et al., 2010). Also the type and the concentration of plasticizer
had a significant effect on the thermal, mechanical and physical properties of the films
(Zhong and Li, 2014; Gutierrez et al., 2015). Among different plasticizers, glycerol and
sorbitol are considered as the most suitable for the synthesis of composites (Bordes et al.,
2009).
The effective plasticization can be carried out when there is and effective
compatibility of the plasticizer with the polymers, and this can be indicated by the hydrogen
bonding, dielectric constant, polarity and the solubility parameters (Shaikh et al., 2009). Also
solvation is another important parameter involved in the plasticization, as the plasticizer with
low solubility are desirable as it requires low energy to fuse. The strength of the solvation is
related to the temperature of the fusion or gelation (Oosterhout and Gilbert, 2003; Bordes et
al., 2009).
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The overall advantages of using the plasticizer in the composites development is that
it imparts in the chain mobility, flexibility, decrease brittleness (Markarian, 2008; Silva et al.,
2009). Glycerol is highly hygroscopic molecule, and prevents the brittleness of the films
when added in the film forming solutions (Karbowiak et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2009).

2.11. Processing of Biocomposites
For the manufacturing of biocomposites, there are different methods involving
pultrusion, injection molding, surface casting, filament winding, compression molding and
sheet molding compounding (Fowler et al., 2006; Tyagi, 2015). However, the selection of the
appropriate method for the processing of composites depends on the desired product
geometry, the cost, the requirement of the performance and the ease of manufacture
(Chandramohan and Marimuthu, 2011). The methods for fabrication of natural fibre
composites are similar to those of glass fibres (Azam et al., 2009; Kalia and Sheoran, 2011).
The geometrical, mechanical, structural and thermal properties of the natural fibres
still effects the suitability of the fibres for the synthesis of the composites (Ho et al., 2012).
Several factors which should be taken under consideration while selecting a process. Firstly,
there should be excellent compatibility between the hydrophobic matrix and the hydrophilic
fibres, i.e fibre should be evenly distributed within the matrix (Guimares et al., 2013).
Secondly, the fibre attrition is minimized due to the processing, the temperature should be
maintained constant throughout the processing time, and also the moisture inherent within
the fibre should be at desired level. In industrial applications, the ability to eliminate water
absorption is desirable (Satyanarayna, 2010)
Some of the technical problems encountered during the manufacturing processes such
as thermal degradation, uniformity of the fibres within the composites (Pandian et al., 2014)
water absorption of the matrix and the fibre (Haghdan et al., 2015), breakage of the fires
during mechanical mixing and the wettability of the resin into the spaces limited the use of
natural fibres and the biodegradable polymers for the development of composites (Ho et al.,
2012)
2.11.1. Compression molding
A well-known technique for the development of the fibre based composites is
compression molding, in which there is the formation of sheet under a continuous pressure
which is further molded into the final parts by the compression. The resin is added during the
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compression part, leading to the compression of the sample in the desired shapes (Asim et
al., 2015).
The compression molding technique favors numerous advantages such as the
excellent reproducibility, short cycle time and high volume production ability. For the
compression molding of the three dimensional components possessing high forming degree,
a processing time of <2 min is predicted (Feraboli et al., 2009). The mechanical properties of
the biocomposites developed from the compression molding largely depends on the molding
temperature and the molding pressure (Kalia et al., 2011).
Although the use of compression molding, is basically employed for the
thermoplastic matrices with the loose chopped fibres or mats or the long or short fibres
aligned, but they can also be used for the thermoset resins as well (Madsen and Gamstedt,
2013). However in case of the thermoset matrix, these fibres are generally stacked over each
other before the application of pressure and heat (Sawpan et al., 2011). The composites of
good quality can be produced if the viscosity, pressure and the temperature of the molding is
carefully controlled (Ho et al., 2012).
However, in general the optimum temperature in molding leads to the compromise
from obtaining improved wetting and preventing the degradation of the fibres (Pickering et
al., 2016). Shah, 2014 found that for the development of flax fibre reinforced polyester
composites, the optimum temperature of molding instrument should be 150 °C.
Typical processing techniques include extrusion and subsequent injection or
compression molding (Mantia & Morreale, 2011). According to Akil et al. (2011)
compression molding is one of the conventional techniques for producing polymer matrix
composites and is widely accepted as the manufacturing process, due to its simplicity.
However, one of the main obstacles that need to be addressed in the fabrication of kenaf fiber
reinforced composites is the uneven fiber distribution in the composite system. As Zampaloni
et al. (2008) pointed out, kenaf fibers are difficult to manually separate and visually disperse
evenly during manufacturing. Therefore, authors have defined the optimal fabrication method
for the molding process, which is the layered sifting of a fine polypropylene powder and
chopped kenaf fibers (Alomayri et al., 2014).
Techniques involved in the synthesis of bocomposites can be injection molding,
extrusion or the compression molding (Mantia and Morreale, 2011). However, the synthesis
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of the kenaf based reinforced composites can be obtained by compression molding along
with the fabrication. The strength of the composites reduces with the decrease in the fibre
cellulosic contents. And therefore for the development of high strength materials, the
preference was given to the maximum use of cellulose content (Ahmad et al., 2015).

2.12. Characterization of Biocomposites
Characterization of the biocomposites is one among the various critical parameters
which needs to be access carefully using appropriate techniques. Uptil now, various
techniques have been reported and used for the characterization of polymeric based biocomposite materials. In scientific world, different researchers are developing biocomposites
using different materials and are obtaining different results using different principles, various
characterization techniques used includes: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier
transform infra-red spectroscopy(FTIR), Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and water
adhesion measurements.
2.12.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The Scanning electron microscopy presents 2-D images of surface structures, which
provide detailed morphological information that are easily interpretable. For imaging
purposes, a sharp electron beam is produced and the emitted electrons are then accelerated
and focused by magnetic lenses, before the beam interacts with the sample (Iqbal, 2015).
When the electron beam interacts with the sample, low energy secondary electrons are
emitted from the sample surface, which are then collected by a secondary detector before
they are further amplified electronically (Chen et al., 2013). The sample surface is scanned
over by an electron beam and the variations in the emission of secondary electrons generate
an image of the sample external morphology.
The structural and morphological changes within the surface of the composites were
investigated by SEM, leads to the better observation of the morphologies of the samples
surface. As the studies conducted through SEM for the surface morphology could provide the
information about the level of interfacial adhesion that would exist between the matrix and
the filler (Zeng et al., 2015).
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Figure 2.4. A schematic view of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
2.12.2. Fourier transform Infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR)
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a most commonly used IR
measurement technique through which an infrared spectrum of the absorption, emission or
the Raman scattering of solid, liquid or gas can be achieved (Kiefer, 2015). The wavelength
of the absorption peak is determined by the transition energy, which corresponds to the
vibrating wavelength of a bond or group of molecules. The intensity of absorption peaks is a
direct measure of the amount of material. Through the molecules characteristic absorption of
IR radiation, the types of chemical bonds (functional groups) and possible elements can be
identified. The application of FT-IR allows a simultaneous collection of spectra data in a
wide spectral range within a few seconds with improved sensitivity. The commonly used
region for IR spectroscopy is in the range of 4000-400 cm-1 because the absorption frequency
of most organic compounds and inorganic ions is within this region (Iqbal, 2015).
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Figure 2.5. Pictorial representation of the FTIR experimental system
2.12.3. Water absorption measurements:
The structural and dimensional properties of the biocomposites have been found to be
significantly influenced by the water sorption feature of the fibres. However the hydrophilic
behavior of the fibres depends upon the composition and the structural properties. The
increase in the moisture absorption percentage leads to the decrease in the flexural and tensile
properties of the biocomposites (Klemes et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013). Srinivasa et al.,
2011 observed a significant effect on the water absorption and the flexural properties of the
kenaf based polyester composites. They predicted a prominent decrease in the water
absorption content of the composite by the increase in the incorporation of the recycled jute.
Osman et al., 2012 also found the resistance of the fibres towards the water and humidity.
Pfitser et al. (2010) used wheat straw and corn stover as reinforcement for the
development of composites along with the conjugated linseed oil and soy bean oil resins.
They observed that when the concentration of wheat straw is increased, it leads to an increase
in the density of the matrix and therefore an improvement in the mechanical and thermal
properties of the composites. They also revealed the factor that the amount of the fibre used
leads to the prominent change in the absorption behavior of the composites.
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2.12.4. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
A versatile technique for the analysis of mechanical properties of the composites is
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), and they are used to characterize the wide range of
polymeric materials as a function of stress, frequency, temperature or combination of these
characteristic. In principal, DMA works by applying a small deformation to a sample of
known geometry in a cyclic manner. This allows the materials response to stress, and other
values to be studied (Iqbal, 2015).

Figure 2.6. Schematic set up of Dynamic Mechanical Analyser (DMA).
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIAL AND METHODS

3.1. Place of work
All the experimental work was carried out in Industrial Biotechnology lab (IBL),
Department of Biochemistry, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad (UAF) Pakistan.

3.2. Microbial strains
The three white rot fungal strains Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05, Trametes versicolor
IBL-04 and Pleorotus ostreatus IBL-02 were used for the production of (LiP, MnP, Laccase)
enzymes respectively. These fungal cultures were obtained from Department of
Biochemistry, UAF. The bacterial strain Acetobacter xylinum, used for the production of
bacteria cellulose was obtained from First Fungal Culture Bank of Pakistan (FFCBP),
University of the Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan.

3.3. Chemicals and Raw Materials
All the chemicals used were of analytical grade and were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (USA) and Merck (Germany) and were used as such without further purification.
The substrate (wheat straw, sugarcane bagasse, rice straw and corn cobs) were used for the
enzyme production were obtained from students research farms, UAF. The substrate were
sliced into small pieces, oven dried, ground to 40mm mesh size and were stored in air tight
plastic jars. For the production of bacterial cellulose, coconut water and Apple vinegar juice
were used and were obtained from local fruit market.
PART-1

3.4. Production of Ligninolytic Enzymes under Pre-Optimized Conditions
3.4.1. Fungal culture and Maintenance media
Potato-dextrose agar (PDA) powder (39g) was dissolved in 1000mL of distilled water
along with other nutrients mentioned in Table 3.1 with continuous heating. The pH was
adjusted at 4.5 using 1M HCl/1M NaOH and poured it into test tubes (8 inches). The test
tubes were plugged with cotton, wrapped with aluminum foil and sterilized in autoclave
(Sanyo MLS-3020U, Germany) at a pressure of 15 lbs/ inch2 (121oC) for 15 min. After
taking out from autoclave, the test tubes were placed in slanting position overnight for slant
formation and solidification. Ganoderma lucidum, Pleorotus ostreatus and Trametes
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versicolor were transferred to PDA slants in laminar air flow with the help of sterilized spore
loop and the slants were incubated at 30oC temperature in still culture incubator for five days.
Later on the fungal growth slants were preserved at 4oC in refrigerator. Cultures were recultivated and refreshed periodically on fresh PDA slants.
Table3.1: Composition of sporulation medium for White rot fungi
Serial No.

Ingredients

Quantity
(g/L)

1.

PDA

39

2.

Glucose

10

3.

Ammonium tartarate

0.22

4

KH2PO4

0.21

5

MgSO4. 7H2O

0.05

6

CaCl2. H2O2

0.01

7

Thiamine

0.001

8

Tween-80 (10%)

10mL

9

Trace element solution

10mL

10

100 mM veratryl alcohol

10mL

11

Chloramphenicol

1mL

* pH 4.5; Temp. 30°C
3.4.2. Preparation of Fungal Inoculum
Inoculums were prepared by multiplying the fungi in Kirk’s basal nutrient medium
(Table 3.2 & 3.3) with additional supplement of 1% millipore filtered sterile glucose
solution. The medium were sterilized (121oC) in a laboratory-scale autoclave for 15 min.
After cooling to room temperature, loopful cultures of Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05,
Pleorotus ostreatus IBL-02 and Trametes versicolor IBL-04 from PDA slant were inoculated
into the respective broths in laminar air flow. The inoculated flasks were incubated for 5 days
at 30oC in orbital shaker (120rpm) to obtain a homogenous fungal spore suspension
containing 1×106 to 1×108 spores/mL (Kay-Shoemake and Watwood, 1996).
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Table 3.2: Composition of Kirk’s basal nutrient medium
Serial No.

Ingredients

1

Glucose

Quantity
(g/L)
20

2

Ammonium tararate

0.22

3

KH2PO4

0.21

4

MgSO4.7H2O

0.05

5

CaCl2

0.01

6

Thiamine

0.001

7

Tween 80(10%)

10mL

8

100mM veratryl alcohol

10mL

9

Trace element solution*

10mL (Table 3.2b)

10

Chloramphenicol

1 mL

*:pH 4.5; Temp. 30 OC

*Table 3.3: Composition of trace elements solution
Serial No.

Trace elements

Quantity (g/L)

1

CuSO4

0.08

2

Na2MoO4

0.05

3

MnSO4. H2O

0.07

4

ZnSO4. H2O

0.043

5

Fe2(SO4)3

0.05
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3.4.3. Production of Lignin Peroxidase (LiP) from Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05
LiP production by G. lucidum IBL-05 was carried out in 500 mL fermentation flasks
under pre-optimized solid state growth conditions (Table 3.4). Lignocellulosic material wheat
straw (5g) was moistened with Kirk’s basal nutrient medium (60% w/w moisture) containing
additional 2mL glycerol as carbon source, 2g urea as nitrogen source, 1mM oxalates (1mL)
as a mediator, 1mM CuSO4 (1 mL) as metal ion activator. The flasks were set at pH 4.5,
autoclaved and inoculated by adding 5mL of freshly prepared homogeneous G. lucidum
inoculum under sterilized conditions. The inoculated flasks were allowed to ferment at 30C
temperature without agitation.
Table 3.4 Pre-optimized conditions* for lignin peroxidase production by G. lucidum
IBL-05
Sr. No

Sources

Ingredients

Quantity

1

Substrate

Wheat straw

5g

2

Moistening/basal
medium

Kirk’s medium

5mL

3

Carbon Source

Glycerol

2mL

4

Nitrogen Source

Urea

0.2g

5

Mediator

Oxalates (1mM)

1mL

6

Metal ion

Manganese sulphate (1mM)

1mL

7

Inoculum

Ganoderma lucidum spore suspension

5mL

*:pH 4.0; Temperature, 30°C; Fungal inoculum, 5mL
3.4.4. Production of Manganese Peroxidase (MnP) from Trametes versicolor IBL-04
MnP production was carried out in 500 ml Erlenmeyer flasks in a temperaturecontrolled incubator. Flasks were prepared in triplicate flasks each containing 5gm wheat
straw moistened with 5 mL Kirk’s basal salts medium. The pre-optimized conditions used for
the production of manganese peroxidase by Trametes versicolor IBL-04 are shown in table
3.5. The flasks were sterilized in autoclave at 121°C temperature and 15 lb pressure for 15
minutes and after cooling to room temperature, the flasks were inoculated with 5 mL of the
fungal conidial suspension. The inoculated flasks were kept at 30C for optimum time
period.
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Table 3.5 Pre-optimized conditions* for Manganese peroxidase (MnP) production by T.
versicolor IBL-04
Sr. No

Sources

Ingredients

Quantity

1

Substrate

Wheat straw

5g

2

Moistening/basal medium

Kirk’s medium

3

Carbon Source

Glucose

4

Nitrogen Source

Yeast Extract

5

Surfactant

Tween 80 (1%)

0.3mL

6

Mediator

Oxalates (1mM)

1mL

8

Inoculum

Trametes versicolor spore suspension

5mL

5mL
2g
0.2g

*:pH 4.0; Temperature, 30°C; Fungal inoculum, 5mL
3.4.5. Production of Laccase (Lac) from Pleorotus ostreatus IBL-02
Laccase production by P. ostreatus IBL-02 was carried out in 500 mL fermentation
flasks under pre-optimized growth conditions (Table 3.6). Lignocellulosic material corn cobs
(5g) was moistened with Kirk’s basal nutrient medium (60% w/w moisture) and additional
2mL glycerol as carbon source, 2g yeast extract as nitrogen source, 1mM ABTS (1mL) as a
mediator, 1mM CuSO4 (1 mL) as metal ion were added to sterilized were added. The flasks
were autoclaved and inculcated by adding 5mL of freshly prepared homogeneous P.
ostreatus inoculum under sterilized conditions. The inoculated flasks were set at pH 4.5 and
allowed to ferment at 30C temperature without agitation.
Table 3.6. Pre-optimized conditions* for laccase production by P. ostreatus IBL-02
Sr. No

Sources

Ingredients

Quantity

1

Substrate

Corn Cobs

5g

2

Moistening/basal medium

Kirk’s medium

5mL

3

Carbon Source

Glycerol

2mL

4

Nitrogen Source

Yeast Extract

0.2g

5

Mediator

ABTS (1mM)

1mL

6

Metal ion

Copper Sulphate (1mM)

1mL

7

Inoculum

Pleorotus ostreatus spore suspension

5mL

*:pH 4.0; Temperature, 30°C; Fungal inoculum, 5mL
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3.5. Extraction of ligninolytic enzymes
After five days of SSF, 100mL of respective enzyme assay buffers were added to the
fermented biomass and the flasks were shaken at 120 rpm for 30 min (Gomes et al. 2009).
The contents were filtered through Whatman No.1 filter paper and washed thrice with
distilled water. The filtrates were centrifuged at 3,000×g for 10 min to get clear supernatant
and the crude enzyme extracts of LiP, MnP and Laccase were then used for their respective
enzymatic assay and purification.

3.6. Ligninolytic Enzyme Assays
At the end of each experiment, the culture filtrates were centrifuged and supernatants
were assayed for lignin peroxidase (LiP), Mn-peroxidase and laccase to study the enzymes
system of Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05, Trametes versicolor IBL-04 and Pleorotus ostreatus
IBL-02 respectively.
3.6.1. Lignin peroxidase assay
Lignin peroxidase (LiP) activity was measured by the method of Tien and Kirk
(1988) following the H2O2 dependent oxidation of veratryl alcohol to veratraldehyde at 25°C.
3.6.1.1. Chemicals Required


4 mM veratryl alcohol



100mM tartarate buffer



0.2mM H2O2

3.6.1.2. Protocol:
Lignin peroxidase assay was performed in 2.6 mL of reaction mixture containing 1
mL buffer of pH 3, 1 mL of 4 mM veratryl alcohol, 500 µL of H2O2 and 100 µL of enzyme
aliquot. Control cuvette contained 100 µL of buffer instead of enzyme aliquot. The
absorbance of each sample was taken at 10 min interval. Blank contained 0.1 mL of buffer
instead of enzyme solution.
3.6.1.3. Activity Calculation:
Enzyme activity was defined as amount of enzyme required to produce a unit increase
in absorbance at specific wavelength (310 nm) per mL of reaction mixture. Enzyme activity
was calculated by applying the formula:
A= Є310cl

(Є310=9300 M-1cm-1)

C =A ∕ ε .l = M cm-1
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C =A ∕ ε .l ×1O7 = ųM ml-1
Where Є=coefficient, A=Absorbance, C=concentration, l=path length
3.6.2. Manganese peroxidase Assay
The activity of manganese peroxidase (MnP) was assayed by the method of Wariishi
et al. (1992) at 25°C by the H2O2 dependent oxidation of oxidized manganic-malonate
complex at 270 nm (ε270 = 11570).
3.6.2.1. Chemicals required
 MnSO4
 50 mM Malonate buffer
 H2O2
3.6.2.2. Protocol:
Manganese peroxidase assay was prepared by 2.6 mL of reaction mixture containing
1 mL of 1 mM MnSO4, 1 mL of 50 mM sodium malonate buffer of pH 4.5, 0.5 mL of H2O2
and 0.1 mL of enzyme solution. Control cuvette contains 0.1 mL of distilled water instead of
enzyme solution.
3.6.2.3 Activity Calculation
Enzyme activity was defined as amount of enzyme required to produce a unit increase
in absorbance at specific wavelength (270 nm) per mL of reaction mixture. Enzyme activity
was calculated by applying the formula:
A= Є270cl

(Є270=11570 M-1cm-1)

C =A ∕ ε .l = M cm-1
C =A ∕ ε .l ×1O7 = ųM ml-1
Where Є=coefficient, A=Absorbance, c=concentration, l=path length
3.6.3. Laccase Assay
Laccase was assayed by monitoring 2, 2 azinobis 3-ethylbenzthiazoline 6 sulphonate
(ABTS) oxidation in sodium malonate buffer at 420nm (Wolfendon and Wilson, 1982).
3.6.3.1 Chemicals required
 1mM ABTS: 0.041g of ABTS was dissolved in distilled water to make volume
250mL.
 50mM sodium malonate buffer: 2.025g Malonic acid and 0.91g sodium
malonate were dissolved in distilled water and volume was made to 500mL mark.
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3.6.3.2 Assay protocol
Laccase assay was performed in 2.1 mL of reaction mixture containing 1 mL of
50mM sodium malonate buffer (pH 4.5), 1mL of 1% ABTS and 0.1mL of enzyme solution at
25°C. The change in absorbance was monitored at 420nm (ε420 36000 M cm-1). The
absorbance of each sample was taken after 10 min interval. Blank contained 0.1 mL of
distilled water instead of enzyme solution.
3.6.3.3 Activity Calculation
Enzyme activity was defined as amount of enzyme required to produce a unit increase
in absorbance at specific wavelength (420 nm) per mL of reaction mixture. Enzyme activity
was calculated by applying the formula:
A= Є420cl

(Є420=36000 M-1cm-1)

C =A ∕ ε .l = M cm-1
C =A ∕ ε .l ×1O7 = ųM ml-1
Where Є=coefficient, A=Absorbance, c=concentration, l=path length

PART-2
3.7. Purification of Ligninolytic Enzymes
The purification of ligninolytic enzymes consisted of the following steps:


Ammonium Sulfate precipitation



Dialysis



Ion exchange chromatography



Gel filtration chromatography

3.7.1. Purification of Lignin Peroxidase (LiP)
3.7.1.1. Partial Purification by Ammonium Sulphate
Crude extract obtained from still cultures of Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05 was filtered
and filtrate centrifuged at 3,000×g for 10 min. The cell-free supernatant was first brought to
60% saturation by the gradual addition of solid crystals of ammonium sulphate
(119.16/300mL) and kept for overnight at 4oC. The resulting precipitate was collected by
centrifugation at 10,000×g for 20 min at 4oC. The pellets of precipitated proteins were
discarded and in the supernatant, more crystals of ammonium sulfate (79.44g/300mL) were
added in order to achieve 90 % saturation. It was again kept for overnight at 4oC and
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centrifuged as described previously. After centrifugation the supernatants were discarded and
sediments dissolved in a minimal volume of 50mM Sodium Malonate buffer of pH 4.5.
3.7.1.2. Desalting by Dialysis
The enzyme solution from previous step was kept in a dialysis bag and after sealing
securely it was dialyzed against distilled water several times to remove ammonium sulphate.
Lignin peroxidase activity was measured before and after Dialysis by spectrophotometric
method as described above.
3.7.1.3. Ion Exchange Chromatography
After dialysis, the enzyme was further purified by ion exchange chromatography
following the method of Zia et al. (2007).
3.7.1.3.1. Preparation of 0.05 N HCL
A volume of 41.7 ml of 37% pure HCL was added to distilled water to 1000 mL
mark.
3.7.1.3.2. Preparation of 0.05 N NaOH
Twenty (20) g of NaOH was dissolved in distilled water and made the final volume to
1000 mL.
3.7.1.3.3. Preparation of Column
The column of DEAE-cellulose (diethyl amino ethyl-cellulose) was prepared by the method
as described below;


The slurry was prepared in small glass beaker by gradually adding DEAE-

cellulose

resin into the distilled water and heating in water bath at 95oC for 5 h with continuous
stirring.


Added distilled water continuously in slurry so that slurry should not become dry



Arranged a glass column (4×15 cm) and transferred slurry into the column



Left the column undisturbed overnight

3.7.1.3.4. Washing of the column with Base
The column was washed with 30 mL of 0.5 M NaOH solution. The distilled water
was passed through the column until the pH of eluted fluid was maintained to 7.
3.7.1.3.5. Washing of the column with Acid
The column was washed with 30 mL solution of 0.5 N HCL. The distilled water was
passed through the column until the pH of elute was maintained to 7.
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3.7.1.3.6. Equilibration of the Column
The column was equilibrated with phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 (10mM). The buffer
was passed through the column until the pH of elute become equal to that of the buffer (pH
7.4).
3.7.1.3.7. Application of Sample


With the help of micropipette 1 mL of the desalted sample was applied on to the column
bed so that top layer of the column was not disturbed



The column outlet was opened and the sample was allowed to penetrate



The sample was eluted out with the help of 10mM phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 so that the
drop rate remained constant



In this way 50 fractions with 1.5 mL of eluted were collected for further analysis

3.7.1.3.8. Analytical
Noted the optical density of all the fractions at 280 nm against blank (buffer) and
plotted a graph i.e. fraction vs. absorbance. Fractions having higher peaks or having higher
protein contents were tested for enzyme assay and protein contents determination.
3.7.1.4. Gel filtration Chromatography
The partially purified lignin peroxidase enzyme obtained after ion exchange
chromatography was lyophilized and for further purification by gel filtration chromatography
using (Sephadex G-100 column). The column was prepared according to the method of Zia et
al. (2007).
3.7.1.4.1. Preparation of Resin
Dry Sephadex G-100 (1g) was soaked in 15mL of phosphate buffer and heated in a
water bath at 95°C for 3 hours without drying. When Sephadex G-100 was swelled like
slurry it was ready to be packed in column.
3.7.1.4.2. Preparation of the Column
The column (1×20cm) was set in vertical position at some stable vibration-free place.
Outlet was filled with distilled water and the slurry was poured into it. It was left undisturbed
overnight so that water and gel layer separated distinctly.
3.7.1.4.3. Equilibration of Column


Transferred 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at top of the column by using glass pipette.



Checked the pH of eluted liquid from the column
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Checked the pH of the column until pH of inlet buffer and outlet was equal.

3.7.1.4.4. Application of the sample


The outlet of the column was opened and distilled water present on the top of the column
was removed until a thin layer remained at the top of the gel.



Then 1.5mL of the sample was applied (with highest specific activity after ion exchange
chromatography) on the top of the column and outlet was opened.



Sample was allowed to penetrate in packed column. Elution was carried out by 50 mM
malonate buffer of pH 4.5. A total of 25 fractions were taken at constant drop rate of 0.5
mL/min.

3.7.1.4.5. Analytical


Noted the optical density of all the fractions at 280 nm against blank



Plotted a graph between fraction and absorbance



Enzyme essay and protein estimation was performed to get the activity and
specific activity of the fractions showing highest peak and protein contents

3.7.2. Purification of Manganese Peroxidase (MnP)
3.7.2.1. Partial Purification by Ammonium Sulphate
Crude extract obtained from still cultures of Trametes versicolor IBL-04 was filtered
and filtrate centrifuged at 3,000×g for 10 min. The cell-free supernatant was first brought to
60% saturation by the gradual addition of solid crystals of ammonium sulphate
(81.54/300mL) and kept for overnight at 4oC. The resulting precipitate was collected by
centrifugation at 10,000×g for 20 min at 4oC. The pellets of precipitated proteins were
discarded and in the supernatant, more crystals of ammonium sulfate (54.36g/300mL) were
added. It was again kept for overnight at 4oC and centrifuged as described previously. After
centrifugation the supernatants were discarded and sediments dissolved in a minimal volume
of 50mM Sodium Malonate buffer of pH 4.5.
3.7.2.2. Desalting by Dialysis
The enzyme solution from previous step was kept in a dialysis bag and after sealing
securely it was dialyzed against distilled water several times to remove ammonium sulphate.
Manganese peroxidase activity was measured before and after dialysis by spectrophotometric
method as described above.
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3.7.2.3. Ion Exchange Chromatography
After dialysis, the enzyme was further purified by ion exchange chromatography
following the method of Zia et al. (2007).
3.7.2.3.1. Preparation of 0.05 N HCL
A volume of 41.7 ml of 37% pure HCL was added to distilled water to 1000 mL
mark.
3.7.2.3.2. Preparation of 0.05 N NaOH
Twenty (20) g of NaOH was dissolved in distilled water and made the final volume to
1000 mL.
3.7.2.3.3. Preparation of Column
The column of DEAE-cellulose (diethyl amino ethyl-cellulose) was prepared by the
method as described below;


The slurry was prepared in small glass beaker by gradually adding DEAE-

cellulose

o

resin into the distilled water and heating in water bath at 95 C for 5 h with continuous
stirring.


Added distilled water continuously in slurry so that slurry should not become dry



Arranged a glass column (4×15 cm) and transferred slurry into the column



Left the column undisturbed overnight

3.7.2.3.4. Washing of the column with Base
The column was washed with 30 mL of 0.5 M NaOH solution. The distilled water
was passed through the column until the pH of eluted fluid was maintained to 7.
3.7.2.3.5. Washing of the column with Acid:
The column was washed with 30 mL solution of 0.5 N HCL. The distilled water was
passed through the column until the pH of elute was maintained to 7.
3.7.2.3.6. Equilibration of the Column
The column was equilibrated with phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 (10mM). The buffer
was passed through the column until the pH of elute become equal to that of the buffer (pH
7.4).
3.7.2.3.7. Application of Sample


With the help of micropipette 1 mL of the desalted sample was applied on to the column
bed so that top layer of the column was not disturbed
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The column outlet was opened and the sample was allowed to penetrate



The sample was eluted out with the help of 10mM phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 so that the
drop rate remained constant



In this way 50 fractions with 1.5 mL of eluted were collected for further analysis

3.7.2.3.8. Analytical
Noted the optical density of all the fractions at 280 nm against blank (buffer) and
plotted a graph i.e. fraction vs. absorbance. Fractions having higher peaks or having higher
protein contents were tested for enzyme assay and protein contents determination.
3.7.2.4. Gel filtration Chromatography
The partially purified manganese peroxidase enzyme obtained after ion exchange
chromatography was lyophilized and for further purification by gel filtration chromatography
using (Sephadex G-100 column). The column was prepared according to the method of Zia et
al. (2007).
3.7.2.4.1. Preparation of Resin
Dry Sephadex G-100 (1g) was soaked in 15mL of phosphate buffer and heated in a
water bath at 95°C for 3 hours without drying. When Sephadex G-100 was swelled like
slurry it was ready to be packed in column.
3.7.2.4.2. Preparation of the Column
The column (1×20cm) was set in vertical position at some stable vibration-free place.
Outlet was filled with distilled water and the slurry was poured into it. It was left undisturbed
overnight so that water and gel layer separated distinctly.
3.7.2.4.3. Equilibration of Column


Transferred 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at top of the column by using glass pipette.



Checked the pH of eluted liquid from the column



Checked the pH of the column until pH of inlet buffer and outlet was equal.

3.7.2.4.4. Application of the sample


The outlet of the column was opened and distilled water present on the top of the column
was removed until a thin layer remained at the top of the gel.



Then 1.5mL of the sample was applied (with highest specific activity after ion exchange
chromatography) on the top of the column and outlet was opened.
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Sample was allowed to penetrate in packed column. Elution was carried out by 50 mM
malonate buffer of pH 4.5. A total of 25 fractions were taken at constant drop rate of 0.5
mL/min.

3.7.2.4.5. Analytical


Noted the optical density of all the fractions at 280 nm against blank



Plotted a graph between fraction and absorbance



Enzyme essay and protein estimation was performed to get the activity and
specific activity of the fractions showing highest peak and protein contents

3.7.3. PURIFICATION OF LACCASE
3.7.3.1. Partial Purification by Ammonium Sulphate
Crude extract obtained from still cultures of P.ostreatus IBL-02 was filtered and
filtrate centrifuged at 3,000×g for 10 min. The cell-free supernatant was first brought to 50%
saturation by the gradual addition of solid crystals of ammonium sulphate (110.33g/600mL)
and kept for overnight at 4oC. The resulting precipitate was collected by centrifugation at
10,000×g for 20 min at 4oC. The pellets of precipitated proteins were discarded and in the
supernatant, more crystals of ammonium sulfate (72.26g/600mL) were added in order to
achieve 80 % saturation. It was again kept for overnight at 4oC and centrifuged as described
previously. After centrifugation the supernatants were discarded and sediments dissolved in a
minimal volume of 50mM Sodium Malonate buffer of pH 4.5.
3.7.3.2 Desalting by Dialysis
The enzyme solution from previous step was kept in a dialysis bag and after sealing
securely it was dialyzed against distilled water several times to remove ammonium sulphate.
Laccase activity was measured before and after Dialysis by spectrophotometric method as
described above.
3.7.3.3 Ion Exchange Chromatography
After dialysis, the enzyme was further purified by ion exchange chromatography
following the method of Zia et al. (2007).
3.7.3.3.1 Preparation of 0.05 N HCL
A volume of 41.7 ml of 37% pure HCL was added to distilled water to 1000 mL
mark.
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3.7.3.3.2 Preparation of 0.05 N NaOH
Twenty (20) g of NaOH was dissolved in distilled water and made the final volume to
1000 mL.
3.7.3.3.3 Preparation of Column:
The column of DEAE-cellulose (diethyl amino ethyl-cellulose) was prepared by the
method as described below;


The slurry was prepared in small glass beaker by gradually adding DEAE-

cellulose

resin into the distilled water and heating in water bath at 95oC for 5 h with continuous
stirring.


Added distilled water continuously in slurry so that slurry should not become dry



Arranged a glass column (4×15 cm) and transferred slurry into the column



Left the column undisturbed overnight

3.7.3.3.4 Washing of the column with Base
The column was washed with 30 mL of 0.5 M NaOH solution. The distilled water
was passed through the column until the pH of eluted fluid was maintained to 7.
3.7.3.3.5 Washing of the column with Acid
The column was washed with 30 mL solution of 0.5 N HCL. The distilled water was
passed through the column until the pH of elute was maintained to 7.
3.7.3.3.6 Equilibration of the Column
The column was equilibrated with phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 (10mM). The buffer
was passed through the column until the pH of elute become equal to that of the buffer (pH
7.4).
3.7.3.3.7 Application of Sample


With the help of micropipette 1 mL of the desalted sample was applied on to the column
bed so that top layer of the column was not disturbed



The column outlet was opened and the sample was allowed to penetrate



The sample was eluted out with the help of 10mM phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 so that the
drop rate remained constant



In this way 50 fractions with 1.5 mL of eluted were collected for further analysis
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3.7.3.3.8 Analytical
Noted the optical density of all the fractions at 280 nm against blank (buffer) and
plotted a graph i.e. fraction vs. absorbance. Fractions having higher peaks or having higher
protein contents were tested for enzyme assay and protein contents determination.
3.7.3.4. Gel filtration Chromatography
The partially purified laccase enzyme obtained after ion exchange chromatography
was lyophilized and for further purification by gel filtration chromatography using (Sephadex
G-100 column). The column was prepared according to the method of Zia et al. (2007).
3.7.3.4.1 Preparation of Resin
Dry Sephadex G-100 (1g) was soaked in 15mL of phosphate buffer and heated in a
water bath at 95°C for 3 hours without drying. When Sephadex G-100 was swelled like
slurry it was ready to be packed in column.
3.7.3.4.2 Preparation of the Column
The column (1×20cm) was set in vertical position at some stable vibration-free place.
Outlet was filled with distilled water and the slurry was poured into it. It was left undisturbed
overnight so that water and gel layer separated distinctly.
3.7.3.4.3 Equilibration of Column


Transferred 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at top of the column by using glass pipette.



Checked the pH of eluted liquid from the column



Checked the pH of the column until pH of inlet buffer and outlet was equal.

3.7.3.4.4. Application of the sample


The outlet of the column was opened and distilled water present on the top of the column
was removed until a thin layer remained at the top of the gel.



Then 1.5mL of the sample was applied (with highest specific activity after ion exchange
chromatography) on the top of the column and outlet was opened.



Sample was allowed to penetrate in packed column. Elution was carried out by 50 mM
malonate buffer of pH 4.5. A total of 25 fractions were taken at constant drop rate of 0.5
mL/min.

3.7.3.4. 5. Analytical


Noted the optical density of all the fractions at 280 nm against blank



Plotted a graph between fraction and absorbance
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Enzyme essay and protein estimation was performed to get the activity and
specific activity of the fractions showing highest peak and protein contents.

3.8. Protein Estimation
Bradford micro assay (Bradford 1976) was followed for the determination of total
protein contents in the enzyme extract before and after every purification step. Enzyme
extract (10 µL) was added to 1 mL of the Bradford reagent and incubated at 37°C for 15 min.
After incubation the absorbance was read at 595 nm and protein was estimated using the
standard curve prepared by using Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) as reference standard.
3.8.1. Preparation of BSA standard solutions and construction of standard curve
BSA at a concentration of 1mg/mL in distilled water was used as stock solution.
Standard curve was constructed by using various dilutions of BSA (Table 3.7). In a series of
10 test tubes, labeled as 1 through 10, 0.1% solution of BSA was added in generally
increasing volumes as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 to 1.0 mL respectively. The final volume was made
up to 1 mL by adding distilled water. Thus ascending gradient of BSA was established as 0.1,
0.2, 0.3; 0.4 to 1.0 mg mL-1 correspondingly and 0.9 mL of distilled water was added in each
test tube to make the final volume to 1 mL. The absorbance was read at 595nm on
spectrophotometer. A graph (standard curve) was plotted by taking absorbance versus BSA
concentration. For each concentration of BSA, the respective ratio for corresponding
absorbance was calculated. The arithmetic mean of all the ratios provided the standard factor
which was multiplied later by the absorbance value for the crude enzyme extract to determine
the total protein present expressed as mg mL-1.The protein content of the crude extract and
after each step of the partial purification was measured by the same procedure.
Standard factor = Concentration / Absorbance
The factor was determined from standard curve and optical density (OD) of each of the
sample was multiplied by standard factor to obtain the concentration of protein.
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Table 3.7 Formation of standards for protein estimation standard curve
Sr.
No.

Albumin solutions
(mg/mL)

Vol. of stock
solution (mL)

Distilled Water
(mL)

Total Vol.
(mL)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.9

Estimation of specific activity for ligninolytic enzymes
Specific activity of the enzyme is the units of enzyme in one milligram of protein

(U/mg). Specific activity is one of the indices of purification of an enzyme. Specific activity
of an enzyme increased after each step of purification i.e from crude extract to gel filtration
chromatography. Specific activity of an enzyme was measured by using the following
formula:
Specific Activity
3.10. Fold Purification of ligninolytic enzyme
Fold purification was measured to know that how many folds an enzyme was purified
after each step of purification from crude extract to dialysis and from desalting to gel
filtration. The fold purification was calculated by using the following formula:

3.11. Percent Recovery of ligninolytic enzyme:
Percent recovery of an enzyme is the yield or recovery achieved after any purification
step. Percent recovery is also called yield. Percent recovery was measured by using the
following formula:
Percentage Recovery

× 100
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PART-3
3.12. Enzymatic Treatment of Substrates
3.12.1. Screening of the substrate possessing best delignification
Different lignocellulosic substrates such as wheat straw, sugarcane bagasse and rice
straw were subjected to enzymatic treatment for delignification. A consortium of the three
ligninolytic enzymes LiP, MnP and laccase was developed using different ratios of the
enzymes each containing equal IU/mL as shown in table 3.8.
Table 3.8: Ligninolytic enzymatic treatment of substrates
Sr.

Enzymatic

Lignin

No.

Treatment Peroxidase (mL)

Manganese

Laccase (mL)

Peroxidase (mL)

Malonate
Buffer (mL)

1

1:1:1

10 mL

11.31 mL

11.24 mL

32.55 mL

2

2:1:1

20 mL

11.31 mL

11.24 mL

42.55 mL

3

1:2:1

10 mL

22.62 mL

11.24 mL

43.86 mL

4

1:1:2

10 mL

11.31 mL

22.48 mL

43.79 mL

5

2:2:1

20 mL

22.62 mL

11.24 mL

53.79 mL

6

1:2:2

10 mL

22.62 mL

22.48 mL

53.86 mL

7

2:1:2

20 mL

11.31 mL

22.48 mL

55.10 mL

Varying volumes of LiP, MnP and Laccase, according to their IU/mL were applied on
◦

◦

these substrates at two different temperatures of 25 C and 40 C. The volume of each flask
containing 15 g substrate was made to 100 mL mark with 0.5mM sodium malonate buffer of
pH 4.5. The treated substrates were then analyzed to determine the percentage lignin loss and
the percentage of cellulose exposed. The lignin and cellulose content was checked in all the
substrates treated with varying volume of enzymes. And only one substrate was chosen
further, exhibiting maximum lignin loss and exposing the highest cellulose content.
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3.13. Lignin Determination
3.13.1. Preparation of Reagents


25% Acetyl Bromide in Glacial Acetic Acid (v/v)

The reagent was prepared by mixing 25mL Acetyl Bromide in 75mL glacial acetic acid.


2M NaOH

The reagent was prepared by mixing 8g NaOH in 100mL distilled water.


0.5 M Hydroxylamine ammonium hydrochloride

The reagent was prepared by mixing 52.1175g hydroxylamine ammonium hydrochloride
in 100mL distilled water.
3.13.2. Protocol
Lignin determination was carried out by Johnson et al. (1961) procedure with some
modification. The samples (5mg) were mixed in 5mL of 25% acetyl bromide in glass test
tubes with stopper. Then test tubes were placed in water bath for heating at 70°C for 30 min.
After 30 min, the dissolved samples were transferred in 100mL volumetric flasks containing
10mL of 2M NaOH and 25 mL of glacial acetic acid. Then added 1mL of 7.5M
hydroxylamine hydrochloride and samples were diluted to 100 mL with glacial acetic acid.
The samples were read at 280nm. The lignin content of unknown samples was calculated by
Lignin Standard curve.
3.13.3. Preparation of standard curve for Lignin
Pure lignin was weighed in different concentration and added into series of labeled
test tubes and dissolved in 5mL of 25% acetyl bromide. The test tubes were incubated at 70
0

C for 30 min in water bath. After that this mixture was transferred in 100mL volumetric

flasks containing 10mL of 2M NaOH and 25mL of glacial acetic acid. Then add 1mL of
7.5M hydroxylamine and made the volume 100 mL. Control was without sample (pure
lignin). Absorbance was measured at 280nm by spectrophotometer.
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Table 3.9. Absorbance of known concentrations of pure lignin
Sr. No.

Standard Conc.

Absorbance

S. Factor

(g/ml)
1

0.0

0.00

0

2

0.005

0.144

0.034

3

0.025

0.208

0.120

4

0.05

0.227

0.220

5

0.075

0.320

0.234

6

0.1

0.380

0.263

7

0.125

0.444

0.281

8

0.15

0.530

0.283

9

0.175

0.640

0.273

10

0.2

0.705

0.283

11

0.225

0.935

0.240

12

0.25

0.938

0.266

Mean Standard Factor=0.229
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Abs

y = 3.343x + 0.077
R² = 0.967

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.1
0.2
Conc. of lignin (mg)

0.3

Figure 3.1 Standard curve for Lignin Estimation

3.14. Determination of Cellulose content
3.14.1. Preparation of Reagents
a) Acetic/Nitric reagent
The acetic /nitric reagent was prepared by mixing 150 mL 80% acetic acid and 15 mL
concentrated nitric acid
b) Anthrone reagent
The anthrone reagent was prepared by dissolving 0.2 gm anthrone in 100 mL
concentrated H2SO4. The reagent was chilled for about 2 hr in refrigerator prior to use.
3.14.2. Procedure for determination of cellulose
1. Residue was homogenized before and after cellulose treatment in a Waring Blender.
2. For determination of cellulose, 30 to 50mg of dried substrate was used.
3. Sample was placed in 15mL of centrifuge tubes and 3mL of acetic nitric reagent was
added. For convenience, 1.5mL reagent was added and mixed well on Vortex mixer and
then added the remaining 1.5mL and mixed on Vortex mixer.
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4. After that, test tubes were placed in boiling water bath for 30 min. Before incubation, the
level of water bath was maintained at the same level as the liquid in test tubes.
5. After 30min, the mixture was centrifuged for 5 min at 2000rpm and supernatant was
decanted.
6. Add 5mL of distilled water into each tube and mixed well on Vortex mixer then add 5mL
of distilled water and vortex again. After this, centrifuged the tubes for 5 min at 2000rpm
and supernatant was decanted.
7. 10mL of 67% H2SO4 was added to residue in a same manner to step of adding acetic/nitric
reagent and allowed to stand for 1 hour.
8. Then, 5mL was diluted to 50mL with distilled water. It was centrifuged if any precipitate or
turbidity was present. 1.0mL of this dilution was placed in a 150× 18 mm screw cap type
culture tube and 4.0mL distilled water added. Test tubes were placed in ice box for 2-5min
for cooling.
9. Then add 10.0mL of anthrone reagent by layering with a pipette and mixed well on Vortex
mixer and placed in boiling water bath for 16 minutes and cooled in ice bath for 2-3min.
Tubes were allowed to stand at room temperature for 5-10 min.
10. Take the absorbance readings at 620nm on spectrophotometer against a reagent blank
(David, 1969).
3.14.3. Preparation of standard curve
To prepare the stock standard, 50 mg pure cellulose was dried for 6 hrs at 105°C and
cooled over anhydrous alumina in 10.0 ml 67% H2SO4 with gentle heat. Then it was diluted
to 500 ml with distilled water to contain 100 µg cellulose/ml. 0.5, 0.1 and 1.5 mL stock
standard were analyzed corresponding to 50, 100, 150 µg of cellulose. The appropriate
quantity of distilled water was added to each to bring the final volumes to 5.0 ml.
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Table 3.10. Absorbance values of known concentration of cellulose
Conc. (mg)

Absorbance

2

0.00

0.00

0.4

2

0.04

0.320

3

0.8

2

0.08

0.693

4

1.2

2

0.12

0.738

5

1.6

2

0.16

0.820

6

2.0

2

0.2

0.961

Sr. No.

Stock solution

Distilled Water

(mg/mL)

(mL)

1

00

2

y = 3.5225x + 0.2837
R² = 0.8699
1.2
1

Abs

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Conc. (mg)

Figure. 3.2 Standard curve for cellulose determination
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PART-4
3.15. Bacterial Modification of Delignified Wheat Straw
After delignification, out of the three substrates wheat straw was selected as it had
undergone maximum lignin loss when treated enzymatically. The delignified wheat straw
was then oven dried at 50°C, to remove all the moisture. Delignified wheat straw was then
used and the bacterial modification of the substrate was carried out to improve the cellulosic
content of the substrate for improved crystallinity and enhanced mechanical properties of the
composites.
3.15.1. Maintenance of Microbial Culture
The Acetobacter xylinum culture was obtained from First Fungal Culture Bank of
Pakistan (FFCBP), Lahore, Pakistan. Hestrin Schramm medium was used as the growth
medium for Acetobacter xylinum containing (w/v) 2.0% glucose, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5%
peptone, 0.27% Na2HPO4. 12 H2O, and 0.115% citric acid monohydrate. The medium was
adjusted to pH 5.5 using M HCl/M NaOH and autoclaved (121 ◦C) for 15 min. After
sterilization loopful culture of Acetobacter xylinum was streaked on these plates and were
incubated at 30ºC for 4 days.
3.15.2. Preparation of inoculum
Inoculum was prepared by using Hestrin Schramm medium composition containing
glucose (2g), yeast extract (0.5g), peptone (0.5g), citric acid (0.115g), disodium hydrogen
phosphate (0.11g). All the reagents were dissolved in 100 mL of distilled water and the pH of
the medium was adjusted to 5.5 using M HCl/M NaOH and autoclaved (121◦C) for 15 min
(Table 3.11). After sterilization, the loopful culture of Acetobacter xylinum was transferred to
the medium and was incubated statically at 30ºC for 4 days (Wee et al., 2011).
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Table 3.11. Composition of Hestrin Schramm medium* for Acetobacter xylinum
Serial No.

Ingredients

Quantity
(g/L)

1

Glucose

20

2

Yeast extract

05

3

Na2 HPO4

2.7

4

Citric acid

1.15

5

Polypeptone

05

*pH 5.5; Temperature, 30°C

3.15.3. Production of Bacterial cellulose
The fermentation medium for the production of bacterial cellulose contained coconut
water and apple vinegar, which were collected from local fruit market. The Hestrin Schhram
(HS) medium was enriched with 0.25% ammonium sulfate and 0.25% calcium sulfate. The
pH of the medium was adjusted to 5.5 using glacial acetic acid and was sterilized at 121 ºC
for 15 min (Wee et al., 2011). After sterilization, the strain of Acetobacter xylinum 3.0 %
(v/v) was inoculated into these fermentative mediums under aseptic conditions and incubated
for 8 days in stationary conditions at 30 ºC. During this period, a gelatinous pellicle started to
develop on the surface of the medium (Table 3.12)
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Table. 3.12. Fermentative conditions* for bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter
xylinum
Sr. No

Ingredients

Quantity (g/100mL)

1

Coconut water/ Apple vinegar

3 mL

2

Calcium sulphate

0.25g

3

Ammonium sulphate

0.25g

4

Glucose

5

Yeast extract

0.5g

6

Na2 HPO4

0.27g

7

Citric acid

0.115g

8

Acetobacter xylinum inoculum

2g

3mL

*pH 5.5; Temperature, 30°C

3.15.4. Harvesting of Bacterial cellulose (BC) pellicle:
After the fermentation, the bacterial cellulose pellicle was purified in 0.1 M NaOH at
80 °C for 20 min to remove all microorganisms, medium component. The above NaOH
treated BC was then rinsed with sterilized water. This procedure was repeated thrice and the
bacterial cellulose pellicle produced was then analyzed (Anup et al., 2014)

3.15.5. Evaluation of Bacterial Cellulose by Analytical Methods
3.15.5.1. Thickness of Bacterial cellulose
Thickness of each bacterial cellulose membrane was measured from different
positions by a thickness gauge and values were averaged.
3.15.5.2. Moisture content of Bacterial Cellulose
The moisture content (%w/w) of bacterial cellulose was determined based on the
weight loss of bacterial cellulose when dried at 60°C by using the following formula :
Moisture content % = (Wet weight ─ Dry weight) × 100
Dry weight
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3.16. Bacterial cellulose production optimization by Response Surface
Methodology (RSM)
RSM was used to optimize the three different variables for enhanced production of
bacterial cellulose. The process of optimization involves three basic steps: performing the
statistically designed experiment (runs), estimating the coefficients in mathematical model
and predicting the response and also check the adequacy of the model. A Central Composite
Design (CCD) was used to investigate individual and combined effect of the three significant
parameters (pH, temperature and incubation time), comprised of a set of 20 experiments with
replicates at central point was conducted. A three factor level CCD with 6 axial points, 8
factorial points and 6 replicates at the central points. Trial for 20 sets of runs with different
conditions of pH, temp, and incubation time was inoculated with 3 ml of Gluconacetobacter
xylinus were incubated under static condition of growth (Table 3.13). Dry weight of BC was
used to analyze CCD results.
Table 3.13. Response surface methodology (RSM) design for optimum Bacterial
cellulose production
Runs

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

pH

Temp

Time

1

4.50

40.00

84.00

2

4.00

45.00

120.00

3

4.50

40.00

66.00

4

4.50

40.00

102.00

5

6.00

55.00

48.00

6

3.00

55.00

120.00

7

3.00

25.00

48.00

8

3.75

40.00

84.00

9

5.50

55.00

96.00

10

4.50

40.00

84.00

11

4.50

40.00

96.00
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12

4.50

40.00

84.00

13

5.50

55.00

72.00

14

5.50

55.00

96.00

15

4.50

40.00

84.00

16

4.50

40.00

84.00

17

5.50

55.00

72.00

18

5.25

40.00

84.00

19

6.00

25.00

120.00

20

4.50

40.00

84.00

3.17. Bacterial Modification of delignified wheat straw under optimized
conditions
Using response surface methodology (RSM), the best optimum conditions were
obtained for the production of bacterial cellulose and these conditions were then utilized
further to produce bacterial cellulose on delignified wheat straw to improve the surface
properties and to increase the cellulose content of the substrate.
3.17.1. Experimental Protocol:
The experimental conditions used were similar to Pommet et al. (2008) with minor
modification. Delignified wheat straw (5 g) were put in 500 mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing
90 mL of the culture medium which contains 3mL of the coconut water along with the basic
composition of HS medium. These flasks were autoclaved at 121 °C for 20 min, the flasks
were inoculated with 5 mL of a 3 day old broth of a previous culture of Acetobacter xylinum.
The fermentation was conducted under agitated conditions on a shaking plate (150 rpm) in an
environmental chamber at 30 °C for one week (Al-Kalifawi and Hassan, 2014).
3.17.2. Extraction of the Modified Natural Fibers
After the fermentation, the modified natural fibers were purified in 0.1 M NaOH at 80
°C for 20 min to remove all microorganisms, medium components, and soluble
polysaccharides (Anup et al., 2014). After filtration, they were then thoroughly washed in
distilled water until neutral pH. These fibres were then analyzed by Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).
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PART-5
3.18. Development of Biocomposites
Compression molding technique was used to prepare composites using native,
delignified and bacterially modified substrate as reinforcement phase along with Polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) as the polymer . The composites were prepared using different ratios of the
reinforcement and the polymer. Also, the effect of glycerol as a plasticizer was also studied
in the synthesis of composites.
3.18.1. Screening of conditions for the best composites development (without plasticizer)
3.18.1.1. Synthesis of NWS-PVA Biocomposites
The composites of native wheat straw (NWS) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) were
prepared using different ratios as shown in table 3.14. The samples were prepared by first
blending the components (PVA and NWS) in their desired ratios of 0:100, 25:75, 50:50,
75:25 and 100:0. Blending was carried out at 700 rpm at a temperature of 35°C using
distilled water (as required) for 15 min. All composite samples contained 25 % wt loading of
maleic anhydride (as a compatibilizer) with respect to total weight of the composite. After
blending, these samples were then compression molding in a hot press using a pre heated
(50°C) metal mold (150 mm of diameter and 1 mm of thickness). The composite sheets were
prepared by hot pressing the mold at 60°C for 20 min. The pressure applied ranges from 3-4
MPa depending on the loading of reinforcing material. All the specimens were then post
cured at 50°C for 12 h (Singha and Thakur, 2009).

Table 3.14: Development table for NWS-PVA Biocomposites
Backbone

Reinforcement phase

PVA:NWS

Composite ID

polymer

(NWS)

PVA

Native Wheat Straw

0:100

PVA-NWSA

PVA

Native Wheat Straw

25:75

PVA-NWSB

PVA

Native Wheat Straw

50:50

PVA-NWSC

PVA

Native Wheat Straw

75:25

PVA-NWSD

PVA

Native Wheat Straw

100:0

PVA-NWSE
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All of the collected composites obtained after compression molding were cooled and
were assigned their ID’s according to their ratio. The mechanical strength of these composite
samples was analyzed by Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) and the water uptake test of
these samples was also conducted.
3.18.1.2. Synthesis of DWS-PVA Biocomposites
Delignified wheat straw (DWS) and Poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) based composites were
prepared using different ratios as shown in table 3.15. Blending of the samples was done at
700 rpm at a temperature of 35°C using distilled water (as required) for 15 min. in each of
these samples, maleic anhydride (25% of the total weight of components) was added as
compatibilizer to improve the coupling between the two phases. After blending, these
samples were compression molding in a hot press using a pre heated (50°C) metal mold
(150 mm of diameter and 1 mm of thickness). The composite sheets were prepared by hot
pressing the mold at 60°C for 20 min. The pressure applied ranges from 3-4 MPa depending
on the loading of reinforcing material. All the specimens were then post cured at 50°C for 12
h (Singha and Thakur, 2009).
Table 3.15: Development table for DWS-PVA Biocomposites
Backbone

Composites

Reinforcement Phase (DWS)

PVA:DWS

PVA

Delignified wheat straw

0:100

PVA-DWS

PVA

Delignified wheat straw

25:75

PVA-DWS

PVA

Delignified wheat straw

50:50

PVA-DWS

PVA

Delignified wheat straw

75:25

PVA-DWS

PVA

Delignified wheat straw

100:0

PVA-DWS

polymer

ID
A

B

C

D

E

After compression molding, all the composite samples were assigned their specific
ID’s according to their respective ratios. These samples were then characterized by dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) and the water uptake test.
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3.18.1.3. Synthesis of BMWS-PVA Biocomposites
The composites of bacterially modified wheat straw (BMWS) and polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) were prepared using different ratios as shown in table 3.16. The samples were
prepared by first blending the components (PVA and BMWS) in their desired ratios of 0:100,
25:75, 50:50, 75:25 and 100:0. Blending was carried out at 700 rpm at a temperature of 35°C
using distilled water (as required) for 15 min. All composite samples contained maleic
anhydride (as a compatibilizer) 25 % weight with respect to total weight of the composite.
Compression molding was done in a hot press using a pre heated (50°C) metal mold
(150 mm of diameter and 1 mm of thickness). The composite sheets were prepared by hot
pressing the mold at 60°C for 20 min. The pressure applied ranges from 3-4 MPa depending
on the loading of reinforcing material. All the specimens were then post cured at 50°C for 12
h (Singh and Thakur, 2009).
Table 3.16: Development table for B.M.WS- PVA Biocomposites
Backbone polymer

Reinforcement Phase

PVA:BMWS

Composites ID

(BMWS)
PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

0:100

PVA-B.M.WSA

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

25:75

PVA-B.M.WSB

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

50:50

PVA-B.M.WSC

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

75:25

PVA-B.M.WSD

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

100:0

PVA-B.M.WSE

The composites obtained after compression molding were assigned their ID’s
according to their ratio and were characterized on the basis of their mechanical strength using
dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) and the water uptake test.
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3.18.2. Screening of conditions for the best composites development (with plasticizer)
3.18.2.1. Synthesis of NWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
To study the effect of plasticizer on the mechanical properties of the Biocomposites,
various samples had been prepared using glycerol. The composite samples using native
wheat straw (NWS), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and glycerol (GLY) were prepared using
different ratios as shown in table 3.17. Before compression molding the samples were blend
in a laboratory mixer. Blending was carried out at 700 rpm at a temperature of 35°C using
distilled water (as required) for 15 min. All composite samples contained maleic anhydride
(as a compatibilizer) 25 % weight and glycerol (as plasticizer) 50% with respect to the total
weight of the composite. Compression molding was done in a hot press using a pre heated
(50°C) metal mold (150 mm of diameter and 1 mm of thickness). The composite sheets were
prepared by hot pressing the mold at 60°C for 20 min. The pressure applied ranges from 3-4
MPa depending on the loading of reinforcing material. All the specimens were then post
cured at 50°C for 12 h (Singha and Thakur, 2009).
Table 3.17: Development table for NWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
Backbone

Reinforcement

Plasticizer

PVA:NWS

Composites

polymer

Phase (NWS)

PVA

Native Wheat straw

Glycerol

0:100

PVA-NWS-PLA

PVA

Native Wheat straw

Glycerol

25:75

PVA-NWS-PLB

PVA

Native Wheat straw

Glycerol

50:50

PVA-NWS-PLC

PVA

Native Wheat straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-NWS-PLD

PVA

Native Wheat straw

Glycerol

100:0

PVA-NWS-PLE

ID

All of the composites obtained after compression molding were cooled and were
assigned their ID’s according to their ratio. The mechanical strength of these composite
samples was analyzed by Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) and the water uptake test of
these samples was also conducted.
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3.18.2.2. Synthesis of DWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
The Biocomposites were synthesized by using delignified wheat straw (DWS) as a
reinforcement, Poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) as a matrix and glycerol as a plasticizer (GLY)
using different ratios as shown in table 3.18. Blending of the samples was done at 700 rpm at
a temperature of 35°C using distilled water (as required) for 15 min. In each of these
samples, maleic anhydride as coupling agent (25%) and Glycerol as plasticizer (50 %) of the
total weight of the sample was added. After blending, these samples were compression
molding in a hot press using a pre heated (50°C) metal mold (150 mm of diameter and 1 mm
of thickness). The composite sheets were prepared by hot pressing the mold at 60°C for 20
min. The pressure applied ranges from 3-4 MPa depending on the loading of reinforcing
material. All the specimens were then post cured at 50°C for 12 h (Singha and Thakur, 2009).
Table 3.18: Development table for DWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
Backbone

Reinforcement Phase

polymer

(DWS)

PVA

Plasticizer

PVA:DWS

Composites ID

Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol

0:100

PVA-DWS-PLA

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol

25:75

PVA-DWS-PLB

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol

50:50

PVA-DWS-PLC

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-DWS-PLD

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol

100:0

PVA-DWS-PLE

All of the collected composites assigned their ID’s according to their ratio and were
then characterized using Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) and water uptake test.
3.18.2.3. Synthesis of BMWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
The composites of bacterially modified wheat straw (BMWS), polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) and glycerol (GLY) were prepared using different ratios as shown in table 3.19. The
samples were prepared by first blending the components (PVA, BMWS and GLY) in their
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desired ratios of 0:100, 25:75, 50:50, 75:25 and 100:0. In each sample glycerol was added
50% to the total concentration of the sample. Blending was carried out at 700 rpm at a
temperature of 35°C using distilled water (as required) for 15 min. All composite samples
contained maleic anhydride (as a compatibilizer) 25 % weight with respect to total weight of
the composite. Compression molding was done in a hot press using a pre heated (50°C) metal
mold (150 mm of diameter and 1 mm of thickness). The composite sheets were prepared by
hot pressing the mold at 60°C for 20 min. The pressure applied ranges from 3-4 MPa
depending on the loading of reinforcing material. All the specimens were then post cured at
50°C for 12 h (Singha and Thakur, 2009).
Table 3.19: Development table for BMWS-PVA- GLY based composites
Backbone

Reinforcement

Plasticizer

PVA:BMWS

polymer

Phase (BMWS)

PVA

Composites ID

B.M-Wheat straw

Glycerol

0:100

PVA-B.M.WS-PLA

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

Glycerol

25:75

PVA-B.M.WS-PLB

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

Glycerol

50:50

PVA-B.M.WS-PLC

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-B.M.WS-PLD

PVA

B.M-Wheat straw

Glycerol

100:0

PVA-B.M.WS-PLE

All of the collected composites assigned their ID’s according to their ratio and were
characterized on the basis of Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and water uptake test
respectively.
3.18.3. Optimized table for the production of Biocomposites
After screening of all the samples, the optimum ratios giving best results were then
selected for the development of Biocomposites (Table 3.20).
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Table 3.20. Optimum ratios for the development of Biocomposites
Sample

Backbone

No.

polymer

1

Reinforcement Phase

Plasticizer

PVA:WS

Composites ID

PVA

Native Wheat straw

-

75:25

PVA-NWS

2

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

-

75:25

PVA-DWS

3

PVA

Native Wheat straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-NWS-PL

4

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-DWS-PL

5

PVA

Bacterially modified Wheat straw

-

75:25

PVA-D.B. WS

6

PVA

Bacterially modified wheat straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-D.B. WS-PL

3.19. Characterization of the optimized Biocomposites
3.19.1. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy was used to observe the surface morphologies and the
microstructure of the individual components i.e. PVA, native, delignified and bacterially
modified wheat straw. Moreover, the surface morphologies of the biocomposites made from
PVA-NWS, PVA-DWS, PVA-BMWS, PVA-NWS-GLY, PVA-DWS-GLY AND PVABMWS-GLY were also studied. The samples were placed on 8mm diameter aluminium stubs
and gold coated for 2 min using the gold spluttering device (EMITECH-K550). High
definition images (HDI) were then recorded at different magnifications to study the surface
morphologies of each sample. The operating pressure of 7 × 10-2 bar and deposition current
of 20 mA for 2 minutes was used for current analysis (Iqbal, 2015)
3.19.2 Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy
The structural and elemental analysis of the individual components and the
biocomposites made from the native, delignified and bacterially modified substrates were
studied by IR spectroscopy. Each of the individual polymer and their grafted composites
were placed directly onto the diamond crystal, and infrared absorption spectra were recorded
from the wavenumber region of 4000-500 cm-1 using a Perkin Elmer System 2000 FT-IR
spectrophotometer. All spectra were collected with 64 scans and 2 cm-1 resolution and
assigned peak numbers (Iqbal, 2015)
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3.19.3. Water Uptake Test
The water uptake test was carried out for all the composites obtained after
compression molding. The samples were placed in the plastic water bath for the specific time
intervals of 30min to 120min. The weight gain by the composites was recorded after the
specific time intervals on an analytical balance. Prior to weight measurement, surface water
was carefully removed from the samples by blotting with tissue paper. Care was taken to
ensure the manual blotting process was kept as consistent as possible. The water uptake
amount of the fibers was expressed as a percentage of weight gain and was calculated using
equation as following. The data reported was the average of three replicates (Romhild, 2007)

Where Wo is the initial dry weight of the composites and Wa is the weight of the
composites after exposure to water.
3.19.4. Tensile test on Biocomposites
The mechanical properties in terms of DMA measurements i.e., Young’s modulus,
tensile strength and elongation at break point of the individual polymers and biocomposite
prepared from PVA-NWS, PVA-DWS, PVA-BMWS, PVA-NWS-GLY, PVA-DWS-GLY
and PVA BMWS-GLY were carried out using a Perkin–Elmer Dynamic Mechanical
Analyser. Prior to load on a crosshead, the test samples were cut into a rectangular shape
with 8 mm × 4 mm × 0.25 mm dimensions. The load was set within the range of 1- 6000 mN
and the crosshead speed was set at a constant tensile rate of 200 mNmin-1. All tests were
conducted at ambient temperature and an average value of three repeated tests was taken for
each treatment (Lou et al., 2007).

3.19. Statistical Analysis
All the experimental data was conducted in triplicate and presented as mean ±
standard error (SE). Statistical analysis was performed by analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using the statistical software MINITAB windows version and the probability values (p ≤
0.05) were considered as a statistically significant difference. The means and standard errors
of means (Mean ± S.E) were computed for each treatment and S.E values have been
displayed as Y-error bars in figures (Varalakshmi et al., 2004).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The project was planned to utilize the lignocellulosic wastes for the synthesis of useful
materials along with PVA as the polymer to enhance the mechanical properties of the
composites. The lignocellulosic substrates wheat straw, sugarcane bagasse and rice straw
were used to produce the ligninases enzymes (LiP, MnP and laccase) in solid state
fermentation by Ganoderma lucidum, Trametes versicolor and Pleorotus ostreatus,
respectively. The ligninases (LiP, MnP, Laccase) produced under optimum conditions were
purified by ammonium sulphate precipitation, dialysis, ion exchange chromatography and
size exclusion chromatographic techniques. The partially purified enzymes were then used
for the selective partial hydrolysis of lignin component of wheat straw, sugarcane bagasse
and rice straw. After delignification the best lignin loss was observed in wheat straw which
was further utilized for the development of composites. Prior to the synthesis of
biocomposites, the delignified wheat straw were modified by depositing bacterial cellulose to
improve the cellulose content. The bacterially modified wheat straw was then used as
reinforcement along with PVA as polymer. Major part of project research work was
performed in Industrial Biochemistry Lab at Department of Biochemistry, University of
Agriculture, FSD, Pakistan and some part of research work was done in National Textile
Research Centre (NTRC) at National Textile University (NTU) and National Institute of
Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering (NIBGE). The results have been described and
discussed under the following headings and sub-headings.

PART-1
4.1. Production of Ligninolytic enzymes
4.1.1. Production of Lignin peroxidase (LiP)
The LiP enzyme was produced by Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05 in SSF of wheat straw
under pre-optimized growth conditions. After 6 days of incubation the flasks were harvested
to get 300mL filtrate. The filtrate was centrifuged and the supernatant was collected. The
enzyme assay revealed that the crude lignin peroxidase had an enzyme activity of 1277.9
IU/mL, with the specific activity and the total protein contents of 493.3U/mg and 2.59
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mg/mL respectively (Table 4.1). Previously, Hariharan and Nambison (2013) produced
lignin peroxidase from Ganoderma lucidum under the SSF and observed the LiP activity of
1126.3 IU/mL. Moreover Oliveira et al., 2016 used two WRF, Ganoderma lucidum and
Pleorotus ostreatus for the production of lignin peroxidase and observed the enzyme
activities of the crude enzyme as 9419.35 IU/mL and 10602.68 IU/mL, respectively.
4.1.2. Production of Manganese Peroxidase (MnP)
The MnP was produced from Trametes versicolor IBL-04 under SSF using wheat
straw under pre-optimized growth conditions. After 6 days of still culture incubation, the
flasks were harvested to collect the filtrate. The filtrate was centrifuged and the supernatant
was collected. The crude enzyme MnP showed 1436.32 IU/mL activity. However, the
specific activity and the total protein contents were 460.21 U/mg and 3.121mg/mL,
respectively (Table 4.2). Asgher et al., 2016 produced MnP from Ganoderma lucidum and
found MnP activity to be 717 2.3 U/mL and the specific activity of 539.59 U/mg.
4.1.3. Production of Laccase (lac)
Pleorotus ostreatus IBL-02 was used for the production of laccase in SSF under preoptimized conditions with corn cob as a substrate. After harvesting the flasks, the filtrate was
centrifuged and the supernatant were collected. The crude enzyme extract obtained after
harvesting showed the laccase activity of 911 IU/mL with the specific activity and a total
protein content of 219U/mg and 4.161 mg/mL respectively. Singh et al., 2013 used P.
flabellatus for the production of MnP and laccase and observed activities of 769 U/mL and
916U/mL, respectively. Asgher et al. (2012) produced 680 U/mL laccase from Trametes
versiclor in SSF bio-processing of wheat straw.

PART-2
4.2. Purification of Ligninolytic enzymes
4.2.1. Standard curve for estimation of total protein content
To determine the protein contents of all the three ligninolytic enzymes before and after the
ammonium sulfate precipitation, dialysis, ion exchange and gel filtration chromatography,
Bradford micro assay was used (Bradford, 1976). A standard curve (Fig 4.1) was obtained by
plotting a graph between the absorbance (taken at y-axis) at 545 nm and the concentrations of
BSA (taken at x-axis). For each concentration of the standard protein solution absorbance
was calculated and the arithmetic mean of all the ratios provided the standard factor. The
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standard factor was then multiplied by the absorbance values for the enzyme extracts and the
partially purified enzymes to estimate the total protein contents expressed in mg/mL.

Fig. 4.1. Standard curve of BSA for the determination of protein content at 595
nm.
4.2.2. Purification of Lignin peroxidase (LiP)
4.2.2.1. Ammonium sulfate precipitation
Lignin peroxidase was optimally precipitated out at 90% ammonium sulfate
saturation. The pellets were collected and the supernatant was discarded. These pellets were
dissolved in the minimal volume of 50mM sodium malonate buffer of pH 4 for further
processing. After (NH4)2SO4 precipitation, the activity of Lignin peroxidase was 1159.37
IU/mL with specific activity and total protein contents of 647.69 IU/mg and 1.79 mg/mL,
respectively. The purity up to 1.31 fold was achieved as shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.2.2. Dialysis for Lignin peroxidase (LiP) purification
After the ammonium sulfate precipitation, the pellets stored were dissolved in 50mM
malonate buffer (pH 4.0) and subjected to dialysis for further purification. The sample was
poured in dialyzing bag and kept on magnetic stirrer in the buffer overnight. The membrane
only permitted the small molecules to pass through it. When the equilibrium was reached the
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buffer was exchanged by fresh buffer after 24 hours. Equilibrium was volume dependent and
reached after 4 to 6 hours. The activity of LiP was 1024.41 IU/mL. Specific activity of LiP
was 806.6 IU/mg and protein content was 1.27 mg/mL with purity 1.63 fold. Ammonium
sulfate precipitation generally does not give highly purified proteins in the mixture. Dialysis
is done to remove the unwanted salt contents from the solution (Zubay, 1988).
4.2.2.3. Ion Exchange Chromatography for Lignin peroxidase
After dialysis, enzyme was purified by ion exchange chromatography. DEAE
cellulose was used as ion exchange resin for purification of LiP. An elution curve was plotted
between the fraction no. and enzyme activity (IU/mL).The highest enzyme activity was 860.7
IU/mL for lignin peroxidase in the range of 39 - 45 fraction numbers as shown in the fig 4.2.
In each fraction 3 ml sample was collected. The specific activity was 1324.15 IU/mL and
protein content 0.65 mg/mL leading to 2.6 fold purification.
1100
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1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 59
Number of fractions

Fig: 4.2. DEAE cellulose ion exchange chromatography of Lignin peroxidase produced
by G. lucidum IBL-05
4.2.2.4. Gel filtration chromatography for Lignin peroxidase
Gel filtration is an important technique for the purification of proteins. Sephadex G100 column (16 cm x 1cm) was used for the purification of LiP. The sample was applied in
column having pH 7. Total 30 fractions containing 1.5mL of each were collected. An elution
curve was plotted between the fraction no. and enzyme activity (IU/mL). The highest
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enzyme activity was 821.86 IU/mL for Lignin peroxidase in the range of 21 – 25 fraction
numbers as shown in the fig 4.3. The specific activity of the purified LiP was 1712.2 U/mg
and a purity of 3.47 fold was achieved. The advantages of this technique include good
separation of large molecules with a small volume of elute and protect the biological activity
of separated particles. High acceptance of gel filtration is due to its rapidity, simplicity and
low cost (Wang et al., 2010).

900
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Enzyme Activity (U/mL)
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400
300
200
100
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Number of fractions

Fig: 4.3. Size exclusion chromatography of LiP produced by G. lucidum IBL-05
Table 4.1 summarizes the whole summary of different purification steps starting from
ammonium sulfate precipitation to gel filtration chromatography with the purification fold
increase in every step reaching 3.47 in the last purification step. In each purification step
volume of the sample decreased and finally at the end 15 mL volume was left after passing it
through sephadex G-100 column with LiP activity of 821.86 U/mL.
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Table 4.1: Purification summary for Lignin peroxidase (LiP) produced by G. lucidum
IBL-05 in solid state fermentation

Sr. No

Purification steps

Total
volume
(mL)

Enzyme
activity
(U/mL)

Protein
contents
(mg/mL)

Specific
activity
(U/mg)

Purification
fold.

1

Crude Enzyme

300

1277.9

2.59

493.3

1

2

Ammonium
sulphate
precipitation

25

1159.37

1.79

647.69

1.31

3

Dialysis

21

1024.41

1.27

806.6

1.63

4

DEAE-cellulose

19

860.7

0.65

1324.15

2.6

5

Sephadex G-100

15

821.86

0.48

1712.2

3.47

4.2.3. Purification of Manganese peroxidase (MnP)
4.2.3.1. Ammonium sulfate precipitation
After ammonium sulphate precipitation, the pellets were collected and the supernatant
was discarded. These pellets were dissolved in the minimal volume of malonate buffer
(50mM) which was then used for further purification steps. After ammonium sulfate
precipitation, the activity of MnP was 1208.2 IU/mL. Whereas, the specific activity and the
protein contents of the sample was 616.4 IU/mg and 1.96 mg/mL,respectively with 1.33 fold
purity. (Table 4.2)
4.2.3.2. Dialysis for Manganese peroxidase (MnP) purification
Dialysis is done to remove the unwanted salt contents from the solution (Zubay,
1988). After the ammonium sulfate precipitation, the pellets stored were dissolved in 50mM
malonate buffer (pH 4.0) and they were subjected to dialysis for further purification. The
MnP sample was poured in dialyzing bag and it was kept on magnetic stirrer in the buffer
overnight. The activity of MnP was 1199.1 IU/mL, specific activity was 744.7 IU/mg and
protein content was 1.61 mg/mL with 1.618 fold purification.
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4.2.3.3. Ion Exchange Chromatography for MnP
After dialysis, enzyme was purified by ion exchange chromatography. DEAE
cellulose was used as ion exchange resin for purification of MnP. An elution curve was
plotted between the fraction no. and enzyme activities (IU/mL). The highest MnP activity
was 809.9 IU/mL in the range of 45-48 fraction numbers as shown in the fig 4.4. In each
fraction 3 ml sample was collected. The specific activity was 794.0 IU/mL, protein content
1.02 mg/mL and purity was 1.72 fold.
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Fig: 4.4. Ion exchange chromatography of MnP produced by T.versicolor IBL-04
4.2.3.4. Gel filtration chromatography for MnP
Sephadex G-100 gel filtration column (16 cm x 1cm) was used for the purification of
MnP. The sample was applied in column using an elution buffer having pH 7. Total 30
fractions containing 1.5mL of each were collected. An elution curve was plotted between the
fraction no. and enzyme activity (IU/mL). The highest enzyme activity was 609.44 IU/mL
for manganese peroxidase in the range of 21 – 28 fraction numbers as shown in the fig 4.5.
The specific activity was 801.8 U/mg and protein content 0.76 mg/mL. Purity was up to 1.74
fold.
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Fig: 4.5. Size exclusion chromatography of MnP produced by T.versicolor IBL-04

Table 4.2 summarizes the purification steps starting from ammonium sulfate
precipitation to gel filtration chromatography with the purification fold increase in every step
reaching 1.74 in the last purification step. In each purification step volume of the sample
decreased and finally at the end 9 mL volume was remained after passing it through
sephadex G-100 column with manganese peroxidase activity of 609.44 U/mL.
Table 4.2: Purification summary for MnP produced from Trametes versicolor IBL-04
Sr. No

Purification steps

Total
volume
(mL)

Enzyme
activity
(U/mL)

Protein
contents
(mg/mL)

Specific
activity
(U/mg)

Purification
fold.

1

Crude Enzyme

300

1436.32

3.121

460.21

1

2

Ammonium
sulphate
precipitation
Dialysis

22

1208.2

1.96

616.4

1.33

21

1199.1

1.61

744.7

1.618

12

809.9

1.02

794.0

1.72

9

609.44

0.76

801.8

1.74

3
4
5

Ion exchange
chromatography
Gel filtration
chromatography
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4.2.4. Purification of Laccase (lac)
4.2.4.1. Ammonium sulfate precipitation
Laccase was optimally precipitated out with 80% ammonium sulfate saturation. The
pellet was collected and supernatant discarded. The pellet was dissolved in minimal volume
of 50mM sodium malonate buffer of pH 4 for further processing. After (NH4)2SO4
precipitation, the activity of Laccase was 846.44 IU/mL with specific activity and total
protein contents of 502 U/mg and 1.68 mg/mL, respectively. The purity up to 2.29 fold was
achieved as shown in Table 4.3.
4.2.4.2. Dialysis for Laccase purification
After ammonium sulfate precipitation the Laccase pellets dissolved in 50mM
malonate buffer (pH 4.0) were subjected to dialysis for further purification. The Laccase
sample was poured in dialyzing bag and kept it on magnetic stirrer in a buffer overnight. The
membrane only permitted the small molecules to pass through it. When the equilibrium was
reached the buffer exchanged by fresh buffer after 24 hours. Equilibrium was volume
dependent and reached after 4 to 6 hours. The activity of Laccase was 816.66 IU/mL.
Specific activity for Laccase was 646.01 IU/mg and protein content of 1.06 mg/mL with
purity 2.95 fold.
4.2.4.3. Ion Exchange Chromatography
DEAE Cellulose was used as ion exchange resin for purification of Laccase. An
elution curve was plotted between the fraction no. and enzyme activity (IU/mL). The highest
enzyme activity was 688.87 IU/mL for Laccase in the range of 49 – 53 fraction numbers as
shown in the fig 4.6. In each fraction 3 ml sample was collected. The specific activity was
677 IU/mL and protein content was 1.0 mg/mL leading to laccase purity of 3.09 fold.
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Fig: 4.6. Ion exchange chromatography of laccase produced by P.ostreatus IBL-02
4.2.4.4. Gel filtration chromatography
After ion exchange chromatography, laccase was passed through sephadex G-100
column (16 cm x 1cm) for the purification. Total 25 fractions containing 1.5mL of each were
collected. An elution curve was plotted between the fraction no. and enzyme activities
(IU/mL). The highest enzyme activity was 683.33 IU/mL for Laccase in the range of 21-23
fraction numbers as shown in the fig 4.7. The specific activity was 833 IU/mL and protein
content 0.75 mg/mL leading to 4.03 fold laccase purification.
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Fig: 4.7. Size exclusion chromatography of Laccase produced by P.ostreatus IBL-02

Table 4.3 summarizes the different purification steps starting from ammonium sulfate
precipitation to gel filtration chromatography with the purification fold increase in every step
reaching 4.03 in the last purification step. In each purification step volume of the sample
decreased and finally at the end 12 mL volume was remained after passing it through
sephadex G-100 column with Laccase activity of 683.33 U/mL.
Table 4.3: Purification summary for Laccase produced by P. ostreatus IBL-02 in solid
state fermentation
Sr. No

Purification steps

Total

Enzyme

Protein

Specific

Purification

volume

activity

contents

activity

fold

(mL)

(U/mL)

(mg/mL)

(U/mg)

1

Crude Enzyme

600

911.11

4.161

219

1.00

2

Ammonium sulphate

50

846.44

1.68

502

2.29

precipitation
3

Dialysis

50

816.66

1.06

646

2.95

4

DEAE-Cellulose

15

688.87

1.0

677

3.09

5

Sephadex G-100

12

683.33

0.75

833

4.03
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PART-3
4.3. Delignification of lignocellulosic substrates
The partially purified LiP, MnP and laccase from Ganoderma lucidum IBL-05,
Trametes versicolor IBL-04 and Pleorotus ostreatus IBL-2 were used for delignification of
sugarcane bagasse (SCB), wheat straw (WS) and Rice straw (RS) at different temperatures
(25°C and 40°C). Varying ratios of LiP, MnP and laccase were used.
4.3.1. Delignification of Sugarcane Bagasse (SCB)
The lignin removal (%) for sugarcane bagasse after the treatment with consortium of
ligninolytic enzyme extracts at 25°C are presented in tables 4.4 and at 40 °C are presented in
table 4.5.
Table 4.4. Percent delignification and cellulose content after the treatment of sugarcane
bagasse (SCB) with different consortia of ligninolytic enzymes at 25 oC

%Lignin content

Enzyme

Ratios

combination

of

Before

After

(200 IU/mL)

enzymes

treatment

treatment

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:1

22.90±0.67 16.70±0.62

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:1

LiP:MnP:Lacc

% Cellulose content
%Delignification

Before

After

treatment

treatment

18.00

21.00±1.12

39±0.42

22.90±0.67 13.73±0.23

40.00

21.00±1.12

42±0.13

1:2:1

22.90±0.67 15.34±0.87

33.00

21.00±1.12

52±0.42

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:2

22.90±0.67 13.81±0.18

39.00

21.00±1.12

62±0.15

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:2:1

22.90±0.67 15.28±0.24

33.00

21.00±1.12

57±0.62

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:2

22.90±0.67 16.85±0.23

26.00

21.00±1.12

69±0.32

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:2

22.90±0.67 14.16±0.15

38.00

21.00±1.12

56±0.52
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Table 4.5. Percent delignification and cellulose content after the treatment of sugarcane
bagasse (SCB) with different consortia of ligninolytic enzymes at 40oC
Enzyme
combination
(200 IU/mL)

Ratio of
enzymes

LiP:MnP:Lacc

%Lignin content

% cellulose content

1:1:1

Before
treatment
22.90±0.67

After
treatment
17.87±0.23

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:1

22.90±0.67

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:1

LiP:MnP:Lacc

%Delignification
22

Before
treatment
21.00±1.12

After
treatment
38±0.42

13.16±0.12

42

21.00±1.12

39±0.52

22.90±0.67

14.43±0.13

37

21.00±1.12

59±0.62

1:1:2

22.90±0.67

12.35±0.92

46

21.00±1.12

67±0.21

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:2:1

22.90±0.67

14.65±0.45

36

21.00±1.12

59±0.25

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:2

22.90±0.67

13.32±0.42

41

21.00±1.12

65±0.42

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:2

22.90±0.67

13.87±0.16

39

21.00±1.12

59±0.52

Varying ratios of the ligninolytic enzymes were used each having 200 IU/mL.
However, in case of bagasse, there was a significant reduction in the lignin contents of the
substrate. The maximum delignification of 46 % was observed when the partially purified
ligninolytic (LiP, MnP and laccase) were used in 1:1:2 ratio at 40°C. At 25°C, delignification
was decreased to some extent and the total lignin removal was 39 % respectively. Previously
various authors had accomplished remarkable results leading to the reduction of lignin
content by the use of ligninolytic enzymes.
A marked reduction in lignin contents of all the plant residues were recorded with a
maximum delignification of 72.3(%) in SCB with the dose level of 25mLof ligninolytic
extract after 48h. The lignin degradation trend in other substrates was also promising. By
increasing the time from 24 to 48 h, the enhancement in lignin removal was observed
(Asgher

et

al.,

2013).

Delignification

of

sugarcane

bagasse

by Ceriporiopsis

subvermispora during 30 days resulted in a pulp yield of 46–54% (Costa et al., 2005).
4.3.2. Delignification of Wheat Straw
Wheat straw was enzymatically pretreated with different ratios of partially purified
ligninolytic enzymes at 25°C and 40°C. These ratios were made for the three ligninolytic
enzymes by keeping their international units same (200 IU/mL). The significant results of
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delignification were obtained from these enzymatic treatments as shown in table 4.6 & 4.7,
exposing the cellulose contents to the maximum.
Table 4.6. Percent delignification and cellulose content after the treatment of wheat
straw (WS) with different consortia of ligninolytic enzymes at 25 oC

Enzyme
combination
(200 IU/mL)

Ratio of
enzymes

%Lignin content
Before

After

treatment

treatment

% cellulose content
%Delignification

Before

After

treatment

treatment

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:1

24.60±0.13 11.06±0.42

52.80

24.00±0.36 43.20±0.27

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:1

24.60±0.13 13.04±0.72

47.00

24.00±0.36 52.43±0.41

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:1

24.60±0.13 13.80±0.31

43.90

24.00±0.36

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:2

24.60±0.13 10.47±0.37

57.00

24.00±0.36 56.00±0.51

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:2:1

24.60±0.13 14.27±0.42

41.00

24.00±0.36 49.23±0.42

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:2

24.60±0.13 10.20±0.41

58.50

24.00±0.36 76.54±0.27

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:2

24.60±0.13 11.90±0.51

51.60

24.00±0.36 54.67±0.13

63.89±.72

Table 4.7. Percent delignification and cellulose content after the treatment of wheat
straw (WS) with different consortia of ligninolytic enzymes at 40 oC
Enzyme
combination
(200 IU/mL)

Ratio of
enzymes

%Lignin content
Before

After

treatment

treatment

% cellulose content
%Delignification

Before

After

treatment

treatment

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:1

24.60±0.13 12.21±0.32

50

24.00±0.36

42±0.92

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:1

24.60±0.13 10.34±0.72

58

24.00±0.36

54±0.51

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:1

24.60±0.13 13.13±0.51

47

24.00±0.36

65±0.62

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:2

24.60±0.13 11.23±0.41

42

24.00±0.36

53±0.73

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:2:1

24.60±0.13 12.72±0.24

48

24.00±0.36

52±0.14

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:2

24.60±0.13 10.76±0.63

56

24.00±0.36

72±0.53

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:2

24.60±0.13 13.21±0.72

46

24.00±0.36

51±0.29
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After the enzymatic treatment by the consortium of partially purified ligninolytic enzymes,
the lignin contents of wheat straw were reduced and maximum delignification of 58.5 % was
achieved when the consortium ratio (LiP, MnP and Laccase) of (1:2:2) were used at 25 °C.
Knezevic et al. 2013 reported a reduction of 34.1 % in the lignin content of wheat
straw after incubating it for 14 days with Dichomitus squalens. Compared with these data, T.
versicolor BEOFB 320 showed a higher delignification of 20.9% for 14 days of wheat straw
fermentation, while levels of the analyzed ligninolytic enzyme activities were similar or even
lower (Knezevic et al., 2013). Arora et al. (2002) showed percentage loss of wheat straw
lignin by P.radiata and T. versicolor of 18.5% and 12.5%, while other Phlebia spp. showed
lignin losses that reached 25%. Treatment of agricultural waste i.e.,wheat straw with
ligninolytic enzyme extracts, obtained from the WRF, T.versicolor , Bjerkan deraadusta and
Fomes fomentarius, versus the non-treated straw control showed an increase in digestibility
of treated straw. Supplementation of different doses of a mixture of three exogenous
ligninolytic enzymes, Lac, LiP and MnP failed to elicit any changes in either the cell wall
components or the in vitro digestibility of straw. However, treating the straw with the same
enzymes for 24 h at a ratio of 2:5(v/ w) showed marked reduction in these cell wall
components as well as in the in vitro digestibility (Sridhar et al., 2014).

Fig. 4.8: SEM images of Native (A) and Delignified Wheat Straw (B)
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Figure 4.8 presents the SEM analysis performed for the native and delignified substrate along
with its schematic representation. As presented in the image, the untreated or native wheat
straw possess a rigid and an ordered structure, revealing the presence of lignin polymer on
the cell surface with an interconnected cellulose and hemicellulose. In contrast to the native
substrate, the delignified wheat straw obtained after the enzymatic treatment presented a
distorted image, as there was a change in the internal structure, hydrolyzing the lignin layer
and therefore increasing the porosity and surface area of the substrate (Ruiz et al., 2011).
4.3.3. Delignification of Rice straw (RS)
The partially purified LiP, MnP and laccase were used to degrade the lignin in
rice straw. Varying ratios of the consortium of enzymes were used that resulted in partial
reduction in the lignin content of the substrate. Table 4.8 and 4.9 presents the results of
enzymatic treatment of rice straw at two different temperatures (25°C and 40°C).

Table 4.8. Percent delignification and cellulose content after the treatment of rice straw
(RS) with different consortia of ligninolytic enzymes at 25 oC

Enzyme
combination
(200 IU/mL)

Ratio of
enzymes

%Lignin content
Before

After

treatment

treatment

% cellulose content
%Delignification

Before

After

treatment

treatment

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:1

23.60±0.73 16.14±0.14

31.60

40.00±0.39

56±0.15

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:1

23.60±0.73

19.5±0.91

17.00

40.00±0.39

49±0.42

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:1

23.60±0.73 16.71±0.32

29.00

40.00±0.39

51±0.14

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:2

23.60±0.73 16.31±0.14

30.00

40.00±0.39

61±0.42

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:2:1

23.60±0.73 13.32±0.61

44.00

40.00±0.39

47±0.12

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:2

23.60±0.73 16.76±0.52

28.00

40.00±0.39

71±0.32

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:2

23.60±0.73 11.32±0.14

52.00

40.00±0.39

73±0.12
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Table 4.9. Percent delignification and cellulose content after the treatment of rice straw
(RS) with different consortia of ligninolytic enzymes at 40 oC
Enzyme
combination
(200 IU/mL)

%Lignin content

Ratio of

Before

After

treatment

treatment

enzymes

% cellulose content
%Delignification

Before

After

treatment

treatment

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:1

23.60±0.73

17.11±1.82

23

40.00±0.39

54±0.34

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:1

23.60±0.73

18.36±0.98

22

40.00±0.39

48±0.27

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:1

23.60±0.73

15.12±0.59

36

40.00±0.39

50±0.15

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:1:2

23.60±00.73

14.98±0.61

37

40.00±0.39

63±0.15

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:2:1

23.60±0.73

13.09±0.26

46

40.00±0.39

49±0.42

LiP:MnP:Lacc

1:2:2

23.60±0.73

13.92±0.52

41

40.00±0.39

70±0.33

LiP:MnP:Lacc

2:1:2

23.60±0.73

12.76±0.32

47

40.00±0.39

57±0.28

Among different volume of enzyme extract, maximum delignification of 52% was
attained with enzymatic LiP, MnP and laccase ratio of 2:1:2. However when the temperature
was increased from 25 to 40°C, there was a reduction in the lignin loss to about 47%.
Various researchers in the past had worked on delignification of rice straw via enzymatic
treatment and found prominent decrease in the total lignin content of the residues. Among
them, Mohanram et al., 2015 tested T. hirsuta and M. roridum separately for delignification
of rice straw. Pretreatment of rice straw with either strain for seven days resulted in 19 and
70% enrichment of its holocellulose content, respectively. However, liquid chromatography
analysis of the alkali extracts showed significant differences in cell wall degradation by T.
hirsuta and M. roridum. T. hirsuta removed 15% more phenolic compounds and 38% more
glucan than M. roridum, while M. roridum removed 77% more xylan than T. hirsuta. Chang
et al., 2012 screened different fungi for the selective delignification of rice straw and found
that

traditional

white-rot

fungus Phanerochaete

chrysosporium with

28.3%

lignin

degradation and 28.4% holocellulose degradation.
Out of all the three substrates, the best delignification results were obtained for wheat
straw (58.5%) and it was therefore selected for the synthesis of biocomposites. The
delignified wheat straw was then modified by depositing bacterial cellulose to improve the
cellulose content of the substrate, improving the mechanical properties of the biocomposites.
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PART-4
4.4. Bacterial modification of the delignified wheat straw
4.4.1. Production of bacterial cellulose
Acetobacter xylinum was used for the production of bacterial cellulose. In order to
select the best nutritional source for bacterial growth, two different media were used. One of
the media contained coconut juice as nutritional carbon source in addition to the basic
Hestrin schramm media (Schramm et al., 1957). Second fermentative medium was made
using apple vinegar as a nutritional source. Among the two medias, best cellulose production
(pellicle) was observed in case of coconut water medium (Figure 4.9) rather than the apple
vinegar media.

Figure. 4.9. Bacterial cellulose (pellicle) produced from Acetobacter xylinum in coconut
water medium after 5 days.
4.4.2. Analysis of Bacterial cellulose production
4.4.2.1. Thickness of the bacterial cellulose pellicle:
The thickness of the bacterial cellulose was measured with respect to time and is
shown in Fig. 4.10. However, in the first day of the fermentation, there was no significant
production of the cellulose, the medium became slightly turbid. But after 24 hour of
incubation, the turbidity of the medium increased leading to the formation of a pellicle at air-
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liquid interface. The thickness of the pellicle was increased after 48 hour of incubation.
Maximum production of cellulose layer was observed after five days of cultivation. The
maximum thickness of the pellicle in the coconut water containing medium was achieved
after 4 days was 4.5 mm approximately (Figure 4.10). Whereas the cellulosic pellicle
obtained from the apple vinegar medium was 4 mm thick.
5

Cocunut water medium

4.5

Apple vinegar medium

4

Thickness (mm)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
24

48

72

96

Time (hr)

Fig. 4.10. Graphical representation of the thickness of the bacterial cellulose pellicle
with respect to time
A gram negative acetic acid bacterium, Acetobacter xylinum is used since long for the
production of bacterial cellulose, it has a capability of utilizing a wide range of substrates
including polysacchraides (starch), industrial wastes (coconut water, sugarcane molasses,
pineapple water, apple vinegar), sugar alcohols (D-sorbitol and glycerol), aliphatic alcohols
(ethanol and glycerol) and 5 or 6 carbon monoscchrides (D-glucose, D-fructose and Dxylose) respectively (Hong and Qiu, 2008; Kongruang, 2008; Chawla et al., 2009).
Coconut water is the best source used in the production of biocellulose as in contrast
to the basic carbohydrate and protein sources. The coconut water also contains many
minerals needed by Acetobacter xylinum (Mohammad et al., 2015). The coconut water has
also been used by several other researchers for the enhanced production of bacterial
cellulose. Lin et al. (2014) used coconut water as a fermentative medium and observed the
thickness of 20 mm at the pH intermediate between 4 -5. Afreen and Lokeshappa, (2014)
used two different types of media for the production of bacterial cellulose and found that by
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using coconut water as the substrate, the maximum thickness of biocellulosic pellicle
achieved after 7th day of fermentation was 10 mm respectively. A study conducted by Santos
et al. (2013) revealed the production of 4.75% and 5.1 % (w/v) on the 8th day of
fermentation, when they used coconut water medium with additional contents of MgSO4 and
NH4HPO4 respectively.
Results of previous studies indicated that agricultural wastes such as pineapple, empty
palm oil fiber, corn steep liquor (CSL), beet molasses, sugarcane molasses and coconut water
could support the growth of Acetobacter strains and able to produce bacterial cellulose
significantly (El-Saied et al., 2008; Retegi et al., 2009 and Keshk and Sameshima, 2006).
The cultivation of Acetobacter strain on CSL medium by using biofilm reactor for three days
was resulted in yields of about 7.05 g/L. The similar approach was adopted by Cheng et al.
(2009), where the studies on bacterial cellulose production by using CSL medium resulted in
4.695 g/L of bacterial cellulose gained after three days of static cultivation.
4.4.2.2. Determination of Moisture content
Figure 4.11, represents the % moisture contents of the pellicle observed by immersing
them in water for different time periods.
35
30

Cocunut water medium
Apple vinegar medium

Moisture content (%)

25
20
15
10
5
0

0

15
Time (min)

30

45

Fig. 4.11. Graphical representation of the moisture content of the bacterial cellulose
pellicle with respect to time
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As presented in fig. 4.11, the maximum moisture content in the cellulosic pellicle
obtained from coconut water medium was 30 % after placing the pellicle in water for about
45 min whereas the pellicle obtained from apple vinegar medium gave the maximum
moisture content of 23.5 % after 45 min of immersion. Tabaii and Emtaiazi, 2016 focused on
the production of bacterial cellulose using different fermentative mediums, with the results
revealing that the maximum moisture (96%) when sucrose was used as a carbon source.

4.5. Optimization of Bacterial cellulose Production by Response surface
methodology
Response surface methodology (RSM), a collection of mathematical and statistical
techniques that was used for modeling and analyzing the interactive effect of different
variables to optimize this response. Many variables may potentially affect the efficiency of
production of bacterial cellulose. In this optimization study, a central composite rotatable
design was employed to determine the effects of independent variables on the response and
factor interactions, with a total of 20 runs with different combinations of variables. For
systems with more than two factors, a statistical design of experiments approach allows for
factor interactions to be investigated adequately.
Regression analysis is the type of mathematical analysis which is used to determine the type
of relationship in between the group dependent variable and that of independent variable.
Whereas the multiple regression is used to determine the effect of more than two independent
variables.
Response surface methodology (RSM) generally predicts the relationship among different
factors and the corresponding response surface (Yasmeen et al., 2013). RSM is preferable
over the conventional method as the later involves the alteration in one independent variable
by keeping all the other variables at constant level. Therefore it leads to a time consuming,
laborious and incomplete approach and is not preferable (Zolgharnein et al., 2008).
The following study was conducted using RSM under central composite design to
determine the best suitable conditions for the production of bacterial cellulose by Acetobacter
xylinum. The effects of certain parameters like fermentation time, pH and temperature on
bacterial cellulose production were studied.
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Table 4.10: RSM model under central composite design (CCD) for determination of
optimal conditions for bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum

Runs

Block

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Cellulose

pH

Temp (ºC)

Time (h)

Production
(g/L)

1

Block 1

4.50

40.00

84.00

4.5

2

Block 1

4.50

45.00

120.00

3

3

Block 1

4.50

40.00

66.00

4.5

4

Block 1

4.50

40.00

102.00

6.5

5

Block 1

6.00

55.00

48.00

3.5

6

Block 1

3.00

55.00

120.00

5.5

7

Block 1

3.001

25.00

48.00

2.5

8

Block 1

3.75

40.00

84.00

4.5

9

Block 1

5.50

55.00

96.00

11.57

10

Block 1

4.50

40.00

84.00

6.5

11

Block 1

4.50

40.00

96.00

8.5

12

Block 1

4.50

40.00

84.00

7.5

13

Block 1

5.50

55.00

72.00

8

14

Block 1

5.50

55.00

96.00

10.5

15

Block 1

4.50

40.00

84.00

4

16

Block 1

4.50

40.00

84.00

5.5

17

Block 1

5.50

55.00

72.00

9.5

18

Block 1

5.25

40.00

84.00

8.25

19

Block 1

6.00

25.00

120.00

4.25

20

Block 1

4.50

40.00

84.00

5.5

The central composite design (CCD) is basically used to study the combined effect of
different factors, providing a good combination responsible for the enhanced production
(Poojray and Mugeraya, 2012). In addition to that, CCD also illustrates the nature of
response surface in the optimum region (Pratheeba et al., 2013). A four level, three factors,
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central composite design requiring 20 experiments was performed in this study. The response
was the cellulose production from the bacterial strain Acetobacter xylinum. According to the
results, the best production of bacterial cellulose of 11.57g/L was carried out at the optimal
conditions of pH 5.5, temperature 55°C and incubation time of 96 hours (Table 4.10). The
data obtained from the experiments conducted were analyzed and interpreted by using
Design of experts (DOE) version 7.0. Using the software, the three dimensional (3D)
response surface graphs were constructed. A second order polynomial equation was set from
the results obtained via response surface study.
Embuscado et al., 1994 optimized the culture conditions of bacterial cellulose and
found that the maximum production (13.24g/L) was obtained by employing the predicted
optimum conditions of pH 4.49, temperature 30°C and a sucrose concentration of 76.5 g/L.
The ANOVA tables were prepared and the effect of the regression co-efficient of
linear, interaction and the square terms were determined. The overall regression equation
providing the analysis of data is as follows
Y= 6.16 + 3.47A -2.06 B + 2.30 C + 1.41 AB -2.62 AC + 3.43 BC + 0.12 A2 + 3.03 B2 –
5.35 C2
Where Y is the response variable presenting cellulose production, A, B, C are the
linear terms, A is pH, B is the temperature and C is the incubation time. AB, AC and BC are
the interaction coefficients and A2, B2 and C2 are the squared coefficients.
4.5.1. ANOVA to check the adequacy of the model
Coefficient of determination R2 is usually used to determine the fitness relationship
among the estimated model and the experimental data. For a good statistical model, the value
of R2 should be close to 1 (Chauhan and Gupta, 2004). The value of R2 usually lies between 0
and 1. When R2 is closer to 1, the better the estimation of regression equation fits the sample
data. R2 usually measures the percentage of variation (Pratheeba et al., 2013; Ostertagova,
2015). In our case, the value of adjusted R2 (0.991) indicates that 95 percent of variability
independent variables. The values of predicted R2 (0.8158) by the model for bacterial
cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum were close to the adjusted R2 values of 9.162
respectively (Table 4.11)
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Table 4.11. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the data for response surface model on
bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum

Std. Dev: 1.37

R-Squared : 0.9976

Mean: 141.06

Adj R-Squared: 0.991

C.V. %: 0.54

Pred R-Squared: 0.8158

PRESS: 2443.34

Adeq Precision: 9.162

Adequate precision is used to measure the signal to noise ratio and a higher than 4
values is considered desirable. In our case, the adequate precision of 9.162 is greater than the
indicating adequate signals. These signals can be used to navigate design space. The values
of standard deviation showed that model has strong resemblance with the predicted response.
4.5.2. ANOVA for bacterial cellulose by Acetobacter xylinum
It was observed that all the parameters including temperature, incubation time and pH
had positive interactive effects on bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum.
Fisher test is used to identify the statistically significant effect of the parameters. The model
F-value 6.43 in case of bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum indicates that
the model is significant (Table 4.12). There is only 0.01% chance that large F-value may
occur due to noise. In this case linear terms A, interactions BC and the square term C2 are
significant model terms. While the F-value of lack of fit 1.893 indicates that it is not
significant relative to pure error. Fitness of the model is usually confirmed on the nonsignificant lack of fit. F-value is also known as Fischer’s variance ratio. It is used to
determine the variation in the calculated data. In order to accurately predict the model the
tabulated F-value must be less than the calculated value (Yasmeen et al., 2013).
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Table 4.12. ANOVA of the data for the quadratic polynomial model on bacterial
cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum
Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F
Value

p-value
Prob > F

Model

104.72

9

11.64

6.43

0.0038

A

6.76

1

6.76

3.73

0.0321

B-TEMP

0.50

1

0.50

0.28

0.6097

C-TIME

3.51

1

3.51

1.94

0.1939

AB

1.12

1

1.12

0.62

0.4495

AC

0.80

1

0.80

0.44

0.5206

BC

6.03

1

6.03

3.33

0.0479

A2

2.04

1

2.04

1.130

0.9738

B2

1.05

1

1.05

0.58

0.4632

C2

11.58

1

11.58

6.40

0.0299

Residual

18.10

10

1.81

Lack of Fit

8.19

3

2.73

1.93

0.2133

Pure Error

9.91

7

1.42

Cor Total

122.82

19

Source
Significant

Not significant

P-value is used to examine the significance of each coefficient. Low p value and high
F value predicts the experimental results efficiency. Low probability value significantly
contributes to the model. Fitness of the model is usually confirmed by non-significant lack of
fit and high F-values (Bashi et al., 2016). Moreover, significant effect of each model term
can be concluded by prob > F values less than 0.05.
4.5.3. Regression coefficient for bacterial cellulose production from Acetobacter xylinum
In case of regression coefficient model, the positive and negative coefficient value of
any factor indicates that it has significant effect on bacterial cellulose production. The
positive value of linear coefficient indicates that production of bacterial cellulose increased
with increase in the pH and incubation time. While the negative linear coefficient for
temperature indicates that at higher levels of these factors the bacterial cellulose production
decreases.
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Table 4.13. Estimated regression coefficient for bacterial cellulose production by
Acetobacter xylinum
Factor

Coefficient

SE
Coefficient

T

95% CI
LOW

95% CI
HIGH

Intercept

6.16

0.45

13.6

5.15

7.17

pH

3.47

1.80

1.92

-0.53

7.48

Temperature

-2.06

3.90

-0.528

-10.75

6.64

Incubation time

2.30

1.65

1.39

-1.38

5.99

pH*Temperature

1.41

1.79

0.787

-2.58

5.39

pH*incubation time

-2.62

3.93

-0.666

-11.38

6.15

Temperature*Incubation time

3.43

1.88

1.824

-0.76

7.62

pH* pH

0.12

3.56

0.333

-7.81

8.05

Temperature*Temperature

3.03

3.98

0.761

-5.83

11.90

Incubation time*Incubation time

-5.35

2.11

-2.535

-10.06

-0.64

While the interaction between pH*pH had limited effect on the bacterial cellulose
production. The positive quadratic terms of pH and incubation time indicate their significant
effect on the bacterial cellulose production the significance of each coeffiecients was
determined by the confidence interval indicated in table 4.13. The more significant will be
the factor when it has small confidence length. The results indicate that temperature and
interaction pH*Incubation time affects the cellulose production significantly (Poddar et al.,
2012)
4.5.4. Normal % Probability Plots
The accuracy of the model was determined by the residuals from least square fit
model (Roriz et al., 2009). A check was made for assumption of normality by making normal
probability plot of residuals of model design for bacterial cellulose produced by Acetobacter
xylinum (Fig 4.12).
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Normal Plot of Residuals
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Fig 4.12. Normal % probability versus internally standardized results in reduced
quadratic model for bacterial cellulose produced by Acetobacter xylinum
4.5.5. Correlation between Actual and Predicted Values
A close correlation can be observed in actual and predicted values for bacterial
cellulose production by A.xylinum (Fig 4.13). A strong correlation between actual and
predicted values is used to determine the precision and accuracy of central composite design
CCD (Zhu et al., 2011).
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Fig.4.13. Correlation between actual and predicted values of bacterial cellulose
produced by Acetobacter xylinum
4.5.6. Box Cox Plot
The natural logarithm of residual sum of square against lambda was one and dip
suddenly with minimum in the region of best optimum value 0.32 (Fig 4.14) for bacterial
cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum respectively.
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Box-Cox Plot for Power Transforms
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Fig. 4.14. Box Cox plot for bacterial cellulose produced by Acetobacter xylinum

4.5.7. Analysis of response surface
The three dimensional response surface plots were constructed to show the effects of
the conditions on the production of bacterial cellulose by Acetobacter xylinum. The 3
dimensional plots illustrate the relationship between the responses and the experimental level
of each variable (Chen et al., 2011). The different shapes of plots indicate different type of
interactions. And they give the graphical representation of regression equation (Zhong and
Wang, 2010).
The optimum level of each variable and the effect of their interactions on BC
production were visualized by plotting three dimensional response surface curves against any
two independent variables, while keeping other variables at their middle levels.
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4.5.8. Temperature v/s Time
The relationship between the time and temperature for biocelluose production by
Acetobacter xylinum is shown in figure 4.15. The response surface plot shows that at the time
period of 120 days and the temperature of 40-45ºC, there was maximum production of
bacterial cellulose.

Bacterial cellulose (g/L)

12

8

4

0

-4

120.00

55.00
102.00

47.50
84.00

Time

40.00
66.00

32.50
48.00

25.00

Temperature

Fig. 4.15. Response surface plot showing the interaction of time and temperature on
bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum
4.5.9. Temperature v/s pH
The relationship between the temperature and pH for biocelluose production by
Acetobacter xylinum is shown in figure 4.16. The response surface plot shows that at the
temperature of 55 ºC and the pH of 4.5, there would be maximum production of bacterial
cellulose by Acetobacter xylinum.
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Bacterial cellulose (g/L)
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Fig. 4.16. Response surface plot showing the interaction of temperature and pH on
bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum
4.5.10. Time v/s pH
The maximum production of bacterial cellulose by Acetobacter xylinum when the pH
of the medium is 6 provided the incubation time of 120 hour (Figure 4.17).

Bacterial cellulose (g/L)
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3.00
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Fig. 4.17. Response surface plot showing the interactive effect of time and pH on
bacterial cellulose production by Acetobacter xylinum
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Mohammad et al., 2016 conducted a study to optimize the culture conditions
(temperature and pH), for the production of bacterial cellulose via response surface
methodology (RSM) according to the results, coined with our results the optimum conditions
for the production of bacterial cellulose was old coconut water as a fermentative medium
with the pH 4.6 and a temperature of 30.06 ºC.
4.6. Bacterial Modification of delignified wheat straw under optimized conditions
After the optimization of bacterial cellulose production by response surface
methodology (RSM), these optimum conditions were used to modify the delignified wheat
straw and to increase the cellulose content and crystallinity or improved mechanical strength
of the substrate. By using the methodology of Pommet et al. (2008) with slight
modifications, the experiments were conducted.
The morphological properties of the substrate (WS) obtained before and after
bacterial modification were analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). As control,
the native wheat straw was also studied through SEM. A significant change was observed in
the morphology of the substrate before enzymatic treatment and after the bacterial
modification as shown in figure 4.18.

Fig. 4.18: SEM of native and bacterial modified wheat straw
The native wheat straw when viewed through Scanning electron microscopy provided a
rough surface of the substrate. The modified fibres play a bridging role to plant fibres. The
SEM images obtained from the bacterially modified wheat straw reveals a more disorganized
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layered structure producing an extracellular cellulosic pellicle layer forming a random
overlaying of the cellulosic microfibrils. Adding small amount of modified bacterial
cellulose, we can see the binding between the plant fibres and the bacterial cellulose, but
when the added amount of modified bacterial cellulose is gradually increased, the plant fibres
became blurred. This deposition of the cellulosic pellicle on wheat straw leads to a
significant improvement in the mechanical and the water absorption properties of the
composites. Also there is a clear binding observed between the cellulosic pellicle and the
straw fibres.
Gayathry and Gopalaswamy, 2014 observed a thread like cellulosic microfibrils with
the bacterial cells entagled in the fibres surface. Chawla et al., 2009 suucessfully modified
sisal fibres by culturing Acetobacter xylinum and revealed the plant fibres coated with the
bacterial cellulose into the interface between the fibres and the matrix. This will increase the
stiffness of the substrate around the natural fibres. According to Iguchi et al., 2000 the
cellulosic pellicle produced by Acetobacter xylinum comprises of random assembly of the
microfibrils of less than 100Aº in diameter.

Fig. 4.19: SEM (Delignified wheat straw and Bacterial modified Wheat Straw)
When the surface of delignified wheat straw was compared to that of the bacterially
modified substrates via scanning electron microscopy, it was clearly observed that the
enzymatic treatment of the substrate led to the degradation of lignin providing a more rough
surface, with the decrease in the homogeneity and the uniformity of the substrate, but they
seemed to increase the mechanical properties of the composites as compared to those made
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from the native wheat straw (Fig. 4.19). However, the bacterially treated wheat straw provide
a more fibrous look, with the increase in the cellulosic content of the substrate and therefore
significantly contributing towards the enhanced mechanical properties of the composites. An
increase in the cellulosic content will lead to an increase in the OH groups over the surface
and leading to an increase probability of the hydrogen bonding with the straw fiber (Yang et
al., 2016).
The enzymatic treatment which led to the decrease in the lignin content, leaving an intact
crystalline cellulosic surface (Panthapulakkal et al., 2006) which may lead to the better
intrinsic properties an of the composites and improved mechanical strength of the fibres due
to higher regularity and the higher cellulosic contents (Alemdar and Sain, 2008). The studies
conducted by Kalia et al., 2013 revealed that the introduction of bacterial cellulose onto the
plant fibres leads to improved interfacial adhesions, and can provide a better way of
mechanical interlocking in between the fibres and the polymer.

PART-5
4.7. Synthesis of Biocomposites
4.7.1. Screening for the selection of optimum ratios for synthesis of Biocomposites
The Biocomposites were synthesized from native, delignified and bacterial modified
substrate by using PVA as a matrix. However, to determine the optimum level of the
samples, different ratios (0:100, 25:75, 50:50, 75:25 and 100:0) of PVA as matrix and the
wheat straw (native, delignified and bacterially modified substrate) as a reinforcement in the
development of biocomposites. The samples were characterized on the basis of Dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) and the water absorption test respectively.
4.7.1.1. Characterization of NWS-PVA Biocomposites
For the selection of best optimum conditions for the development of NWS-PVA based
composites, different ratios of PVA and NWS were used. After compression molding the
samples obtained were analyzed for the mechanical strength (Table 4.14) and water
absorption capabilities (Figure 4.20).
The mechanical properties of the biocomposites were determined by the tensile test
performed according to ASTM D7205 / D7205M – 06 standard test methods. Table 4.14
provides the results of the mechanical profiles of PVA-NWS based composites prepared
using different ratios. According to the analysis the tensile strength of the sample prepared
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from PVA:NWS with the ratio of 100:0 showed the tensile strength of 13.4 ± 1.12, tensile
modulus of 1,234 ± 0.19 and the elongation at break of 9.65 ± 0.14, respectively. There was
a considerable improvement in the mechanical properties of the biocomposites prepared from
the 75:25 ratio of PVA: NWS exhibiting the tensile strength of 35.21 ± 0.29, tensile modulus
of 1,865 ± 0.23 and the elongation break of 10.5 ± 0.31. This shows that the use of native
wheat straw in an optimum concentration leads to better and enhanced mechanical properties
of the composites. The stronger the interaction between wheat straw and PVA, the stronger
will be the transfer of stress for the matrix to the fibres (Franco and Gonzalez, 2005).
Table 4.14: DMA-mechanical properties of PVA-Native Wheat straw (NWS) based
biocomposites with different PVA to NWS ratios.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA-NWSA

15.7 ± 0.32

1,536 ± 0.62

120 ± 0.14

2

PVA-NWSB

21.75 ± 0.14

1,470 ± 0.42

84 ± 0.56

3

PVA-NWSC

23.76 ± 0.54

1,786 ± 0.14

47.5 ± 0.23

4

PVA-NWSD

35.21 ± 0.29

1,865 ± 0.23

10.5 ± 0.31

5

PVA-NWSE

13.4 ± 1.12

1,234 ± 0.19

9.65 ± 0.14

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

Where, A: PVA: NWS, 0:100; B: PVA: NWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: NWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: NWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: NWS, 100: 0
The results obtained from the water absorption test of the biocomposites prepared
from PVA and native wheat straw (NWS) are shown in figure 4.20. The sample prepared
from individual counterpart of native wheat straw with the polymer content of 0 % showed
the water absorption rate of 9.32% when immersed for a period of 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.20. Water uptake measurements of PVA-NWS based biocomposites prepared using
different PVA to NWS ratios.
Where, A: PVA: NWS, 0:100; B: PVA: NWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: NWS, 50: 50; D: PVA:
NWS, 75: 25 and E: PVA: NWS, 100: 0
The water absorption behavior of the samples obtained from the native wheat straw
and PVA based biocomposites revealed the when the composite was immersed in water for a
time period of 120 min, the maximum absorption of the water was (113%) in case of the ratio
of PVA to NWS (75:25). However, there was a slow moisture absorption (55%) observed in
the composite sample of PVA to NWS of (100: 0).
4.7.1. 2. Characterization of DWS-PVA Biocomposites
The Biocomposites developed from delignified wheat straw (DWS) and polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) were prepared using different ratios. The samples obtained after the
compression molding were analyzed on the basis of dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
and water absorption.
The mechanical properties of the biocomposites were determined by the tensile test
performed according to ASTM D7205 / D7205M – 06 standard test method. Table 4.15
provides the results of the mechanical profiles of PVA-DWS based composites prepared
using different ratios. According to the analysis the tensile strength of the sample prepared
from PVA:DWS with the ratio of 100:0 showed the tensile strength of 16.71 ± 1.12, tensile
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modulus of 1,876 ± 0.19 and the elongation at break of 18.6 ± 0.14 % respectively. There
was a considerable improvement in the mechanical properties of the biocomposites prepared
from the ratio of PVA: NWS of 75:25 exhibiting the tensile strength of 42.61 ± 0.29 MPa,
tensile modulus of 2,143 ± 0.23 MPa and the elongation break of 12.4 ± 0.31%. This shows
that the use of native wheat straw in an optimum concentration leads to better and enhanced
mechanical properties of the composites. The stronger the interaction between wheat straw
and PVA, the stronger will be the transfer of stress for the matrix to the fibres (Herrera and
Gonzalez, 2005).
Frone et al. (2011), conducted a study on the cellulosic based PVA prepared from the
aqueous solution, and found the improvement in the tensile strength of 29 MPa. In
accordance to that, Zimmermann et al. 2010, predicted an increase in the tensile strength and
the elastic modulus of the composite with the concomitant increase in the cellulosic content
of the fiber to about 20%.
Table 4.15. DMA-mechanical properties of PVA-delignified wheat straw (DWS) based
biocomposites with different PVA to DWS ratios.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA-DWSA

27.32 ± 0.32

1,732 ± 0.62

136 ± 0.14

2

PVA-DWSB

38.26 ± 0.14

1,534 ± 0.42

43.2 ± 0.56

3

PVA-DWSC

56.31 ± 0.54

1,637 ± 0.14

36.7 ± 0.23

4

PVA-DWSD

42.61 ± 0.29

2,143 ± 0.23

12.4 ± 0.31

5

PVA-DWSE

16.71 ± 1.12

1,876 ± 0.19

18.6 ± 0.14

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

Where, A: PVA: DWS, 0:100; B: PVA: DWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: DWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: DWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: DWS, 100: 0
The water absorption capacity of the samples prepared from delignified wheat straw
(DWS) and PVA composites are shown in figure 4.21. The composite prepared from the
delignified wheat straw with no PVA in it showed the water absorption content of 12.5 %
when it was placed in water for a period of 30 minutes, but the absorption was increased to
26 % when it was placed for about 120 minutes. In contrast to this the maximum water
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absorption (112 %) was observed in the sample prepared from the ratio of PVA: DWS
(75:25) when placed for a period of about 120 minutes.
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Figure 4.21. Water uptake measurements of PVA-DWS based biocomposites prepared using
different PVA to DWS ratios.
Where, A: PVA: DWS, 0:100; B: PVA: DWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: DWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: DWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: DWS, 100: 0
The water absorption behavior of the delignified based wheat straw and PVA based
biocomposites revealed the fact that when the increase in the concentration of the substrate
(DWS) upto a specific saturation point, leads to a corresponding improvement in the water
absorption behavior of the composites. This can be observed from the graph, the maximum
absorption of water (112%) was observed in the sample with the PVA to DWS ratio of (75:
25) when the sample was placed in water for a time period of 120 min. in contrast, the
sample prepared from the pure PVA, without having any substrate in it lead to the water
absorption rate of 35%. This can be attributed to the presence of free OH groups on the
polymer.
4.7.1. 3. Characterization of BMWS-PVA Biocomposites
The bacterial modified substrate was used as reinforcement in the biocomposites
prepared using PVA as polymer. Bacterially modified substrate tend to improve the tensile
strength of the composites as it contains an increased cellulose crystallinity leading to better
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mechanical properties of the composites. The samples were prepared by using different ratios
(0:100; 25:75; 50:50; 75:25; 100:0) of the substrate in combination to the PVA as a matrix.
Characterizations of the samples were carried out using Dynamic mechanical analysis
(DMA) and the water absorption test respectively

Table 4.16. DMA-mechanical properties of PVA-Bacterially modified wheat straw
(BMWS) based biocomposites with different PVA to BMWS ratios.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA-BMWSA

20.76 ± 0.46

1,473 ± 0.71

37.5 ± 0.21

2

PVA-BMWSB

29.36 ± 0.24

1,870 ± 0.38

23.82 ± 0.36

3

PVA-BMWSC

37.85 ± 0.19

2,160 ± 0.25

12.76 ± 0.33

4

PVA-BMWSD

46.54 ± 0.51

2,730 ± 0.29

9.39 ± 0.39

5

PVA-BMWSE

18.6 ± 1.24

2,376 ± 0.31

10.15 ± 0.24

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

Table 4.16 provides the results of the mechanical profiles of PVA-BMWS based
composites prepared using different ratios. According to the analysis the tensile strength of
the sample prepared from BMWS: PVA with the ratio of 100:0 showed the tensile strength of
20.76 ± 0.46 MPa, tensile modulus of 1,473 ± 0.71 MPa and the elongation at break of
37.5± 0.21 % , respectively. On the other hand, there was a considerable improvement in the
mechanical properties of the biocomposites prepared from the ratio of PVA: BMWS of 75:25
exhibiting the tensile strength of 46.54 ± 0.51 MPa, tensile modulus of 2,730 ± 0.29 MPa
and the elongation break (9.39 ± 0.39). This is because the inherently high strength of BC
allowed the mechanical properties of PVA-BMWS composite to improve. The bacterially
modified substrate underwent significant changes with the increase in the tensile strength,
young’s modulus and elongation at break, indicating the cellulosic content takes on the
significant stress transfer in combination with the polymer.
The water absorption properties of the bacterially modified wheat straw composites
with PVA as a matrix were analyzed and the results are presented in figure 4. 22.
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Figure 4.22. Water uptake measurements of PVA-BMWS-PL based biocomposites prepared
using glycerol as a plasticizer with different PVA to BMWS ratios.
Where, A: PVA: BMWS, 0:100; B: PVA: BMWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: BMWS, 50: 50; D: PVA:
BMWS, 75: 25 and E: PVA: BMWS, 100: 0
The water absorption behavior of the bacterially modified wheat straw composites as
reinforcement along with the PVA revealed the fact that the bacterially treated wheat straw
led to an increase in the absorption abilities of the composites owing to an increase in the
cellulosic content. The maximum absorption of (105%) was obtained with the substrate
content of 25% and the polymer content of 75% respectively.
4.7.1. 4. Characterization of NWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
In order to observe the effect of plasticizer on the strength of the biocomposites, the
samples were prepared by using glycerol as a plasticizer along with different ratios (0:100;
25:75; 50:50; 75:25; 100:0) of native wheat straw (NWS) and PVA . Compression molded
composites were analyzed on the basis of their mechanical properties and the water
absorption capacity by Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and water uptake test
respectively.
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Table 4.17. DMA-mechanical properties of PVA-NWS-Gly based biocomposites with
different PVA to NWS ratios using Glycerol as a plasticizer.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA-NWS-PLA

23.76 ± 0.95

2,734 ± 1.13

73.24 ± 0.34

2

PVA-NWS-PLB

37.31 ± 0.43

1,873 ± 1.92

62.41 ± 0.61

3

PVA-NWS-PLC

30.73 ± 0.63

1,373 ± 0.98

27.46 ± 0.42

4

PVA-NWS-PLD

57.43 ± 0.52

3,721 ± 0.73

3.57 ± 0.27

5

PVA-NWS-PLE

21.37 ± 1.76

1,673 ± 0.59

6.73 ± 0.67

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

Where, A: PVA: NWS, 0:100; B: PVA: NWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: NWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: NWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: NWS, 100: 0 and Glycerol content (50% of the total weight of the
sample).
As presented in table 4.17 the maximum tensile strength of (57.43± 0.52), tensile
modulus of (3,721 ± 0.73) and the elongation at break (3.57 ± 0.27 %) was observed in the
composite sample with the ratio (75:25) of PVA: NWS respectively.

The mechanical

strength obtained from the composites sample having only the wheat straw in it along with
plasticizer had the tensile strength of 23.76 ± 0.95, young’s modulus of 2,734 ± 1.13 and the
elongation at break of 73.24 ± 0.34%. As the content of the wheat straw is raised gently in
combination with the polymer, led to a significant improvement in the mechanical strength of
the composites compared to the composites developed from individual counterparts
indicating that the natural cellulosic fiber has a beneficial effect in the formation of good
bonding between the polymer and the fibre (Sahari et al., 2013). The native wheat straw can
be considered as the carrier of load in the PVA matrix.
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Figure 4.23. Water uptake measurements of PVA-NWS-PL based biocomposites prepared
using glycerol as plasticizer under different PVA to NWS ratios.
Where, A: PVA: NWS, 0:100; B: PVA: NWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: NWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: NWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: NWS, 100: 0
The water absorption capacity of the samples prepared from native wheat straw
(NWS) and PVA composites along with the plasticizer (glycerol) are shown in figure 4.23.
The composite prepared from the native wheat straw with no PVA in it showed the water
absorption content of 8.57 % when it was placed in water for a period of 30 minutes, but the
absorption was increased to 18% when it was placed for about 120 minutes. The water
absorption ability of the samples increases by adding the polymer content in it due to
hydrophilic nature of PVA. The water absorption (11.37%) was observed when the content
of PVA is raised to 25 % of the total composition, and placing the sample for about 120
minutes, it showed the maximum water absorption content of 36% respectively. In contrast to
this the maximum water absorption (112 %) was observed in the sample prepared from the
ratio of PVA: DWS (75:25) when placed for a period of about 120 minutes. the addition of
glycerol also leads to the increase in the water absorption behavior of the composites owing
to the nature of glycerol, as it contains three hydroxyl groups making it more hydrophilic and
increasing the tendency for high water absorption of glycerol plasticized composites
(Preechawong et al., 2005).
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4.7.1. 5. Characterization of DWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
Delignified wheat straw (DWS) based composites were prepared using PVA as a
matrix in different ratios (0:100; 25:75; 50:50; 75:25; 100:0). The effect of the addition of the
plasticizer (glycerol) was observed in the samples. Analysis was carried out by the Dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) and water absorption content after the samples were
compression molded.
Table 4.18. DMA-mechanical properties of PVA-DWS-PL based biocomposites with
different PVA to DWS ratios using Glycerol as a plasticizer.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA-DWS-PLA

30.14 ± 0.72

1,873 ± 0.93

59.53 ± 0.91

2

PVA-DWS-PLB

36.43 ± 0.39

1,674 ± 0.79

19.54 ± 0.23

3

PVA-DWS-PLC

41.56 ± 0.53

2,573 ± 0.81

11.63 ± 0.51

4

PVA-DWS-PLD

52.94 ± 0.91

2,936 ± 0.52

3.57 ± 0.29

5

PVA-DWS-PLE

26.73 ± 1.13

1,472 ± 1.02

5.29 ± 0.51

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

Where, A: PVA: DWS, 0:100; B: PVA: DWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: DWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: DWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: DWS, 100: 0 and Glycerol content (50% of the total weight of the
sample).
According to the mechanical analysis of the delignified samples as presented in Table
4.18, the tensile strength of the pure PVA composite of 26.73± 1.13, tensile modulus of
1,472 ± 1.02 and the elongation at break of 5.29 ± 0.51 was observed. However there was a
considerable increase in the tensile strength of the composites when the reinforcing fibre was
added into it. When the delignified wheat straw was added about 75% to the total volume of
the sample, it led to the increase in the tensile strength of 36.43± 0.39 and tensile modulus of
1,674 ± 0.79 MPa. The maximum tensile strength of 52.94 ± 0.91, tensile modulus of 2,936
± 0.52 MPa was achieved with ratio of PVA to DWS (75:25). It has been observed that
when the tensile strength is increase, there should be a decrease in the elongation at break
(Eb) of the composite which is about 3.575 in our case. The enhanced tensile strength, and
tensile modulus resulting from the composite having the fiber content of 25% shows that the
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reinforcing phase was evenly and finely dispersed in the matrix (Rahman et al., 2014). It also
shows the strong interaction between the DWS and the PVA.
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Figure 4.24. Water uptake measurements of PVA-DWS-PL based biocomposites prepared
using glycerol as plasticizer under different PVA to DWS ratios.
Where, A: PVA: DWS, 0:100; B: PVA: DWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: DWS, 50: 50; D: PVA: DWS,
75: 25 and E: PVA: DWS, 100: 0
The water absorption behaviour of the composites led to significant improvement on
the addition of the polymer (PVA) into the fibre. The water absorption of (42.3%) was
observed when PVA was added into the composite in the ratio of 25 % of the total weight of
the composites. The maximum absorption (55.54%) was observed in the composite sample
with the wheat straw content of 25 % and the PVA content of 75 % respectively. This can be
related to the hydrophilic nature of the polyvinyl alcohol owing to the presence of hydroxyl
groups in it. Also the presence of glycerol as plasticizer improves the water absorption
properties of the composites (Fig 4.24).
The experimental results obtained by Ismail et al., 2011 indicated that the water
absorption percentage of rice straw/polyvinyl alcohol increased with increasing the polyvinyl
alcohol content in the mix composite, while it behaves in opposite direction for rice straw
fiber/ polystyrene composite.
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4.7.1. 6. Characterization of BMWS-PVA-GLY Biocomposites
The bacterial modified substrate was used as reinforcement in the biocomposites
prepared using PVA as polymer. To observe the effect of plasticizer onto the mechanical
properties of the composites, glycerol was used as plasticizer (50% of the total weight of the
sample). Bacterially modified substrate tend to improve the tensile strength of the composites
as it contains an increased cellulose crystallinity leading to better mechanical properties of
the composites. The samples were prepared by using different ratios (0:100; 25:75; 50:50;
75:25; 100:0) of the substrate in combination to the PVA as a matrix. Characterizations of the
samples were carried out using Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and the water
absorption test respectively.
Table 4.19. DMA-mechanical properties of PVA-BMWS-PL based biocomposites with
different PVA to BMWS ratios using Glycerol as a plasticizer.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA-BMWS-PLA

47.32 ± 0.32

2,136 ± 0.82

46.32 ± 0.76

2

PVA-BMWS-PLB

39.32 ± 0.45

2,243 ± 0.61

37.43 ± 0.52

3

PVA-BMWS-PLC

21.76 ± 0.62

1,963 ± 0.28

26.21 ± 0.91

4

PVA-BMWS-PLD

64.73 ± 0.82

2,263 ± 0.91

6.73 ± 0.41

5

PVA-BMWS-PLE

16.73 ± 1.07

1,436 ± 1.52

15.4 ± 0.81

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

Where, A: PVA: BMWS, 0:100; B: PVA: BMWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: BMWS, 50: 50; D: PVA:
BMWS, 75: 25 and E: PVA: BMWS, 100: 0 and Glycerol content (50% of the total weight of
the sample).
Table 4.19 provides the results of the mechanical profiles of PVA-BMWS-GLY
based composites prepared using different ratios. According to the analysis the tensile
strength of the sample prepared from BMWS: PVA with the ratio of 100:0 showed the tensile
strength of 47.32 ± 0.32MPa , tensile modulus of 2,136 ± 0.82 MPa and the elongation at
break of 46.32 ± 0.76 % respectively.

On the other hand, there was a considerable

improvement in the mechanical properties of the biocomposites prepared from the ratio of
PVA: BMWS of 75:25 exhibiting the tensile strength of 64.73 ± 0.82 MPa, tensile modulus
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2,263 ± 0.91 MPa and the elongation break of 6.73 ± 0.41%. This is because the inherently
high strength of BC allowed the mechanical properties of PVA-BMWS composite to improve.
The bacterially modified substrate underwent significant changes with the increase in the
tensile strength, young’s modulus and elongation at break, indicating the cellulosic content
takes on the significant stress transfer in combination with the polymer.
The water absorption properties of the bacterially modified wheat straw composites
with PVA as a matrix and glycerol as plasticizer were analyzed and the results are presented
in figure 4.25.

Figure 4.25. Water uptake measurements of PVA-BMWS-PL based biocomposites prepared
using glycerol as plasticizer under different PVA to BMWS ratios.
Where, A: PVA: BMWS, 0:100; B: PVA: BMWS, 25: 75; C: PVA: BMWS, 50: 50; D: PVA:
BMWS, 75: 25 and E: PVA: BMWS, 100: 0
The composite prepared from the bacterial modified wheat straw with no PVA in it
showed the water absorption content of 19.3 % when it was placed in water for a period of
30 minutes, but the absorption was increased to 37% when it was placed for about 120
minutes. The water absorption ability of the samples increases by adding the polymer content
in it due to hydrophilic nature of PVA. The water absorption of (21.6%) was observed when
the content of PVA is raised to 25 % of the total composition, and placing the sample for
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about 120 minutes, it showed the maximum water absorption content of 46.1% respectively.
In contrast to this the maximum water absorption (126 %) was observed in the sample
prepared from the ratio of PVA: DWS (75:25) when placed for a period of about 120
minutes. PVA has been considered as one of the promising materials for green plastics due to
its biodegradability and good chemical resistance. However, it absorbs moisture easily which
may limit its application (Indiryati et al., 2012).
4.8. Characterization of best biocomposites
After developing biocomposites using native, delignified and bacterially modified
wheat straw as reinforcement materials and PVA as a matrix, the composites exhibiting best
mechanical and water absorption properties (Figure 4. 26) were selected and further analyzed
by different characterization techniques involving Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy
(FTIR), Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Dynamic mechanical analysis and water
absorption test.
All the biocomposites samples gave best results when used in 1:3 ratio of wheat straw
and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). (Table 4.20). After screening of the optimum conditions of the
different concentration conditions of wheat straw and PVA, the following ratios exhibited
enhanced strength in term of different characterization parameters.
Table 4.20. Optimum ratios of reinforcement materials and PVA for the development of
biocomposites using glycerol as plasticizer
Sample
no.
1

Backbone
polymer
PVA

Reinforcement Phase

Plasticizer

PVA:WS

Composites ID

Native Wheat straw

-

75:25

PVA-NWS

2

PVA

Delignified Wheat straw

-

75:25

PVA-DWS

3
4

PVA
PVA

Native Wheat straw
Delignified Wheat straw

Glycerol
Glycerol

75:25
75:25

PVA-NWS-PL
PVA-DWS-PL

5

PVA

-

75:25

PVA-B. M WS

6

PVA

Bacterially modified
Wheat straw
Bacterially modified wheat
straw

Glycerol

75:25

PVA-B.M WSPL
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Figure 4.26.

Different samples of biocomposites developed through compression

molding
A: PVA-NWS; B: PVA-DWS; C: NWS-PVA-GLY; D: DWS-PVA-GLY; E: B.M.WSPVA; F: B.M.WS-PVA-GLY
4.8.1. Characterization of Native wheat straw (NWS) based composites
The Biocomposites developed from native wheat straw as reinforcement and
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as matrix were characterized as follows.
4.8.1.1. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
The structural elements of the native wheat straw (NWS), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
and composites developed from PVA-NWS and PVA-NWS-GLY were characterized using
FT-IR spectroscopy to confirm the structural changes of the biocomposites comprising them
are shown in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27. FT-IR spectra of PVA-NWS and PVA-NWS-GLY based biocomposites
The characterisitic FTIR spectra obtained from the PVA-NWS-PL revealed specific
functional groups bands of 1730 cm-1 and 1595 cm-1 which are due to the structural
components of the lignin present in the composites (Nakagaito and Yano, 2008).
FTIR is the best method to determine the molecular and structural interactions among the
various chemical groups and ultimately the composites (Zhu et al., 2003). The maximum OH stretching bands of cellulose was situated at 3433 cm-1 and 3337 cm-1 (Maraechal and
Chanzy, 2000) which are close to the hydroxyl stretching vibrations of PVA. The stretching
peaks in pure PVA around 1654 cm-1 and 3292 cm-1 in PVA are attributed to the residual
acetate groups (Jayasekara et al., 2004)
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4.8.1.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy investigation was performed on the individual
polymers i.e., PVA and NWS and the biocomposites developed from them i.e., PVA-NWS
and PVA-NWS-PL to evaluate their surface morphologies. It was observed that the untreated
PVA has a porous coralloid surface as shown in the Figure. This was in agreement with the
findings of Deng and co-workers, who have also observed a similar coralloid surface with
large pores in PVA based scaffold (Deng et al., 2002). Interestingly, as the content ratio of
PVA increased in addition with WS in the biocomposites the distribution of pores on the
composite surface was decreased, and finally a pore free and continuous surface was
observed in case of the biocomposite prepared with PVA to WS ratio 75: 25 in the presence
of plasticizer (Figure 4.28)

Figure 4.28. Scanning Electron Microscopy of pure PVA, NWS, PVA-NWS and PVANWS- PL
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The SEM image of the native wheat straw showed that there are only few of the pores
and cracks in the surface, and the surface is comparatively smooth to that of delignified
wheat straw. The cryo-fractured surface of PVA/NWS composites was due to the poor
cellulose dispersion in the PVA matrix. The fractured surface appeared smooth when the
glycerol content was increased in the composites sample (PVA-NWS-PL) as shown in figure
4.28. It is also seen from glycerol fibre pull outs in PVA matrix that WS-PVA fibres were
homogenously dispersed in the PVA matrix. WS in PVA matrix tended to agglomerate
within the entire mass fraction range and its dispersion was poorer. Dispersion of cellulose in
the aqueous suspension should improve along with the degree of cellulose refinement
(Seyidbeyoglu and Oksman, 2008).
Our results were in close contrast to that obtained from Chen et al., 2008 who observed a
smooth surface of the pure PVA, while the PVA-NWS composites obtained by them also
appeared rougher by the increase in the content of the fibre.
4.8.1.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
The mechanical properties of the composites (PVA-NWS and PVA-NWS-PL) prepared from
the native wheat straw (NWS) and PVA, along with the use of glycerol as plasticizer were
analyzed by Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA).
Table 4.21: DMA-mechanical properties of the individual polymers i.e., PVA and their
biocomposites i.e., PVA-NWS and PVA-NWS-PL.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA

25.98 ± 0.98

1,472 ± 0.28

110.58 ± 1.12

2

NWS

N.D

N.D

N.D

3

PVA-NWS

35.2 ± 0.29

1,865 ± 0.23

10.5 ± 0.31

4

PVA-NWS-PL

57.43 ± 0.52

3,721 ± 0.73

3.57 ± 0.27

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

N.D*: not determined
The individual component i.e PVA showed the tensile strength of 25.98 ± 0.98 MPa,
tensile modulus of 1,472 ± 0.28 MPa and the elongation at break of 110.58 ± 1.12%.
Whereas the counter-part, native wheat straw (NWS) was too fragile to be measured. Apart
from the individual components the biocomposites developed from them PVA-NWS, showed
the tensile strength of 35.2 ± 0.29 MPa, tensile modulus of 1,865 ± 0.23 MPa and the
elongation at break of 10.5 ± 0.31% respectively (Table 4.21).
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4.8.1.4. Water Uptake Test
The water absorption behavior of PVA-NWS and PVA-NWS-PL are presented in figure
4.29. it can be observed that the biocomposite exhibiting PVA as polymer as the native wheat
straw as reinforcement, placed in water for a time of about 30 min, absorbed the maximum
water content of 21%.

Figure. 4.29. Graph representing the water holding capacity of the PVA-NWS and
PVA-NWS-PL based biocomposites
However when the time for immersion was raised from 30 minutes to about 120
minutes, it led to the maximum absorption of 110%. Also, the biocomposite prepared from
the PVA-NWS along with the use of glycerol as plasticizer absorbed more water (40%) when
it was placed for the period of 30 min. The maximum absorption (100%) was achieved in the
plasticized biocomposites when it was placed for 90 minutes. But after this saturation point
the water absorption behavior of the composite reduced to about 75% when it was placed for
120 minutes. This can be predicted to the fact that the glycerol used as plasticizer, have a
profound effect on the absorption behavior of the composites when it is used in an optimum
ratio.
The decrease of the moisture uptake of the samples may be due to the decrease in the
hydroxyl groups as well as due to the presence of microvoids in the composites responsible
for the moisture absorption (Ishak et al., 2013). The presence of hydroxyl groups can lead to
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the inter and intra chain hydrogen bonding in the fibres and the polymer, leading to the
decrease in the fibre agglomeration and improvement in the dispersion of the fibres within
the matrix, reducing the microvoids (Laxmeshwar et al., 2012; Ali et al., 2015).
4.8.2. Characterization of Delignified wheat straw (DWS) based composites
The Biocomposites developed from delignified wheat straw as reinforcement and
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as matrix were characterized as follows.
4.8.2.1. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to observe the structural
changes in individual components PVA, the delignified wheat straw (DWS) and their
corresponding biocomposites PVA-DWS and PVA-DWS-PL. The pure PVA showing the
band at 1090 cm-1 and the characteristic band 1704 cm-1 showed by DWS-PVA based
composite arises from the stretching vibrations of C=O group. Whereas the band 3420 cm-1 is
due to the O-H stretching bonds of cellulose and the band at 1060 cm-1 arises from the C-O
stretching modes of the cellulose (Qiu and Netravali, 2012).

Figure 4.30. FTIR spectra of the pure PVA, pure DWS, PVA-DWS and PVA-DWS-PL
based biocomposites
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The characteristic band at 836 cm-1 in the case of pure PVA but not in delignfied substrate
(DWS) was assigned to vinyl polymers due to CH2 deformation vibrations (Długa and
Kaczmarek, 2014). In case of PVA, and the composite PVA-DWS, the bands in the region
between the 4000

cm-1

to 3000

cm-1

, presents the O-H stretching (Figure 4.30). The maximum

of the O-H stretching bands of cellulose were situated at 3414 cm-1 in case of the PVA-DWS
based composite. (Marechal and Chanzy, 2000).
4.8.2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy investigation was performed on the individual
polymers i.e., PVA and DWS and their corresponding biocomposites i.e., PVA-DWS and
PVA-DWS-PL to evaluate their surface morphologies. It was observed that the surface
morphology of the polymer (PVA) appeared to be smooth without any holes in it as shown in
figure 4.31. This was in agreement with the findings of Długa and Kaczmarek, 2014, who
also have observed the similar flat, homogenous surface of PVA without having any defects
in it.

Figure 4.31. Scanning Electron Microscopy of pure PVA, DWS , PVA-DWS and PVADWS- PL
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The enzymatic treated wheat straw, when viewed through scanning electron
microscopy showed that when the enzymatic pretreatment was applied to the straw fibres, it
removes the lignin linkages and other artificial impurities giving a rugged, rough and a
broken surface. The fragments were completely isolated from the initial connected structure
of native straw, therefore increasing the external surface area and the porosity of the substrate
(Qi et al., 2009). Our results are in close contents to that of Zhu et al., 2015, who observed
the rough surface of the biomass samples after treatment with NaOH, exposing more
cellulose fibres and interpreting the complete removal of hemicellulose and lignin.
However the composites (PVA-DWS) prepared from the delignified wheat straw (DWS) and
the polymer (PVA), revealed a uneven dispersion of fibres in the matrix, presenting the
ridges and holes in the surface (Figure 4.31), there appeared to be large aggregates formed on
the top of the fractured surface of the PVA-DWS composites, these aggregates may have
affected the mechanical properties of the biocomposites (Chen et al., 2012). However the
introduction of the glycerol as plasticizer lead to the homogenous distribution of the fibre
into the PVA matrix, providing the smooth composite surface and filling the ridges and pores
interpreting the better interfacial adhesion in between the components (Haafiz et al., 2013).
This reduction in ridges is due to the plasticizing effect of glycerol, that acts as a crosslinker,
facilitating the interfacial adhesion and improving the mechanical properties of the
composites (Yao et al., 2013).
4.8.2.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
The mechanical properties of the composites prepared from the delignified wheat
straw (DWS) as reinforcement and PVA as matrix, along with the use of glycerol as a
plasticizer are presented in Table 4.22.
Table 4.22 DMA-mechanical properties of the individual polymers i.e., PVA and their
biocomposites i.e., PVA-DWS and PVA-DWS-PL.

PVA

Tensile strength
(MPa)
25.98 ± 0.98

Tensile
modulus (MPa)
1472 ± 0.28

Elongation at
Break (%)
110.58 ± 1.12

2

DWS

N.D

N.D

N.D

3

PVA-DWS

35.2 ± 0.29

1,865 ± 0.23

10.5 ± 0.31

4

PVA-DWS-PL

57.43 ± 0.52

3,721 ± 0.73

3.57 ± 0.27

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1
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As presented in table the mechanical properties of the individual component i.e. pure
PVA possess the tensile strength of 25.98 ± 0.98 MPa, tensile modulus of 1472 ± 0.28 MPa
and the elongation at break of 110.58 ± 1.12% . The other counter current part, delignified
wheat straw (DWS) was too fragile to be measured. However the composites prepared from
DWS-PVA showed the improved mechanical properties exhibiting the tensile strength 35.2 ±
0.29 MPa, tensile modulus of 1,865 ± 0.23MPa and the elongation at break of 110.5 ±
0.31%. The present results can be attributed to the fact that the delignification of the straw
fibers improves the hidden cellulose network of the composites imparting the good
mechanical properties of the composites (Sardhashti 2009). However the composites
imparting the glycerol effect in it showed the best tensile strength of 57.43 ± 0.52 MPa,
tensile modulus of 3,721 ± 0.73 MPa and the minimum elongation at break of 3.57 ± 0.27%.
The addition of glycerol as a plasticizer in the biocomposites helps to improve the mobility
and therefore increases the mechanical properties of the composites. There is a significant
improvement in the tensile strength and the tensile modulus of the composites due to the
addition of plasticizer in an optimum amount (Munthoub and Abdur Rehman, 2011)
However if the concentration of the plasticizer is increased beyond the optimum level, it
leads to the poor mechanical strength of the composites (Liu and Zhang, 2011). The use of
plasticizer leads to the conformational changes, by altering the interactions between the host
polymer to the reinforcement fibre (Kfoury et al., 2013) contributing to increased mobility.
Our results are also in convincing relation with Shibata et al., 2006 who performed
the mechanical analysis of the composites developed after the alkali treatment of the bagasse
fibres and observed the mechanical properties of the composites after the treatment to the
fibres presenting 13% improvement in the tensile strength then the native composites. The
treatment of the fibres leads to the interfacial modification, imparting the significant
improvement in the tensile strengths from 42 to 52 MPa and as compared to that of untreated
fibre composite (38MPa) (Zheng et al., 2007).
4.8.2.4. Water uptake Test
Biocomposites developed from the delignified wheat straw (DWS) along with
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with and without the plasticizer, were analyzed by Water absorption
test and the results are presented in fig 4.32.
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Figure 4.32. Water uptake measurements of PVA-DWS and PVA-DWS-PL based
biocomposites prepared using glycerol as plasticizer.
When the biocomposite developed from DWS-PVA were placed for the period of 30
minutes, showed the water absorption rate of 26.87 %, which was further increased by
immersing the sample for the longer period of time. The composite showed the maximum
water absorption of 112% when it was placed for a period of 120 minutes. In comparison to
this the sample prepared from delignified heat straw and PVA, along with the plasticizer
(glycerol) presented moisture content of 71% when it was placed for the time of 120 minutes.
The enzymatic treatment employed to the straw fibers, lead to the degradation of lignin
content and therefore exposing the cellulose content (Isa et al., 2014), improving the water
absorption behavior of the composites, by providing additional interlocking mechanical sites,
led to increase interfacial bonding (Mishra et al., 2003)
4.8.3. Characterization of Bacterially Modified WS - PVA based Composites
The Biocomposites developed from bacterially modified wheat straw as reinforcement and
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as matrix were characterized as follows.
4.8.3.1. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
Fourier-transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to determine the structural
analysis of individual components i.e. bacterially modified wheat straw (BMWS) and
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) along with the composites prepared from these two components.
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Figure 4.33. FTIR spectra of the pure PVA, pure BMWS, PVA-BMWS and PVABMWS-PL based biocomposites
The pure PVA showing the band at 1090 cm-1 and the characteristic band 1260 cm-1
showed by BMWS-PVA based composite arises from the stretching vibrations of C=O group
(Figure 4.33). Whereas the band 3420 cm-1 is due to the O-H stretching bonds of cellulose
and the band at 1060 cm-1 arises from the C-O stretching modes of the cellulose (Qiu and
Netravali, 2012). The characteristic band at 836 cm-1 in the case of pure PVA but not in
bacterially modified substrate (BM) was assigned to vinyl polymers due to CH2 deformation
vibrations (Długa and Kaczmarek, 2014).
In case of pure bacterially treated substrate (BM), the characteristic band at 2,867 cm1

was attributed to the stretching vibrational modes of aliphatic C-H linkages of bacterial

cellulose, whereas the band at 1060 cm-1 is attributed to the C-O-C stretching vibrations
(Iqbal et al., 2014).
The FTIR spectra of BMWS/PVA and the BMWS/PVA/PL based composites contain bands
characterizing both the individual polymers. The band at 1387 cm-1 in case of BMWS-PVAPL based composite, is typical for the presence of the primary aliphatic and secondary
alcoholic groups of cellulose. The characteristic peaks obtained at 1060 cm-1 and 2867 cm-1
obtained in the bacterially modified wheat straw can be attributed to the presence of C-O-C
pyranose ring skeletal vibrations and C-O-C asymmetric stretching respectively (Pavaloiu et
al., 2015)
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4.8.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopic analysis was performed to determine the surface
morphologies of the individual components of the composites i.e. polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
,bacterially modified wheat straw (BMWS) and the biocomposites developed from them i.e.
PVA-BMWS and PVA-BMWS-PL.
It was observed that the surface morphology of the polymer (PVA) appeared to be
smooth without any holes in it as shown in figure 4. This was in agreement with the findings
of Długa and Kaczmarek, 2014, who also have observed the similar flat, homogenous surface
of PVA without having any defects in it. However the surface of bacterially modified wheat
straw appeared fibrous due to the deposition of cellulose on the substrate giving it a fibrous
look our results were in accordance with the Dluga and Kaczmarek, 2014 exhibiting the same
fibrous structure in bacterially cellulosic nanofibers.

Figure 4.34. Scanning Electron Microscopy of pure PVA, BMWS , PVA-BMWS and
PVA-BMWS-PL
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Whereas the composites prepared presents the fine look due to the PVA formed on
the top of the BC surface resulting in high density and consequently the addition of glycerol
led to the less porous surface. The PVA fibres inside the BC treated substrate randomly
bridged the individual BC fibres, raising the overall density of the composites. However, the
bacterial cellulose covers the surface of the matrix forming a fibrous network leading to
denser material and predicting the good interfacial adhesion between the bacterially modified
network and PVA (Indriyati et al., 2012).
The densely packed regions with slight pores in the BMWS-PVA based composites
are due to the presence of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Increasing the bacterially cellulosic
contents lead to the increased non uniform integration of the composite surface presenting
the good interfacial adhesion (Leitao et al., 2013)
4.8.3.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
The mechanical strength of the composites prepared from the bacterially modified
wheat straw along with PVA as a matrix were investigated according to the ASTM D7205 /
D7205M – 06 standard test method.
Table 4.23: DMA-mechanical properties of the individual polymers i.e., PVA and their
biocomposites i.e., PVA-BMWS and PVA-BMWS-PL.
Tensile strength

Tensile modulus

Elongation at

(MPa)

(MPa)

Break (%)

PVA

25.98 ± 0.98

1,472 ± 0.28

110.58 ± 1.12

2

BMWS

N.D

N.D

N.D

3

PVA-BMWS

46.54 ± 0.51

2,730 ± 0.29

9.39 ± 0.39

4

PVA-BMWS-PL

64.73 ± 0.82

2,263 ± 0.91

6.73 ± 0.47

Sr. No.

Sample ID

1

The mechanical properties of the composites are affected by the presence of some
external spaces between the cellulosic fibers leading to the reduction in the strength of the
hydrogen bonding (Soykeabkaew et al., 2009). The individual component i.e. bacterially
modified substrate was too fragile to measure its mechanical properties. The pure PVA
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showed the mechanical strength with the tensile strength of 25.98 ± 0.98 MPa, tensile
modulus 1,472± 0.28 MPa and the elongation at break of 110.58±1.12% respectively.
The tensile strength of the composite PVA-BMWS increased to 46.54 ± 0.51 MPa as
compare to that of pure PVA, while the tensile modulus reached to 2,730 ± 0.29MPa. With
the increase in BC content ,the Young’s modulus of the BC–PVA composites increased as
well (Qiu and Nteravali, 2012).

Also the biocomposite developed from the bacterially

modified wheat straw and PVA, along with the use of plasticizer showed the best positive
impact on the mechanical properties of the composites with the tensile strength of 64.73 ±
0.82 MPa, tensile modulus of 2,263 ± 0.91 MPa and the elongation at break of 6.73 ± 0.47%
respectively (Table 4.23). This significant change in the mechanical properties of the
composites was interpreted as due to the increase in the degree of crystallinity. The
interaction and the entanglement between the simple composite (PVA-BMWS) were weak,
but the incorporation of plasticizer which possessed higher plasticizing efficiency, led to
better interaction in between the two components and therefore provided better mechanical
properties (You et al., 2014). Our results were in accordance with the Qiu and Netravali,
2012 who observed the tensile modulus of 1590 and 2473, when there was an increase of the
bacterially treated cellulose fibres to about 25% and 75% respectively.
The bacterially modified treated substrate does not have elastic properties wheareas
the PVA is well known for its elasticity and low tensile strength (Leitao et al., 2013). The
impregnation of the PVA onto the bacterial modified substrate affects the tensile strength of
the composites, this occurs because of the steric hindrance (Yamanaka et al., 1989; Tanpichai
et al., 2012).
4.8.3.4. Water Uptake Test
The water absorption test of the biocomposites developed from bacterially modified
wheat straw as reinforcement along with PVA as matrix was conducted. However the effect
of plasticizer was also determined as presented in Figure 4. 35.
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Figure 4.35. Water uptake measurements of PVA-BMWS and PVA-BMWS-PL based
biocomposites prepared using glycerol as plasticizer.
The water absorption behavior of the biocomposite developed from bacterially
modified substrate and PVA, showed the maximum water absorption of 190% when it was
placed for the period of about 90 minutes. This can be attributed to the presence of OH
groups in it, and the hygroscopic nature of the cellulose. On the contrary, the biocomposites
developed from the PVA-BMWS-PL containing glycerol as plasticizer presented the water
absorption rates of 110%. The presence of the three hydroxyl groups in the glycerol molecule
are contributing towards the increase tendency of water absorption of glycerol based
composites (Preechawong et al., 2005). This can be interpreted that as we increase the fibre
content in the composite, this lead to the increase in the water absorption of the composites
due to the cellulosic impregnation over the substrate and can therefore leads to swelling and
therefore leading to the large transport of water through the fibre matrix interface (Bismarck
et al., 2002). Also supported by Yu et al., 2012, that the composite polymerized with more
hydroxyl groups of short chains exhibits more hydrophilic nature then the other polymers.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

Bio-based composites, containing natural fibres and bio-based matrices, have been
under development for several years and some are now being used commercially. In regard
to the life cycle assessment, the natural fibers are generally imposes significant positive
impact on the environment because of their reduced weight over the energy consumption and
low emission of CO2 than the glass fibres, during the production process. However, the
durability of the natural fibres particularly their resistance towards the moisture requires
investigation. A number of treatments have been developed to reduce moisture uptake ability
of biofibres and their resistance to fungal attack. At the end of life, natural fibre composites
can be recycled (especially if used with thermoplastic polymers), biodegraded (when used
with biodegradable polymers such as PVA), or can be incinerated for energy recovery unlike
the glass fibres.
The present research was divided into five major parts. In the first part of this work,
indigenous ligninolytic enzymes were produced from WRF strains G. lucidum, T. versicolor
and P. ostreatus through solid state culture of wheat straw and corn cobs using previously
pre-optimized fermentation conditions. In the second part, the crude enzyme extracts thus
produced were subjected to four step purification protocol involving ammonium sulphate
precipitation, dialysis, DEAE-cellulose ion exchange and G-100 Sephadex gel permeation
chromatography for purification. In the 3rd part of this study, the purified enzymes were used
for the selective delignification of wheat straw, rice straw and sugarcane bagasse. The best
results of delignification were obtained for wheat straw and therefore, it was further utilized
for the synthesis of biocomposites. In the 4th part of this study, in order to increase the
cellulose accessibility, the delignified substrate was bacterially modified by Acetobacter
xylinum. In the 5th part of the study, the bacterially modified substrate was further used as a
reinforcement phase along with Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as a matrix leading to the
development of biocomposites. The composites were prepared through Compression molding
technique. In the final part of the study, the Biocomposites developed from different ratios of
the matrix and the reinforcement straw were further analysed by different characterization
parameters including Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), fourier transform infra-red
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technique (FTIR), Dynamic mechanical

analysis

(DMA) and

Water absorption

measurements.

Conclusion
 Wheat straw fiber served as good reinforcement material for the synthesis of
biocomposites
 Increase in fiber loading increased the composite color, density, and water absorption
 Increased fibre strength and durability of the biocomposites was obtained by
modifying the biofibres through the deposition of bacterial cellulose on them
 The use of

lignocellulosic fibres will form a basis for the development of

mechanically improved ecofriendly biocomposites from biofibres
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